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 The site-specific recombination systems of bacteriophages and other mobile elements fall 

into two categories that are named for the integrase protein that catalyzes integration and 

excision of the phage genome.  These integrases utilize either a tyrosine or a serine residue to 

carry out the nucleophilic attack of the DNA.  In many cases the directionality of the reaction, 

that is whether the enzyme catalyzes integration or excision, is determined by an additional 

phage encoded protein referred to as RDF, or recombination directionality factor. 

 Two prophage-like elements, φRv1 and φRv2, were found through sequencing 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain H37Rv.  These are absent from the vaccine bacillus M. bovis 

BCG, and are often found in virulent strains of M. bovis and M. tuberculosis.  Through the work 

presented here, one of these elements, φRv1, was found to encode an active recombination 

system, with a serine integrase and RDF.  The φRv1 element is found within a degenerate 

repeated element, REP13E12, which is present in seven non-identical copies in M. tuberculosis 

and M. bovis BCG.  In vivo studies have revealed that four of the seven 13E12 elements can 

serve as integration sites (attBs) for a plasmid carrying a reconstructed attP and integrase, and 

that multiple integrations can occur.  The fast growing saprophyte, M. smegmatis, also supports 

integration, although inefficiently.  In M. smegmatis, the φRv1 plasmid integrates into at least 

two 13E12 repeats that are quite different from those found in M. bovis BCG and M. 

tuberculosis.  Inefficiency is overcome by providing M. smegmatis with an attB site from BCG.  
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These integrated plasmids are stable, and excision occurs in the presence of the φRv1 RDF 

encoded by Rv1584c.  In vitro assays were developed for both integration and excision.  All the 

substrate site requirements are relatively small.  Integration occurs slowly but efficiently in the 

presence of excess attB or on an intramolecular attP-attB plasmid.  In the presence of RDF 

integration is inhibited and excision is stimulated.  The RDF binds to a specific sequence in both 

attB and attL, although the way in which it functions may be through protein-protein interactions 

with integrase. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

I. A.  Recombination 

Recombination plays an important role in countless biological processes.  Various types 

of DNA rearrangements generate the antibody diversity that allows us to fight a myriad of 

microbes, repair mistakes in DNA, and resolve dimers created through transposition and circular 

chromosome replication.   In other examples, recombination controls gene expression and 

developmental processes and allows bacteriophage and other mobile elements to move in and out 

of their host genome.  Without recombination, the ecosphere would be lacking for diversity 

because genes could no longer be inserted, deleted, and exchanged.   

There are several ways that DNA can be recombined, and most recombination 

mechanisms fall into one of three categories; homologous recombination, transposition, and site-

specific recombination (Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).  Homologous recombination occurs between 

two stretches of DNA with extensive similarity.  Homologous or general recombination is part of 

DNA repair pathways and is accepted as being responsible for genomic rearrangements in many 

different organisms, and this type of recombination requires several protein complexes (Bishop 

and Schiestl, 2000; Eggleston and West, 1996; Sonoda et al., 2001).  Transposition is the 

movement of specific DNA segments into non-homologous loci.  Transposable elements 
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themselves fall into several different categories, and transposons and insertion sequences are 

prevalent in many organisms; in fact ~40% of the human genome consists of transposons (Curcio 

and Derbyshire, 2003; Jurka et al., 2004).  The third type of recombination, site-specific 

recombination, recombines two specific target sites with relatively short stretches of homology.  

The recombination machinery consists of one or two enzymes and in some cases one or more 

additional factor (Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).   

In addition to the importance of recombination in the living world, several of these 

systems have been adapted for use in the laboratory.  By utilizing these recombination systems, 

mutagenesis, cloning and other techniques have become easier.  Notably, many of these useful 

molecular systems are derived from bacteriophage. 

 

I. B. Bacteriophages   

Viruses that infect bacteria, known as bacteriophages, are estimated to be the most 

numerous life form on the planet at 1031 particles (Hendrix et al., 1999).  Thus, they can be found 

in nearly every environment (Frederickson et al., 2003; Pedulla et al., 2003; Walter and Baker, 

2003)  Phages are often described by their life style; that is whether they are temperate or lytic 

(Figure 1).  Once it infects a cell by injecting its DNA, a temperate phage may adopt one of two 

fates; it can undergo lytic growth or lysogeny.  In lytic growth, a phage utilizes the host 

machinery to produce progeny.  A phage that only produces progeny after infecting a cell is 

called a lytic phage, while a temperate phage has a lytic phase as well as a lysogenic phase.  

During the lysogenic phase, the bacteriophage genome is stably maintained in the host cell and 

replicates as the host replicates.  Although in lysogeny, some phages exist as extrachromosomal 

plasmids, there are many that reside within the host chromosome.  This type of lysogen is formed  
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Figure 1. Life styles of a temperate bacteriophage 

A temperate phage, after infecting a host bacterial cell by injecting its DNA, may undergo lytic 

or lysogenic growth.  In lysogeny, a bacteriophage is often integrated into the host chromosome.  

Here, the phage genome, which is referred to as a prophage, is maintained stably until 

environmental cues cause it to excise (induction).  At this point, the phage is said to have 

switched to lytic growth, where the phage uses the molecular machinery of the host to produce a 

number of progeny phage.  The eventual lysis of the host cell will result in phage release.   
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Figure 2. Integration and excision of a bacteriophage genome  

This figure shows the general mechanism of bacteriophage integration and excision.  In one type 

of lysogeny, the phage genome becomes integrated into the host chromosome by a site-specific 

recombination event, integration, between attP (attachment phage) on the phage genome and 

attB (attachment bacteria) on the bacterial chromosome.  This reaction is catalyzed by a protein 

called integrase, but often a host derived accessory factor, such as IHF (integration host factor) is 

required for the reaction to occur.  The bacteriophage genome in the integrated state is referred to 

as a prophage.  It is flanked by the hybrid junctions attL and attR.  The reverse reaction, excision, 

is essentially attL x attR recombination.  Excision is also catalyzed by integrase but in all 

characterized systems, it requires an additional protein partner, a recombination directionality 

factor (RDF), which is encoded by the phage.  
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via a site-specific recombination event between a site in the phage chromosome called attP 

(attachment phage), and a site on the host chromosome, attB (attachment bacteria) (Figure 2).  

The product of this reaction, which is called integration, is the integrated phage genome, known 

as a prophage, flanked on the left and the right by the hybrid attachment junctions, attL and attR, 

which serve as the substrates for excision.  Both the excisive and integrative reactions are 

catalyzed by an enzyme known as an integrase, and the direction of the recombination reactions 

must be controlled to ensure the success of the phage.  Excision at an inappropriate time would 

fail to produce progeny phage.  The integration and excision reactions are controlled by a 

recombination directionality factor or RDF (Lewis and Hatfull, 2001).  Integrating phages utilize 

site-specific recombination, but this is not the only instance where site-specific recombination is 

used. 

 

I. C.  Site-Specific Recombination 

The process of site-specific recombination occurs, as its name suggests, at sequence 

specific sites (Stark et al., 1992).  These reactions are conservative in that DNA is neither 

synthesized nor degraded, and no high energy cofactors are consumed (Stark et al., 1992).  One 

substrate DNA is cleaved at specific bonds and rejoined to the other substrate.  Four cuts are 

made, one to each strand of the two substrates, and in all studied systems, four molecules of 

enzyme carry out the reaction, with one per cut (Kikuchi and Nash, 1979).  The enzymes that 

carry out these reactions, called recombinases, catalyze one or more of the following reactions; 

resolution, inversion, and integration and excision (Figure 3) (Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).  The 

type of reaction that occurs is determined by which sites are present, whether the sites are on two 

separate DNA molecules or on the same DNA, and the orientation of the sites  
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Figure 3. Types of site-specific recombination reactions 

Schematics to describe the various types of site-specific recombination sites are shown.  The 

sites are represented as black and blue arrows in the circles that represent double-stranded DNA 

molecules.  A site-specific recombination reaction that occurs between two sites that are on 

separate DNA molecules is called integration.  The reverse reaction, which occurs in an 

intramolecular substrate containing two sites in direct, or head-to-tail, configuration, removing 

the DNA between the crossover points within the two sites is either excision when the two sites 

are different or resolution when the sites are identical.   Inversion reactions occur in an 

intramolecular substrate, where the DNA sequence between a pair of sites in indirect (head to 

head) configuration is flipped.
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(Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).  A recombinase is often more specifically named by the reaction or 

reactions that it catalyzes.  Resolvases catalyze cointegrant resolution, which is an intramolecular 

reaction in where the DNA between a pair of directly oriented sites is removed, while invertases 

invert the sequence of DNA in between a pair of sites in indirect orientation (Hallet and Sherratt, 

1997).  Both integration and excision reactions are catalyzed by an integrase.  In integration, two 

different DNA molecules are combined at their substrate sites.  In excision, which is similar to 

resolution, DNA in between directly oriented sites is excised.  These site-specific recombination 

reactions are catalyzed by enzymes that fall into two families the tyrosine and serine 

recombinases, which are named for the catalytic amino acid (Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).  

Although the roles they fulfill are similar, and both families have members that catalyze each of 

the four types of reactions, the mechanism of catalysis differs, and the enzymes are unrelated at 

the sequence level, suggesting that they have evolved independently. 

 

I. C. i.  Tyrosine site-specific recombination systems 

The tyrosine recombinases utilize a tyrosine residue to carry out the nucleophilic attack 

of the DNA.  The enzymes of this family are diverse; there are resolvases, invertases, and 

integrases.  Well-studied members of this family include Cre and Flp recombinases, XerCD, and 

bacteriophage integrases like λ, and L5.  Despite their variability in action, these enzymes share 

a number of essential residues and have a similar domain structure (Argos et al., 1986; Nunes-

Duby et al., 1998).  The catalytic tyrosine is part of a conserved domain in the C-terminus 

(Figure 4) (Abremski and Hoess, 1992; Pargellis et al., 1988; Tirumalai et al., 1997).  Other 

characterized domains are those responsible for DNA binding and protein-protein interactions 

(Figure 4) (Kazmierczak et al., 2002; Moitoso de Vargas et al., 1988).   
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Figure 4. Tyrosine recombinase domain organization 

Schematic depictions of representative members of the tyrosine recombinases are shown.  The 

tyrosine recombinases have three major domains that have been characterized.  There is a C-

terminal domain (shown in red) containing the tyrosine nucleophile and other residues important 

for catalysis.  A central domain is involved in specific binding to core type sequences, or sites 

that flank the crossover site (gray).  An N-terminal domain contains either arm-type binding 

determinants for the integrases, or non-specific binding for the recombinases (blue and purple, 

respectively).  There is also a region in the extreme C-terminus that has been implicated in 

protein-protein interactions (yellow). 
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Figure 5. Mechanism and chemistry of tyrosine recombinases 

A) In the mechanism of strand exchange for the tyrosine recombinases, there are four proteins 

(represented as ovals) that bind to the substrate sites to be recombined (shown as blue and black 

paired lines).  The reaction consists of two sequential rounds of strand breakage and ligation.  

Only two molecules of recombinase are active at one time (active monomers are shown in red).  

These active recombinase molecules catalyze strand breakage and covalently bond to the 3’ 

phosphate of the DNA and release a 5’ OH leaving group (panels i&ii). The strand breaks on the 

top and bottom strands are separated by 6-8 bp.  The free 5’ OH then attacks the 3’ 

phosphotyrosine of the other substrate (iii) and thus, a Holliday junction is formed (panel iv).  An 

isomerization step follows and the other two recombinase units are activated (panels iv & v).  A 

second round of strand breakage and exchange occurs (panels v & vi), resulting in the formation 

of the recombinant products (vii). 

B) This figure shows the chemistry of the reaction catalyzed by the tyrosine recombinases at a 

single active site.  Here, a single strand of DNA from one site is shown in black and a single 

strand from the second site is shown in blue.  The OH of the catalytic tyrosine residue attacks the 

phosphate at the crossover site forming a 3’ phosphotyrosine.  The free 5’ OH from the second 

site then attacks the phosphotyrosine, freeing the recombinase and forming one complete 

recombinant DNA strand.
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The tyrosine recombinases function by carrying out two sequential rounds of strand cleavage and 

exchange, with a Holliday junction intermediate (Figure 5A) (Kitts and Nash, 1988).  In the 

reactions catalyzed by these enzymes, a tetramer of recombinase protein is required to cut all 

four strands of the two substrate DNA molecules, and although four proteins are present 

throughout the reaction, only two monomers of recombinase are active at one time (Chen et al., 

1992; Nunes-Duby et al., 1987; Van Duyne, 2002).  The two activated integrase monomers 

cleave one strand on each of the substrates, and the hydroxyl group of the catalytic tyrosine then 

forms a covalent bond with the DNA, generating a 3’ phosphotyrosine and a free 5’ OH group 

(Figure 5B) (Pargellis et al., 1988).  This free hydroxyl group then executes the second attack on 

the phosphate of the other substrate, thus completing one round of strand exchange in the 

reaction.  As a consequence of the first round of strand exchange, a Holliday junction is formed; 

and an isomerization step then activates the other two units of recombinase, thus initiating the 

second round of exchange (Cowart et al., 1991; Kitts and Nash, 1988).  The second exchange 

resolves the Holliday junction and results in the formation of the two recombinant products (Hsu 

and Landy, 1984).  Although the chemistry of all tyrosine recombinase reactions is identical, and 

the mechanisms are similar, the substrate sites where this chemistry occurs are quite different. 

 

I. C. i. a. Simple tyrosine recombinases 

For several tyrosine recombinases, the sites upon which they act are relatively simple.  

Each contains a short asymmetric sequence (6-8bp) that is flanked by a set of short inverted 

repeats (11-13bp), which serve as recombinase binding elements (Grainge and Jayaram, 1999).  

It is within the asymmetric region that strand exchange occurs.  In all cases where the sites are 

simple, the two substrate sites are identical.  This simple substrate site organization is the case 
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for the LoxP (locus of X-over, phage) site acted upon by phage P1 Cre, the frt site (Flp 

recombination target) on the 2µm plasmid of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which is utilized by the 

Flp recombinase, and the dif site of XerCD (Figure 6) (Abremski et al., 1986; Hoess and 

Abremski, 1984; Jayaram, 1985).  In vivo, Cre acts on two identical 34 bp intramolecular sites in 

direct orientation to achieve one of two ends; to circularize a linear P1 genome immediately 

following infection, and resolve genome dimers after replication (Abremski et al., 1986; 

Sternberg et al., 1981). 

The Flp recombinase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae acts in a mechanism to maintain the 

high-copy number status of the 2µm plasmid (Jayaram et al., 2002; Proteau et al., 1986).  Flp 

recombinase also works at two identical simple sites, although in Saccharomyces cerevisiae frt 

has an additional recombinase binding element located on the 3’ end of the site, however, it has 

been shown to be dispensable both in vitro and in vivo (Jayaram, 1985).   

The recombinase complex formed by XerC and XerD, collectively known as XerCD, has 

more than one substrate site.  One of its sites, dif, is in the chromosome of E. coli and other 

bacteria near the replication terminus (Blakely et al., 1993).  The dif site is simple, and 

recombination events at these sites resolve chromosome dimers following replication (Blakely et 

al., 1993).  Another XerCD site, cer, which is located on ColE1 plasmids, consists of a simple 

site with an additional 190+ bp of regulatory sequences located at the 3’ end (Summers and 

Sherratt, 1988).  XerCD also acts at cer to resolve replication induced multimers, although in this 

case the site is part of the ColE1 plasmid (Summers and Sherratt, 1984, 1988).  The regulatory 

region in cer is bound by two proteins PepA and ArgR, and recombination does not occur 

without these proteins (Colloms et al., 1990; Stirling et al., 1988; Stirling et al., 1989). The 

recombinase proteins described here, Cre, Flp and XerCD, are some of the best studied of the  
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Figure 6. Tyrosine recombinase substrate sites 

Schematic representatives of the tyrosine recombinase substrate sites are shown.  Inverted repeat 

sequences that serve as recombinase recognition sites are shown as arrows.  LoxP, dif, frt and the 

attB sites of bacteriophages are the simplest sites and have only a set of inverted repeats flanking 

a short asymmetric sequence in which strand exchange occurs.  The cer site used by XerCD has 

a regulatory region that has sites for two factors, PepA and ArgR, the binding of which is 

necessary for recombination to occur.  The attP sites used by several bacteriophages are much 

more complicated, containing the core type binding sequences (gray arrows) as well as several 

additional arm type binding sequences (yellow arrows), and sequences for the binding of other 

regulatory factors like IHF and RDF.  
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tyrosine recombinases, and they act on two identical sites, however, not all tyrosine 

recombinases act alike. 

 

I. C. i. b. Tyrosine integrases 

In bacteriophages L5 and λ among others, an enzyme called integrase accomplishes two 

separate reactions involving two sets of non-identical sites, attB and attP, and attL and attR.  The 

attB is small (≤ 50bp) and simple, containing inverted repeats and an asymmetric sequence, 

much like the sites of the simple recombinases (Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1985; Peña et al., 

1996).  In the case of attachment (att) sites, these sequences are often referred to as the core.  The 

attP also has a similar core type sequence, in addition, attP contains auxiliary recombinase 

binding sites, known as arm-type sites, as well as sites for the binding of other phage or host 

derived protein factors (Figure 6)(Hsu et al., 1980; Peña et al., 1997).  These core type and arm 

type binding sites are recognized by different parts of the integrase protein (Figure 4) (Azaro, 

2002; Moitoso de Vargas et al., 1988).  A single multivalent integrase is able to bind to both 

arm-type and core-type sites, and when a single monomer binds to both arm-type and core-type 

sites, it bridges these sites (Better et al., 1982).  Although there is no crystal structure available 

for any entire integrase protein with its paired substrates, it is believed that the attP DNA is 

wrapped around the proteins in a nucleoprotein complex (Figure 7A) (Pena et al., 2000).  

Complex formation is facilitated by the binding of an additional host-derived protein, such as the 

E. coli integration host factor (IHF) in the case of λ, οr mycobacterial Integration Host Factor 

(mIHF) for L5 (Nash, 1981; Pedulla et al., 1996). These proteins bind to attP in between arm 

type sites and the core (Nash, 1981; Pedulla et al., 1996).  IHF has been shown to bend the attP 

DNA, and aid in the formation of nucleoprotein complexes (Robertson and Nash, 1988).   
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Figure 7. Nucleoprotein complex models of tyrosine recombinases 

A) Models predicted for the bacteriophage L5 recombination system are shown.  The 

components of the reaction are shown in (i).  Integration intermediate complexes are shown in 

(ii).  In the intasome, a pair of integrase molecules is believed to be bridging arm type sites P4 

and P5 to the core within attP, with several molecules of mIHF in the region between these arm 

type sites and the core.  The mIHF serves to aid in the formation of this DNA bend.  In the 

synaptic complex, two more molecules of integrase interact with the pair already bridging core 

with P4 and P5.  The second pair of integrase molecules binds to P2 and P1 and capture attB.  In 

the presence of L5-Xis (iii), it is believed that Xis binds to and bends the DNA between P1 and 

P2 and core, preventing the formation of a ‘normal’ synaptic complex, and thus inhibiting 

integration.  In the presence of mIHF, L5-Int is able to form a complex with attL, but it is not 

able to complex with attR (iv).  However, in the presence of Xis, a stable complex is formed with 

attR and Int.  These two complexes, attL-Int and attR-Int, can synapse and carryout excisive 

(attL x attR) recombination.  Models are adapted from (Pena et al., 2000), and (Lewis and 

Hatfull, 2003). 

B) The predicted synaptic complex of XerCD with cer is shown.  Here its typical substrate, a 

dimer of a ColE1 plasmid is shown as the black line with two cer sites.  The accessory factors 

ArgA and PepA are shown in dark and light green, respectively.  It is thought that these proteins 

act to form a complex trapping a specific DNA topology, bringing the two cer cross-over sites 

(red arrows) in close proximity with each other.  The cross-over region is bound by XerC (in 

blue) and XerD (in violet), which carry out the chemistry of the reaction.  This model is adapted 

from (Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).
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Integrases also catalyze excision, which is essentially the reverse of integration.  Here the attL 

and attR sites are recombined, and these two substrate sites are also non-identical, hybrids of 

attP and attB.  Excisive recombination requires an additional phage-derived protein called a 

recombination directionality factor, or RDF (Abremski and Gottesman, 1982; Lewis and Hatfull, 

2000).   

 

I. C. i. c. Tyrosine recombinases and the control of directionality 

 The regulation of which site-specific reactions occur is important to ensure that the 

appropriate end is reached.  For example, if XerCD were to carryout integration and create 

dimers, rather than catalyze dimer resolution, then plasmids would be lost and daughter cells 

would be without a complete chromosome.  If a phage genome were to excise under the wrong 

conditions, no progeny would be produced.  In the tyrosine recombinase systems, directionality 

is regulated in several different ways, and some of these systems are better understood than 

others.  Regulation of XerCD at chromosomal dif is also complicated and poorly understood 

(Neilson et al., 1999).  There are several factors involved in the cell; the position of the dif site in 

the chromosome is important, cell division is required, a functional homologous recombination 

system is needed, and FtsK is known to play a role, but it is not yet known how all these 

elements are coordinated (Capiaux et al., 2002; Ip et al., 2003; Steiner and Kuempel, 1998).  At 

other XerCD substrate sites, such as the cer site in the ColE1 plasmid, the accessory proteins 

PepA and ArgR are necessary for recombination to occur (Stirling et al., 1988; Stirling et al., 

1989).  These factors and the recombinase bind to the site, and the DNA adopts a specific 

conformation, allowing recombination only at intramolecular sites in direct orientation; that is 

resolution (Figure 7B) (Alen et al., 1997).   
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The directionality of the recombination reactions with bacteriophage-encoded tyrosine 

integrases is controlled by a phage-derived protein called a recombination directionality factor or 

RDF.  In both λ and L5, the RDF is referred to as excisionase, excise or Xis.  These proteins 

inhibit the integration reaction, and stimulate excision (Abremski and Gottesman, 1982; Lewis 

and Hatfull, 2000).  The RDFs in the tyrosine systems are DNA binding proteins that bind 

specifically at sites within attP, and in the case of L5, Xis binds to four sites in between arm-type 

sites P2 and P3 (Figure 6) (Lewis and Hatfull, 2003).  This binding does not appear to interfere 

with the binding of integrase, but Xis bends the attP DNA and it is thought that Xis does not 

allow for proper synapsis with attB (Figure 7A) (Lewis and Hatfull, 2003).  To promote excision, 

L5-Xis directs the formation of an attR-Int complex, which can synapse with an L5-Xis 

independent attL-Int complex and promote excisive recombination (Figure 7A) (Lewis and 

Hatfull, 2003).   

The control of directionality in λ is similar, and lambda Xis binds to the left arm of attP 

and attR at two 13bp sites in between P2 and the core (Figure 6) (Bushman et al., 1984; Yin et 

al., 1985).  In the lambda system, there is experimental evidence that Xis interacts directly with 

integrase (Cho et al., 2002).  Like in the L5 system, the binding of lambda Xis bends the DNA 

and allows an attR-Int complex to form that participates in excisive recombination (Moitoso de 

Vargas and Landy, 1991; Thompson et al., 1987).  

 In some phage systems that utilize tyrosine integrases, directionality control is slightly 

different.  Bacteriophages P2, HP1, and 186 have related RDF proteins called Cox or Apl (Dodd 

et al., 1993; Eriksson and Haggard-Ljungquist, 2000; Esposito and Scocca, 1994).  These 

proteins are multifunctional, and in addition to their role in controlling recombination 

directionality, they function to regulate expression from certain promoters (Esposito and Scocca, 
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1997; Saha et al., 1987).  Cox proteins are similar to Xis in their role as RDFs, and act as a 

structural element of the substrate integrase complex (Eriksson and Haggard-Ljungquist, 2000).   

 

I. C. ii.  Serine recombinases 

The second of the site-specific recombination enzyme families, the serine recombinases, 

utilize a serine as the catalytic residue (Hatfull and Grindley, 1988).  Enzymes of this family, 

which include DNA invertases, transposon resolvases, and integrases, largely fall into two sub-

families.  The smaller of the two (180-210 amino acids) includes the majority of transposon 

resolvases and DNA invertases (Grindley, 2002).  These enzymes have an amino-terminal 

catalytic domain of about 140 residues, which includes the serine residue (situated around 

position 10), and a small C-terminal domain that contains DNA binding determinants, including 

a Helix-Turn-Helix (H-T-H) motif (Figure 8A) (Hatfull and Grindley, 1988).  The so-called large 

serine recombinases range in size from 441 to 772 residues (Smith and Thorpe, 2002).  This 

group includes mostly phage integrases, and these large serine recombinases have a similar N-

terminal catalytic domain, but in addition have a large C-terminal domain that presumably 

contains determinants for substrate binding.  This domain has no recognizable H-T-H motif and 

is diverse among recombinases (Figure 8B) (Smith and Thorpe, 2002).  Although most of the 

information regarding the serine recombinases has been gathered from work with invertases and 

resolvases, the data supports the idea that these large serine recombinase proteins act with a 

similar chemistry and strand exchange mechanism (Ghosh et al., 2003).  The serine 

recombinases are known to act through a concerted double strand cleavage of both DNA 

partners, followed by strand exchange and ligation (Figure 9A) (Stark et al., 1989).  As an 

intermediate in the reaction, these proteins covalently bind to the DNA creating a 5’  
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Figure 8. Structural organization of serine-integrases 

A) Schematic representation of serine recombinases.  Phage-encoded serine integrases contain an 

N-terminal domain that is approximately 140 residues long (shown in red), which has sequence 

similarity with the N-terminal catalytic domain of transposon resolvases and DNA invertases.  

The C-termini of the resolvases and invertases are small and have Helix-Turn-Helix motifs for 

substrate binding.  The C-terminal segments of the large serine recombinases are diverse both in 

sequence and length and are of unknown function, although they presumably include the DNA-

binding determinants.  The closest relative to the φRv1 integrase is encoded by phage R4.  

Phages Bxz2, Bxb1, U2 and Bethlehem are the only mycobacteriophages that have predicted or 

known serine integrases. 

B) Alignment of several serine recombinases.  The gamma delta resolvase is abbreviated ‘gd’.  

Rv1586c is the Integrase from the Mycobacterium tuberculosis prophage-like element φRv1.  

R4, Bxz1, and Bxb1 are the integrases from these bacteriophages.  Residues that are absolutely 

conserved are shown in red, and include the catalytic serine, which in this alignment is shown at 

position 20.  Residues that are conserved, with four of the five aligned proteins are shown in blue 

with yellow lettering, and similar residues are shown in violet with white lettering. 
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             . . . .10 . . . .20 . . . .30 . . . .40 . . . .50 . . . .60 . . . .70
Rv1586c   1:.MRYTTPVRAAVYLRISEDRSGEQLGVARQREDCLKLCGQR.KWVPVEYLDNDVSASTG.K...RRPAYE: 64
R4        1:MNRGGPTVRADIYVRISLDRTGEELGVERQEESCRELCKSLGMEVGQVWVDNDLSATKKNV...VRPDFE: 67
Bxz2      1:...MAQPLRALVGARVSVVQGPQKVSHIAQQETGAKWVAEQGHTVVGSFKDLDVSATVSPF...ERPDLG: 64
Bxb1      1:.......MRALVVIRLSR.VTDATTSPERQLESCQQLCAQRGWDVVGVAEDLDVSGAVDPFDRKRRPNLA: 62
gd        1:.......MRLFGYARVST..SQQSLDIQVRALKDAGVKANR......IFTDKASGSSSD......RKGLD: 49

             . . . .80 . . . .90 . . . 100 . . . 110 . . . 120 . . . 130 . . . 140
Rv1586c  65:QMLADITAGKIAAVVAWDLDRLHRRPIELEAFMSLADEKR.LALATVAGDVDLATP...QGRLVARLKGS:130
R4       68:AMIASNPQ....AIVCWHTDRLIRVTRDLERVIDLGVN....VHAVMAGHLDLSTP...AGRAVARTVTA:126
Bxz2     65:PWLSPELEGEWDILVFSKIDRMFRSTRDCVKFAEWAEAHG.KILVFAEDNMTLNYRDKDRSGSLESMMSE:133
Bxb1     63:RWLAFEEQ.PFDVIVAYRVDRLTRSIRHLQQLVHWAEDHKKLVVSATEAHFDTTTP...FAAVVIALMGT:128
gd       50:LLRMKVEEG..DVILVKKLDRLGRDTADMIQLIKEFDAQG.VSIRFIDDGISTDGE...MGKMVVTILSA:113

             . . . 150 . . . 160 . . . 170 . . . 180 . . . 190 . . . 200 . . . 210
Rv1586c 131:VAAHETEHKKARQRRAARQKAERGHPNWSKAFGYLPGP...............NGPEPDPRTAPLVKQAY:185
R4      127:WATYEGEQKAERQKLANIQNARAGKPYTPGIRPFGYGD...............DHMTIVTAEADAIRDGA:181
Bxz2    134:LFIYIGSFFAQLELNRFKSRARDSHRVLRGMDRWASGVPPLGFRIVDHPSGKGKGLDTDPEGKAILEDMA:203
Bxb1    129:VAQMELEAIKERNRSAAHFNIRAG.KYRGSLPPWGYLPTRVDG.........EWRLVPDPVQRERILEVY:188
gd      114:VAQAERQRILERTNEGRQEAMAKG.....VVFGRKR.......................KIDRDAVLNMW:155

             . . . 220 . . . 230 . . . 240 . . . 250 . . . 260 . . . 270 . . . 280
Rv1586c 186:ADILAGAS.LGDVCRQWNDAG.......AFTITGRP.....WTTTTLSKFLRKPRNAGLRAYKGARYGPV:242
R4      182:KMILDGWS.LSAVARYWEELKLQS..PRSMAAGGKG.....WSLRGVKKVLTSPRYVGRSSYLG......:237
Bxz2    204:AKLLDGWS.FIRIAQDLNQRKVLTNMDKAKIAKGKPPHPNPWTVNTVIESLTSPRTQGIKMTKHGTRGGS:272
Bxb1    189:HRVVDNHEPLHLVAHDLNRRGVLSPKDYFAQLQGREPQGREWSATALKRSMISEAMLGYATLNG......:252
gd      156:QQGLGASH....ISKTMNIAR.......................STVYKVINESN...............:183

             . . . 290 . . . 300 . . . 310 . . . 320 . . . 330 . . . 340 . . . 350
Rv1586c 243:DRDAIVGKAQWSPLVDEATFWA...AQAVLDAPGRAPGRKSVRR...HLLTGLAGCGKCGNHLAGSYRTD:306
R4      237:...EVVGDAQWPPILDPDVYYG...VVAILNNPDRFSGGPRTGRTPGTLLAGIALCGECGKTVSG.RGYR:300
Bxz2    273:KIGTTVLDAEGNPIRLAPPTFDPATWKQIQEAAARRQGNRRSKTYTANPMLGVGHCGACGASLAQQFTHR:342
Bxb1    252:...KTVRDDDGAPLVRAEPILTREQLEALRAELVKTSRAKPAVSTP.SLLLRVLFCAVCGEPAYK.....:313
gd         :......................................................................:   

             . . . 360 . . . 370 . . . 380 . . . 390 . . . 400 . . . 410 . . . 420
Rv1586c 307:GQVVYVCKACHGVAILADNIEPILYHIVAERLAMPDAVD..LLRREIHDA.......AEAETIRLELETL:367
R4      301:GVLVYGCKDTH.TRTPRSIADGRASSSTLARLMFPDFLPGLLASGQAEDG.......QSAASKHSEAQTL:362
Bxz2    342:.KLADGTEVTY..RTYRCGRTPLNCNGISMRGDEADGLLEQLFLEQYGSQPVTEKVFVPGEDHSEELEQV:409
Bxb1    313:..FAGGGRK.HPRYRCRSMGFPKHCGNGTVAMAEWDAFCEEQVLDLLGDAERLEKVWVAGSDSAVELAEV:380
gd         :......................................................................:   

             . . . 430 . . . 440 . . . 450 . . . 460 . . . 470 . . . 480 . . . 490
Rv1586c 368:YGELDRLAVERAEGLLTAR..QVKISTDIVNAKITKLQARQQDQERLRVFDGIPLGTPQVAGMIAELSPD:435
R4      363:RERLDGLATAYAEGAISLS..QMTAGSEALRKKLEVIEADLVGSAGIPPFDPVAGVAGLISGWPTTPLPT:430
Bxz2    410:RATIDRLRRESDAGLIATAE.DERIYFERMKSLIDRRTRLEAQPRRASGWVTQETDKTNADEWTKASTPD:478
Bxb1    381:NAELVDLTSLIGSPAYRAGSPQREALDARIAALAARQEELEGLEARPSGWEWRETGQRFGDWWREQDTAA:450
gd         :......................................................................:   

             . . . 500 . . . 510 . . . 520 . . . 530 . . . 540
Rv1586c 436:RFRAVLDVLAEVVVQPVG...KSGRIFNPERVQVNWR.............:469
R4      431:RRAWVDFCLVVTLNTQKGR..HASSMTVDDHVTIEWRDVAE.........:469
Bxz2    479:ERRRLLMKQGIRFELVRGKPDPEVRLFTPGEIPEGEPLPEPSPR......:522
Bxb1    451:KNTWLRSMNVRLTFDVRGGLTRTIDFGDLQEYEQHLRLGSVVERLHTGMS:500
gd         :..................................................:   
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Figure 9. Mechanism and chemistry of serine recombinases 

A) A schematic representation of the strand exchange mechanism of serine recombinases is 

shown.  Each substrate site is shown as paired black or blue lines, and recombinases are 

represented as ovals.  Strand exchange is concerted with breaks occurring at all four strands at 

the same time (panels i and ii).  These strand breaks on the top and bottom strands are separated 

by 2bp.  After cleavage, strands are exchanged (iii) by an unknown mechanism involving an 

180o rotation of the DNA strands.  These breaks are then rejoined in the recombinant 

configuration (iv). 

B) The breakage and rejoining mechanism at a single active site is illustrated here.  The OH of 

the catalytic serine attacks the scissile phosphate at the crossover site, creating a 5’ 

phosphoserine and a 3’ OH leaving group.  The strands are then exchanged via an unknown 

mechanism, and then the free hydroxyl group of the incoming strand attacks the phosphoserine 

resulting in a recombinant DNA strand. 
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phosphoserine and 3’ OH leaving group (Figure 9B) (Reed and Grindley, 1981).  The cuts made 

by the proteins are staggered by two base pairs, generating a 3’ overhang (Reed and Grindley, 

1981).  Like the tyrosine recombinases, the chemistry of these diverse enzymes is identical, but 

variation exists in the sites upon which the proteins act, especially between the small and large 

recombinases (Figure 10A and B).   

 

I. C. ii. a. Small serine recombinases 

 The majority of the small serine recombinases are invertases and resolvases, and these 

have been relatively well characterized.  DNA invertases act at two identical sites that are simple 

and contain a pair of inverted repeats flanking an asymmetric spacer (Figure 10). These 

invertases include Gin of coliphage Mu, which inverts a DNA sequence that directs differential 

expression of tail fiber genes, and Hin of Salmonella, which generates flagellar variation (van de 

Putte, 1980; Zeig, 1977).  Although the invertase sites are simple, there is a single enhancer 

element to which an accessory protein binds within the Hin invertible segment and provides 

1,000-fold enhancement of inversion (Johnson et al., 1986; Mertens et al., 1986).  The protein 

that binds to the enhancer is called Fis in E. coli and factor II in Salmonella (Johnson et al., 

1987; Johnson et al., 1988).   

 Resolvases, which are most often associated with replicative transposons such as γδ and 

Tn3 are among the best understood of the small serine recombinases.  A pair of identical sites are 

resolved that are 90-140bp long, with a series of two to three subsites each containing a pair of 

inverted repeats flanking a short asymmetrical segment (Figure 10) (Grindley, 2002).  The 

canonical resolvase site (res) has three subsites, which are named I, II, and III.  Subsites I and II 

are separated from the other by a number of helical turns, such that they lie on the same face of 
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Figure 10. Serine recombinase substrate sites 

A) Schematic representations of the sites for two representative small serine recombinases are 

shown.  These sites are for a resolvase (res) and an invertase (inv/_ix).  The res site has three 

subsites (I, II, and III), each consisting of a pair of inverted repeats that serve as binding sites for 

the resolvase enzyme, flanking a short asymmetric region.  Although all three subsites are bound 

by resolvase, cross-over occurs within subsite I (red staggered line).  The invertase substrate 

sites, known as _ix (e.g. Hin sites are called hix) consist of a pair of inverted repeat sequences 

that are part of the recombinase binding site.  The repeats flank a short (2bp) asymmetric 

sequence which is the central dinucleotide where cross-over occurs.  Invertases also require a 

single enhancer element (~65bp) that is sometimes located within the invertible segment, but can 

be outside of it.  This enhancer is bound by a protein that both stimulates the inversion reaction 

and imparts directionality control. 

B)  Features of attP and attB sites of serine integrases.  The phage and bacterial host attachment 

sites (attP and attB, respectively) are shown for five serine integrases.  For four of these systems 

the minimum size required for full activity is known, and is shown in parenthesis following attB 

and attP.  Regions of identity between the two sites are shown as red bases, and the central 

dinucleotide is indicated by the boxed bases when it is known or has been predicted.  Inverted 

repeats are shown as horizontal lines above each sequence.
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φC31

TP901-1

A118

Bxb1

R4

attP (39) 

attP (?)

attB (35)

attB (?)

attP (56)

attB (43)

attP (?)

attB (?)

attP (48)

attB (38)

CCCCAACTGGGGTAACCTTTGAGTTCTCTCAGTTGGGGG
GGGGTTGACCCCATTGGAAACTCAAGAGAGTCAACCCCC

GGTGCCAGGGCGTGCCCTTGGGCTCCCCGGGCGCG
CCACGGTCCCGCACGGGAACCCGAGGGGCCCGCGC

TTGTTTAGTTCCTCGTTTTCTCTCGTTGGAAGAAGAAGAAACGAGAAACTAAAATTA
AACAAATCAAGGAGCAAAAGAGAGCAACCTTCTTCTTCTTTGCTCTTTGATTTTAAT

TGTAACTTTTTCGGATCAAGCTATGAAGGACGCAAAGAGGGAACTAAACACTTAATT
ACATTGAAAAAGCCTAGTTCGATACTTCCTGCGTTTCTCCCTTGATTTGTGAATTAA

GCATGTTCCCCAAAGCGATACCACTTGAAGCAGTGGTACTGCTTGTGGGTACACTCTGCGGGTG
CGTACAAGGGGTTTCGCTATGGTGAACTTCGTCACCATGACGAACACCCATGTGAGACGCCCAC

       AGTTGCCCATGACCATGCCGAAGCAGTGGTAGAAGGGCACCGGCAGACA
       TCAACGGGTACTGGTACGGCTTCGTCACCATCTTCCCGTGGCCGTCTGT

   GGTTTGTCTGGTCAACCACCGCGGTCTCAGTGGTGTACGGTACAAACC
   CCAAACAGACCAGTTGGTGGCGCCAGAGTCACCACATGCCATGTTTGG

    GGCTTGTCGACGACGGCGGTCTCCGTCGTCAGGATCAT
    CCGAACAGCTGCTGCCGCCAGAGGCAGCAGTCCTAGTA

TCCAACTCGCTTAATTGCGAGTTTTTATTTCGTTTATTTCAATTAAGGTAACTAAA
AGGTTGAGCGAATTAACGCTCAAAAATAAAGCAAATAAAGTTAATTCCATTGATTT

CTGATAATTGCCAACACAATTAACATCTCAATCAAGGTAAATG
GACTATTAACGGTTGTGTTAATTGTAGAGTTAGTTCCATTTAC
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the DNA helix.  A tetramer of resolvase binds at each pair of these synapsed subsites, for a total 

of 12 protomers (Rice and Steitz, 1994).  Strand exchange occurs only at subsite I, but the other 

sites are also bound by the resolvase and are required for the correct topological complex to form 

and bring the subsite I’s together (Figure 11) (Hallet and Sherratt, 1997).  

 

I. C. ii. b. Large serine recombinases 

 The family of serine recombinases largely consists of invertases and resolvases, however, 

more recently, a number of large serine recombinases have been found in the genomes of 

sequenced bacteria and bacteriophages.  There are known examples that participate in 

developmental processes, such as spore formation in B. subtilis.   During sporulation, SpoIVCA 

deletes a 48-kb DNA element, often referred to as the skin element (sigK intervening), which is 

within a sigma factor (sigK) required for mother-cell-specific gene expression (Kunkel et al., 

1990).  Another large serine recombinase, XisF acts in heterocyst formation in Anabaena where 

it deletes an element within fdnX that is involved in nitrogen fixation (Carrasco et al., 1994; 

Popham and Stragier, 1992).  There are also enzymes involved in transposon mobility, such as 

TnpX and TndX (Bannam et al., 1995; Wang et al., 2000).  Most of these large serine 

recombinase proteins, however, are associated with prophages and are integrases (Smith and 

Thorpe, 2002).  The serine integrases carryout the same basic function as the tyrosine integrases, 

which is to integrate and excise their associated phage genome.  Although the serine integrases 

are a relatively new group of recombinases, many systems are currently being investigated.  

Several systems have been studied, at minimum demonstrating that the integrase is active, these 

include bacteriophage R4, Bxb1, φC31, TP901-1, φFC1, A118, and SPβc2 
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Figure 11. Serine recombinase-DNA complexes 

Resolvase utilizes twelve protomers bound to two res sites with three subsites each.  The four 

molecules of resolvase bound at subsite I are the only catalytically active proteins, as crossover 

occurs within subsite I.  The protomers bound to subsites II and III (eight total, four bound to 

each synapsed subsite pair) are thought to serve as structural elements to bring the two subsite I’s 

into close proximity for catalysis.  These resolvase molecules bound to subsites II and III also act 

as directionality control factors and allow only resolution to occur.   

 In contrast, the invertases have only four invertase subunits binding in complex, all of 

which participate in catalysis.  These proteins bind to inv where catalysis occurs.  In addition, an 

enhancer element is necessary for catalysis, and this element interacts with the invertase as well 

as Fis.  These interactions cause the DNA to form a specific topology that aligns the crossover 

sites, again only allowing a certain reaction, in this case inversion, to occur.
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(Christiansen et al., 1994; Kim et al., 2003; Lazarevic et al., 1999; Loessner et al., 2000; 

Matsuura et al., 1996; Thorpe and Smith, 1998; Yang et al., 2002), but few have been studied in 

depth.  The substrate sites have been identified in at least six cases (all those cited above except 

φFC1), and the minimal size required for activity is known in three phages (Bxb1, TP901-1 and 

φC31) (Breuner et al., 2001; Groth et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003).  In all these cases, both the 

attP and attB sites are small and appear to be simple.  Like in the tyrosine integrase systems, attB 

consists of a pair of inverted repeats (IR) that flank a short asymmetrical sequence; however, 

unlike in the tyrosine systems, attP is also small and consists of a pair of IRs flanking an 

asymmetrical sequence (Figure 10) (Breuner et al., 2001; Groth et al., 2000; Kim et al., 2003).  

Also unlike the tyrosine integrases, the IR sequences flanking the core in attP and attB are 

different.  For the systems where an in vitro assay has been developed, φC31 and Bxb1, it has 

been shown that supercoiling is not required for the reaction to occur (Kim et al., 2003; Thorpe 

and Smith, 1998).  For several systems, it is also known that there is no host factor requirement, 

and substrates are recombined efficiently in vitro and in heterologous hosts such as E. coli, 

Schizosacchromyces pombe, and mouse and human cells (Groth and Calos, 2004).  This is in 

contrast to tyrosine integrases, which require both a large attP sequence and a host factor and are 

often dependent on DNA supercoiling for efficient recombination. 

 

I. C. ii. c. Control of directionality in the serine recombinases 

As in the tyrosine recombination systems, it is important to maintain tight control over 

which reactions occur.  For both the resolvase and invertase systems, directionality control is 

maintained by nucleoprotein complexes that cause the DNA to adopt a specific topology.  

Invertases require an accessory protein (e.g. Fis), which binds to an enhancer element (Johnson 
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and Simon, 1985; Johnson et al., 1986).  Experimental evidence suggests a complex with 

invertase, Fis and the substrate DNA that allows the invertase sites to align in only one 

orientation, and thus inversion occurs exclusively (Figure 11) (Bruist et al., 1987; Johnson et al., 

1987).  In several systems, mutants have been isolated that are Fis independent, and these are 

also defective in directionality control and can both invert and resolve substrates (Klippel et al., 

1988).   

Resolvases also control directionality through the formation of protein-DNA complexes; 

however, resolution reactions require no additional factors.  Instead, several molecules of 

resolvase are bound in a complex (Rice and Steitz, 1994).  The res site has three subsites, and a 

dimer of resolvase binds to each of these subsites, thus, when the two res sites synapse, a 

tetramer of resolvase is bound to each set of paired subsites.  Crossover occurs at subsite I, thus 

the molecules of resolvase bound here are catalytically active, while recombinase molecules that 

are bound at subsites II and III are architectural and act to capture the DNA in a specific 

topology and bring the subsite I’s into synapse (Benjamin and Cozzarelli, 1990; Grindley, 1993; 

Stark et al., 1989).  Due to the specific topology of the complex, only resolution can occur (Stark 

and Boocock, 1995).  Without subsites II and III, recombination does not normally occur, 

although mutants of resolvase have been isolated which can recombine two subsite I’s in the 

absence of subsites II and III (Arnold et al., 1999).    

In the large serine recombinase systems, the basis for directionality is not well 

understood.  Anabaena XisF has two accompanying ORFs, XisH and XisI, which are required 

for heterocyst-specific excision of the element in fdxN (Ramaswamy et al., 1997).  These RDFs 

appear to dictate the cell specificity of the recombination reaction, however, very little 

information is known about how these proteins function (Ramaswamy et al., 1997).  
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Bacteriophage TP901-1 has an RDF that was identified as an open reading frame required for the 

excision of an integrated plasmid containing attP and integrase (Breuner et al., 1999).  Further 

characterization of this protein has not yet been reported.  In φC31, Integrase alone is unable to 

catalyze excisive recombination (attL x attR), but no factor involved in excision has been 

identified (Thorpe et al., 2000).  

  

I. D.  Mycobacteria 

Bacteria of the genus Mycobacterium have genomes with high GC content, and are 

characterized by their acid-fast staining.  Although there are members that occur commonly in 

the environment like the fast-growing saprophyte M. smegmatis, several species are pathogenic.  

M. avium is an opportunistic pathogen causing disease in immuno-compromised individuals, M. 

avium subspecies paratuberculosis has been implicated in Crohn’s Disease, which is a 

gastrointestinal disorder (Bull et al., 2003).  M. leprae is the causative agent of Leprosy, and M. 

tuberculosis causes tuberculosis.  Mycobacterium tuberculosis remains a global health problem.  

It is estimated that in the year 2000, 8.2 million new cases of tuberculosis occurred worldwide, 

and approximately one-third of the world’s population is believed to be infected with M. 

tuberculosis (Corbett et al., 2003; Kochi, 1991).  Recently several whole genome sequences 

mycobacteria strains have been made available; M. tuberculosis strains H37Rv, CDC1551, M. 

bovis, M. avium subspecies paratuberculosis, and M. leprae (Cole et al., 1998). 

 

I. E.  Prophages and prophage-like elements φRv1 and φRv2 

Many bacterial genomes harbor prophages or prophage-like elements, and these genetic 

elements often confer a phenotype to the host bacterium.  In several cases the prophage carries a 
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toxin or virulence determinants.  For example, the shiga toxin found in Shigella species and E. 

coli O157:H7 and the cholera toxin of Vibrio cholera are carried by prophages (Bhadra et al., 

1995; Bhargava et al., 1990; Neely and Friedman, 1998).  Salmonella also has several resident 

prophages that contribute to the pathogenicity of the bacterium (Figueroa-Bossi and Bossi, 

1999).  In other bacteria, prophage-like elements impart the host bacterium genetic transfer 

ability.  These elements make bacteriophage head-like particles that package random bacterial 

DNA, which is then transferred to other cells, a process known as generalized transduction.  

Such elements have been described in Methanococcus, Rhococcus, and Serpulina (Bertani, 1999; 

Eiserling et al., 1999; Humphrey et al., 1997; Lang and Beatty, 2000). 

Examination of the genome sequence of M. tuberculosis H37Rv revealed several 

interesting features including two resident elements that appear to be related to bacteriophages 

called φRv1 and φRv2 (Figure 12) (Cole et al., 1998; Hendrix et al., 1999).  Subtractive genomic 

hybridization comparing M. tuberculosis H37Rv, M. bovis, and the vaccine strain M. bovis BCG 

showed that these two elements, as well as a third region, are present in M. tuberculosis but 

absent from all BCG strains tested (Mahairas et al., 1996).  The deletion in BCG that is referred 

to as RD3 (Region of Difference), corresponds to φRv1.  It is approximately 10 kilobases in 

length (9,247bp) and contains 14 predicted open reading frames (ORFs) (Figure 12) (Mahairas et 

al., 1996).  Although there are likely not a sufficient number of ORFs to make a complete 

dsDNA tailed bacteriophage, several of the proteins that are predicted by these ORFs have 

significant similarity to known phage proteins.  There is a predicted capsid subunit (Rv1576c), a 

prohead protease (Rv1577c), a terminase (Rv1578c), a primase/helicase (Rv1582c), an integrase 

(Rv1586c) and a recombination directionality factor (RDF) (Rv1584c) (Figure 12).  The small 

size of this element, along with the similarity to phage genes, has prompted the use of the term 
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Figure 12. M. tuberculosis H37Rv prophage-like elements φRv1 and φRv2 

Prophage-like elements φRv1 and φRv2 are present in the genome of M. tuberculosis H37Rv 

(Hendrix et al., 1999). Although φRv1 and φRv2 are too small to make complete bacteriophage, 

both contain a predicted capsid protein, prohead protease, integrase and excise/RDF.   

 The M. tuberculosis genome is represented by the bar with 1kbp-spaced markers; the 

φRv2 is shown in lavender and the φRv1 element is shaded light blue.  Open reading frames 

(ORFs) are shown as boxes above (transcribed rightwards) and below (transcribed leftwards) the 

genome and are labeled with the gene assignment and putative function where known or 

predicted.  These elements have open reading frames that share colinearity as well as significant 

sequence similarity (shown in box at bottom left).  The φRv1 element is inserted into a copy of 

the degenerate REP13E12 repetitive element (Rv1587c and c’), which is located within the biotin 

operon. 
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prophage-like element to describe φRv1 and φRv2 (Cole et al., 1998; Hendrix et al., 1999).  The

second prophage like element, φRv2 (BCG deletion RD11) has much in common with φRv1.

The size of φRv2, at 10,982bp, is comparable to φRv1, with most of the difference being

accounted for by an IS6110 element insertion present in φRv2 (Cole et al., 1998).  There are also

several ORFs with similarity at the sequence level, as well as a similar organization of the ORFs

themselves (Figure 12) (Hendrix et al., 1999).  The GC content of both φRv1 and φRv2 is

approximately 66%, which is identical to that of the whole genome at 65.6% (Cole et al., 1998).

Thus, unlike typical pathogenicity islands which are characterized by the difference in %GC

from that of the host, the prophage-like elements of M. tuberculosis H37Rv probably are derived

from mycobacteria, or are not a recent transfer event.

These genetic elements are of interest for several reasons.  We are interested in whether

φRv1 and φRv2 are mobile and encode active recombination systems.  The φRv1 element is of

particular interest because it is predicted to encode a large serine integrase and a RDF and these

recombination systems are relatively new and not well understood (Smith and Thorpe, 2002).

Additionally, we would like to know if one of the ORFs in either element encodes a gene that

plays some role in the physiology of M. tuberculosis or if these elements form viral-like particles

and impart gene transfer ability.

Within H37Rv, φRv1 is found within a repeated element, REP13E12, which is located

within the biotin operon.  At either end of φRv1, there is a 12bp sequence

(5’-GGTTGGCCGTGG-3’), while in M. bovis BCG, only one copy of this sequence is found

(Cole et al., 1998; Mahairas et al., 1996).  This 12bp sequence likely represents the common

core of the attachment sites attB, attP, attL and attR.  Thus, the duplicated sequence in M.

tuberculosis is part of the recombination junctions attL and attR, while the single copy in M.
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bovis BCG is the core of the bacterial attachment site, attB.  The REP element in which φRv1 is

located is present in seven non-identical copies in M. tuberculosis (Cole et al., 1998); thus, it is

possible that there are seven potential sites for φRv1 integration.  A second strain of M.

tuberculosis, that has been sequenced, clinical isolate CDC155, also has a copy of φRv1;

however, it is in a different location (NC_002755 ).

The discreet absence of φRv1 from BCG and the fact that it is in two different locations

in CDC1551 and H37Rv suggest that this element is mobile.  The φRv1 element may be able to

move from one chromosomal location to another if the integrase is functional and if there is more

than one attachment site in the M. tuberculosis genome.  Therefore, it should be possible to

create integration proficient vectors, and these plasmids may be able to integrate into more than

one site.  The ability to insert and excise these elements will also allow for the determination of

their role in M. tuberculosis.  Their presence in M. tuberculosis and absence from M. bovis BCG

also suggests that they may play a role in the physiology of M. tuberculosis.  It is possible that

one of the ORFs encodes a gene that influences the growth rate, metabolism or pathogenicity of

the M. tuberculosis.  It is also possible that either of these elements, φRv1 or φRv2, could form

viral-like particles and impart gene transfer ability.  In addition, these serine integrase systems,

like the one predicted in φRv1, are poorly understood, especially in terms of directionality

control.  The study of φRv1 can be used to understand how these serine recombination systems

function, since φRv1 is predicted to encode both an integrase and a RDF.  Thus, a project was

begun to investigate the site-specific recombination system of the φRv1 prophage-like element.
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I. F.  Specific aims

I. F. i.  To determine if Rv1 encodes a functional integrase

The discreet absence of φRv1 from BCG and the fact that it is present in different

locations in the two sequenced strains of M. tuberculosis leads us to believe that φRv1 does in

fact encode a functional integrase.  To determine if the integrase is functional, plasmids will be

made that contain the reconstructed attP and integrase gene.  We will then determine if these

vectors are integration-proficient by transforming them into mycobacteria.

I. F. ii.  To determine which sites serve as attBs in M. bovis BCG and M. smegmatis

After these plasmids are transformed into mycobacteria, colonies will be tested to

determine where the plasmid has integrated.  Since the sequence of the closely related organism

M. tuberculosis is known, this can be done in BCG by PCR assay that amplifies the attachment

sites or junctions.  In M. smegmatis, this can be done by sequencing out from the integrated

plasmid and blasting the results against the unfinished genome sequence

I. F. iii.  To establish an in vitro integration assay and determine the reaction requirements

In order to dissect the requirements for integration, an in vitro integration assay must be

established.  The φRv1 integrase can be cloned, expressed in E. coli and purified.  The substrate

sites can also be cloned and used along with the purified integrase to reconstitute the

recombination reaction.  The conditions of the assay can then be altered to determine the

requirements for integration.  Substrate sites of different sizes can be utilized to determine the

minimum size required for activity, and linear substrates can be used to determine the role of

supercoiling in the reaction.  Additionally, sequences of the substrate sites can be changed to

determine which bases are important for integration.
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I. F. iv.  To determine the basis for directionality in Rv1

The φRv1 element is predicted to encode a recombination directionality factor (RDF).

This product of this ORF (Rv1584c) will be tested for activity based on what is known about

other RDFs.  In other systems, RDFs inhibit integration and promote excision.   To assay for

excision, first Rv1584c will be expressed in mycobacterial cells with an integrated attP-integrase

plasmid.  The putative φRv1 RDF will also be tested for activity in vitro.  Integration assays will

be done in the absence and presence of Rv1584c to look for inhibition.  Excision activity will be

assayed by adding Rv1584c to attL and attR substrates along with integrase.

I. F. v.  To determine how the RDF controls directionality of the recombination reactions

The RDF encoded by Rv1584c will be used to reconstitute an in vitro excision reaction as

described above.  The assay conditions can be altered to determine the excision recombination

requirements.  To determine the minimum size required for activity, substrate sites of different

sizes can be utilized.  Linear substrates can also be used to determine the role of supercoiling in

the reaction.  Other RDFs act, at least in part, at the level of DNA binding, to specific sequences

in attP.  A combination of DNA band shift assays and DNaseI footprinting will be used to

determine if the φRv1 RDF protein has DNA binding activity and how it affects integrase

binding and recombination.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

II. A.  Bacterial strains and growth conditions 

The high efficiency transformation strain of M. smegmatis, mc2155, has been previously 

described .  Laboratory stocks of Mycobacterium bovis BCG-Pasteur and BCG-Connaught were 

originally obtained from Dr. William R. Jacobs Jr. and MedImmune Inc, respectively.   Both M. 

smegmatis and M. bovis BCG were grown in 7H9 liquid media (Difco) that was supplemented 

with 0.5% Glycerol, 0.5% Tween 80, and 10% Albumin Dextrose Complex (ADC) for M. 

smegmatis and either 10% ADC or OADC (Oleic acid, Albumin, Dextrose, Catalase) (Difco) for 

M. bovis BCG.  M. smegmatis was cultivated on Difco 7H10 agar (Difco) and Mycobacterium 

bovis BCG was grown on 7H11 agar (Difco) both agars were supplemented with 0.5% glycerol 

and 10% ADC.  The antibiotics carbenicillin and cyclohexamide were added to all mycobacterial 

culture media at concentrations of 50 µg/ml and 10µg/ml, respectively.  When necessary the 

following antibiotics were added to liquid or solid media, kanamycin at 8µg/ml, hygromycin at 

50µg/ml and tetracycline at 0.5µg/ml.  E. coli strains DH5α (Sambrook et al., 1989), GC5 (Gene 

choice Inc.), or the overexpression strain BL21(DE3)pLysS (Novagen) were grown in Luria 

broth (LB) or LB agar (Difco).  When required, E. coli media was supplemented with kanamycin 

at 8µg/ml, hygromycin at 50µg/ml, chloramphenacol at 15µg/ml and tetracycline at 0.5µg/ml. 
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II. B. Plasmids and DNA 

II. B. i. Plasmids constructed by others  

II. B. i. a.  pGS67 

Plasmid pGS67 is similar to pMH94 (see below), both constructs have a fragment of 

mycobacteriophage L5 DNA that contains the attP sequence and the integrase gene.  It is thus an 

integration-proficient vector in mycobacteria, and it transforms M. smegmatis and M. bovis BCG 

among others via a site-speific integration event.  Like all plasmids described here, pGS67 

contains an ColE1 derived OriE for extrachromosomal replication in E. coli.  Plasmid pGS67 

differs from pMH94 in that pGS67 has a gene encoding hygromycin resistance instead of the 

kanamycin resistance gene in pMH94. 

II. B. i. b.  pJL plasmids 

pJL32 is a mycobacterial-E. coli shuttle vector that replicates extrachromosomally in both 

mycobacteria and E. coli.  It also encodes tetracycline resistance.  It is derived from pYUB53 (a 

gift from the laboratory of William R. Jacobs, Jr.), but it has been changed by removal of a PstI 

fragment carrying kanamycin resistance.  pJL37 is a derivative of pMV261 (see below), it is a 

mycobacterial-E. coli shuttle vector that replicates extrachromosomally in both mycobacteria and 

E. coli.  This plasmid is used for expression of genes in mycobacteria from the Hsp60 promoter 

from M. bovis.  This pJL37 plasmid has been altered from the pMV261 parent by site directed 

mutagenesis to include an NdeI site at the transcritional start.   

II. B. i. c. pMD plasmids 

The plasmid pMD02 is a pUC119-based vector into which a kanamycin cassette 

resistance from Tn5 has been inserted.  It replicates extrachromosomally in E. coli, but it is not 

capable of replication in mycobacteria.  Plasmid pMD30 mycobacterial-E. coli shuttle vector that 
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replicates extrachromosomally in both mycobacteria and E. coli.  It is a pUC119 derivative with 

a mycobacterial origin of replication derived from pAL5000 and kanamycin resistance.  

pMD169 is an integration-proficient vector derived from pMH94 (see below), which also 

contains a copy of gene 71L5cts32 (Donnelly-Wu et al., 1993).  

II. B. i. d. pMH94  

Plasmid pMH94 is a mycobacterial integration-proficient vector that has the attP and 

integrase sequences from mycobacteriophage L5 as a 2.1kb SalI fragment.  This vector is a 

pUC119 derivative that has both ampicillin and kanamycin resistance (Lee et al., 1991).   

II. B. i. e.  pMV261 and pMV261::LacZ  

pMV261 is also a mycobacterial-E. coli shuttle vector that replicates extrachromosomally 

in both mycobacteria and E. coli.  It also has the M. bovis BCG Hsp60 promoter for expression 

of genes in mycobacteria (Stover et al., 1991).  Plasmid pMV261::LacZ is identical to pMV261 

except in this plasmid the E. coli β-galactosidase gene, LacZ, is expressed from the M. bovis 

BCG Hsp60 promoter. 

II. B. i. f.  pYUB415  

Plasmid pYUB415 was a gift from the laboratory of W.R. Jacobs Jr.  This plasmid is an 

E. coli-mycobacterial shuttle vector that replicates extrachromosomally in both E. coli and 

mycobacteria.  This plasmid has hygromycin resistance (Peña et al., 1997).   

II. B. i. g.  pYW1 and pYW1.11  

 The plasmid pYW1 is a derivative of pMV261::LacZ.  It has been altered such that LacZ 

is being expressed from the Pleft promoter from mycobacteriophage L5.  This was acomplished 

by removing the hsp60 promoter with a BstEII digest and ligating the plasmid.  This plasmid was 
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then digested with KpnI and XbaI and a fragment of L5 DNA cut with the same enzymes was 

inserted that contains the Pleft promoter.  The #11 Pleft mutant derivative, pYW1.11, was created 

by random PCR mutatgenesis and was inserted into the parent plasmid in the same fashion. 

 

II. B. ii.  pLB plasmid constructs 

II. B. ii. a.  pLB11  

 Plasmid pLB11 was constructed as a derivative of pBluescript SK-.  This plasmid 

replicates extrachromosomally in E. coli and has ampicillin resistance.  To construct pLB11, 

pBluescript was linearized by digestion with EcoRV and phosphatased.  The φRv1 attP was 

obtained by digesting pLB25 (see below) with XmnI and PvuII and recovering the 774bp 

fragment.  This fragment was then ligated into the linearized pBluescript vector to obtain pLB11. 

II. B. ii. b.  pLB12  

Plasmid pLB12 is a pUC119 derivative that contains the φRv1 attR.  The fragment with 

attR was amplified from M. tuberculosis H37Rv genomic DNA using primers attR-F (5’-

GCGCTGAATTCGTTGTCGAGG-3’), and attR-R (5’-AGCGGGAGGTACCCCCAGG-3’).  

This fragment was cut with EcoRI and  KpnI and inserted into pUC119 digested with the same 

enzymes.   

II. B. ii. c.  pLB13 

Construct pLB13 is a pET21a (Novagen) derivative with the φRv1 RDF (Rv1584c) under 

the control of a T7 promoter and LacI.  To clone the φRv1 RDF for overexpression, Rv1584c 

was amplified from H37Rv DNA with Pfu polymerase (Stratagene) using the following primers; 

Rv1584c-R (5’-AAGGAGTCGCATATGTCGACC-3’) and Rv1584c-F (5’-
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GTGCCGGATCCTCCGTGG-3’).  The amplified product was then digested with Nde I and 

BamHI following directions supplied by the manufacturer (New England Biolabs),  and ligated 

with T4 ligase (New England Biolabs) into pET21a (Novagen) that was digested with the same 

enzymes. 

II. B. ii. d.  pLB14  

Plasmid pLB14 is a pET21a derivative plasmid used for expression of φRv1 integrase in 

E. coli, it has Rv1586c under the control of the T7 promoter and LacI.  The integrase was 

amplified from M. tuberculosis H37Rv DNA with the following primers Rv1586c-R (5’-

CCAACCGTGGACATATGAGATACAC-3’) and Rv1586c-F  (5’-

CACGATGTTGTGGATCCGGCTC-3’) this amplified fragment was then digested with NdeI 

and BamHI (sites underlined) and inserted into pET21a digested with the same enzymes. 

II. B. ii. e.  pLB15 

The pLB15 construct is a pUC119 derivative that has the φRv1 attL.  This plasmid was 

made by amplifying the attL sequence from H37Rv DNA with the following primers attL-R (5’-

AGCCGAACGAGCTCTTCCC-3’), attL-F (5’-GCTCGCGAATTCGGGCGGG-3’).  This PCR 

fragment was then digested with SacI and EcoRI and it was then ligated into pUC119 digested 

with the same enzymes.   

II. B. ii. f.  pLB17 

Plasmid pLB17 contains the φRv1 integrase from pLB14 and the reconstructed attP 

sequence that was obtained by amplifying attL and attR from H37Rv with the following sets of 

primers; attL-F2 (5’-GGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTG-3’) and attL-R (5’-

AGCCGAACGAGCTCTTCCC-3’) for attL, and attR-R-P  (5’-
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CCACGGCCAACCGTGGACCTG-3’) and attR-F (5’-GCGCTGAATTCGTTGTCGAGG-3’) 

for attR.  These two fragments were then used in a second PCR with the outside primers  (attL-R 

and attR-F) to create attP.  The attP fragment was digested with SacI (underlined) and AccI 

(internal to fragment) and the intgrase was obtained from pLB14 by digestion with AccI and 

SalI, these two pieces of DNA were then ligated to pMH94 that was digested with SalI and SacI. 

II. B. ii. g.  pLB18 

Construct pLB18 is a hygromycin resistance encoding plasmid that has the φRv1 

integration site #6 from M. bovis BCG inserted into an L5-based integration proficient plasmid.  

To make this plasmid, the attB site #6 sequence was amplified from M. bovis BCG-Pasteur 

genomic DNA using primers attL-F and attR-R.   This fragment was digested with Asp718 and 

EcoRI and ligated to the backbone fragment of pGS67 cut with the same enzymes. 

II. B. ii. h.  pLB24 and pLB25 

Plasmid pLB25 is similar to pLB17 in that it is also a φRv1-based integration proficient 

vector with the attP and integrase, however, pLB25 has hygromycin resistance instead of 

kanamycin resistance.  To create this plasmid, pLB17 was digested with HindIII, the 4759bp 

fragment was recovered and religated to remove the kanamycin resistance marker.  The resulting 

plasmid, pLB24, was then digested with PstI, phosphatased, and ligated to a 1657bp hygromycin 

resistance containing fragment obtained by PstI digestion of pGS67. 

II. B. ii. i.  pLB32 and pLB19 

pLB32 is a vector containing M. tuberculosis H37Rv ORF Rv1584c (φRv1 RDF) under 

the P left
Mut11 promoter and kanamycin resitance.  This plasmid was created by inserting a PCR 

amplified fragment containg Rv1584c into pJL37 (described above).  This fragment was obtained 

by amplification of H37Rv DNA with primers Rv1584c-F (5’-GTGCCGGATCCTCCGTGG-3’) 
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and Rv1584c-R (5’-AAGGAGTCGCATATGTCGACC-3’).  This fragment was digested with 

HindIII and NdeI and ligated to pJL37 digested with the same enzymes.  This plasmid, pLB19 

was digested with BstEII and religated to remove the Hsp60 promoter.  The resulting plasmid, 

pLB30, was then digested with XbaI and KpnI and a 216 bp fragment from pYW1.11 digested 

with the same enzymes, which contains the Pleft
Mut11 promoter was inserted.   

II. B. ii. j.  pLB36 

The plasmid pLB36 is a tetracycline resistance encoding construct that has the H37Rv 

ORF Rv1584c (the φRv1 RDF) under the control of an L5 Pleft mutant promoter (Mut 11).  This 

plasmid was created by inserting a fragment containing Rv1584c under the control of an L5 

mutant promoter, Pleft
Mut11, into pJL32, which contains a tetracycline resistance cassette and 

OriM.  This was accomplished by digesting pLB32 with SacII, blunting the 3’ overhangings, 

then purifying the 669bp fragment that contained  Pleft
Mut11 driving Rv1584c expression.  This 

fragment was then inserted into the MscI generated 5172bp piece of pJL32.  

II. B. ii. k.  pLB44 

To create an intramolecular substrate for excision, a plasmid, pLB44, containing attL and 

attR in direct orientation was created.  To construct such a plasmid, an in vitro integration 

reaction was performed using plasmid pLB17 which has the φRv1 attP (and integrase) and a 

44bp attB (5’- GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGTGGTG-3’).  

This product of this reaction was then ligated to a 624bp HinCII DNA fragment from pMV261-

lacZ. 

II. B. ii. l.  pLB45 

Plasmid pLB45 is a pET21a derivative used for the expression of a C-terminal 6-histidine 

tagged version of φRv1 integrase.  To create this plasmid, Rv1586c was amplified from H37Rv 
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DNA with Pfu polymerase using the following primers; Rv1586c-R2 (5’-

CCAACCGTGGACATATGAGATACAC-3’) and LB-intH6 (5’- 

TGCTCGAGTCGCCAATTCACCTGC-3’).  The amplified product, as well as pET21a vector 

were cut with NdeI and XhoI then ligated to create plasmid pLB45.   

II. B. ii. m.  pLB48-51   

To obtain substrates for DNaseI footprinting, attachment sites were amplified with 

primers containing restriction sites then inserted into pMOSBlue.  The attB site was amplified 

with attR-r-fp (5’-GCGAATTCACCGAGCTGACCCTGGCC-3’)-E and attL-f-fp (5’-

GCGGATCCTCTCACGGATCGTCGTGG-3’)-B from plasmid pLB18.  The attP site was 

amplified with attR-f-fp (5’-CGTAAAGCTTGCCACGCCGAGCTGTTCG –3’) –H and attL-r-

fp (5’-GTCAGTCGACGTTACCGTCACCAAGTGG-3’)-S from plasmid pLB17.  Attachment 

junction sites were amplified from pLB12 with the primers attR-f-fp and attR-r-fp for attR and 

from pLB15 with attL-f-fp and attL-r-fp for attL.  These amplified sites were kinased and cloned 

blunt into a linearized vector cut with EcoRV.  The pMOSBlue derivative plasmid with attB is 

pLB48.  The pMOSBlue derivative plasmid with attP is pLB49.  The pMOSBlue derivative 

plasmid with attL is pLB50 and pLB51 contains attR. 

II. B. ii. n.  pLB54 

 To create a substrate for intramolecular intragration, a plasmid was constructed with attP 

and attB in direct orientation.  An intermolecular excision reaction was done using a plasmid 

with attR (pLB12), and a linear 47bp attL.  The product of this reaction is a linear DNA fragment 

with attP and attB.  This product fragment was then ligated to another DNA fragment containing 

kanamycin resistance.  The resulting plasmid, pLB54, has kanamycin resistance flanked by attP 

and attB. 
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II. C. Transformation and electroporation 

 Plasmids were introduced into E. coli strains DH5α or XL1-Blue by heat shock 

transformation methods using CaCl2 competent cells (Sambrook et al., 1989), and strains GC5 

and BL21(DE3)pLysS were transformed according to the manufacturers (Gene Choice inc. and 

Stratagene, respectively).  M. smegmatis and M. bovis BCG cells were made electrocompetent by 

growing a bacterial culture to mid-log phase (OD600 0.8-1.0), harvesting then washing them three 

times with 10% glycerol and resuspending them in 10% glycerol   Plasmids were introduced in 

electrocompetent mycobacterial cells by electroporation of 200µl electrocompetent cells with 

approximately 100ng of DNA into using a Bio-Rad Gene Pulser II set at 1000Ω, 2.5 kV, 25µF at 

0oC for M. smegmatis and at room temperature for M. bovis BCG.  Pulsed cells were recovered 

in 1ml of 7H9 broth with ADC and 0.05% Tween80 at 37° C for ~2 hours for M. smegmatis or 4-

12 hours for BCG. 

 

II. D.  PCR assays 

 To assay for site integrations, a PCR method was developed using genomic DNA 

obtained from transformant colonies.  Genomic DNA was prepared by picking a colony into 

100µl of TE (10mM Tris, pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA), which was then vortexed and heated to 95oC for 

10 minutes.  One microliter was used for PCR with Pfu polymerase in a Perkin Elmer 9600 or 

2700 thermal cycler.  For M. bovis BCG REP13E12 site usage assays, each of the seven sites 

was analyzed for integration using two methods.  The first method used two sets of two primers, 

one pair for amplification of attB, the other for attL; for a total of 14 reactions for each 

transformant.  For amplification of attB, primers 11 (5’-GCGTGGTGGTTAAAGCTCC-3’) and 

4 (5’-CCAGCGGATCATGCTGTTCG-3’) were used for site #1, yielding a 405bp product, 
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primers 12 (5’-AGCGGTCGGACTACTCAGC-3’) and 19 (5’-

GCAGCGAATCATGTTGTACG-3’) for site #2 (447bp), 13 (5’-

TAGCGAAGAAATCAAGTCCG-3’) and 19 for site #3 (485bp), 14 (5’-

CAGAGGTTGCGCCTCTCG-3’) and 20 (5’-ACAGCGAATCGTCCTCTACG-3’) for site #4 

(331bp), 15c (5’-AGGCAGCTCGGCAACGTGC-3’) and 19 for site #5 (424bp), 1 (5’-

ACGTCGATGTGGGGATGTCC-3’), and 4 for site #6 (362bp), and primers 17 (5’-

CGTGTGGCTTTGACTGCTGG-3’) and 4 for site #7 (338bp).  To amplfy attL, the following 

primers were used along with primer 2 (5’-CTCTTCCCTCACCTCCAAGG-3’), which lies 

within the integrated plasmid, to yield products of the size given following the primer number; 

site #1 primer 11 (353bp), site #2 primer 12 (395bp), site #3 primer 13 (433bp), site #4 primer 14 

(276bp), site #5 primer 15c (372bp), site #6 primer 1 (310bp), site #7 primer 11 (289bp).  The 

second method used a set of three primers to amplify either attB or attL for each of the seven 

sites, for a total of seven reactions for each transformant.   

 For PCR assays with M. smegmatis strains carrying BCG site #6 attB (strain LAB7), four 

primers were used in each PCR reaction; 1C (5’-GCGGCGATTCTCACGGATCG-3’), 2C (5’-

TAGACAGCAGCACGCACAGG-3’), 3C (5’-CGCCCGGATCGTCTCGGCC-3’), and 4C (5’-

GCGGATCATGCTGTTCGCC-3’).  These four primers could amplify attB (primers 1C and 

4C– 325bp product), attP (primers 2C  and 3C - 200bp product), attL (primers 2C and 4C - 

329bp product), and attR (primers 1C and 3C - 240bp product).   In assays for integration in M. 

smegmatis, four primers were used in each reaction; 24 (5’-CCTGCTTCGCATGGGTCTCG-3’), 

25, (5’-CCGTCTACGACGAACACACC-3’) 3’ (5’-CGGTTGATGCGCTGACGTCG-3’), and 

4’ (5’-ATGGTTGATCTCCTGGCGTGG-3’).  Primers 3’ and 4’ amplify attB giving a 228bp 

product.  Primers 24, and 25  amplfy a 452bp attP.  Amplification of attL with primers 24 and 4’ 
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gives a 131bp product, and primers 3’ and 25 yield a 501bp attR.  Primers for M. smegmatis 

were designed using preliminary sequence data obtained from The Institute for Genomic 

Research website at http://www.tigr.org.  

   

II. E.  Sequencing 

 Sequencing of clones and attachment sites was done followin protocols for PE Applied 

Biosystems dRhodamine terminator chemistry using a Perkin Elmer 9600 or 2700 thermal 

cycler.  Sequencing reactions were then analyzed on an ABI 310 capillary sequencer (ABI).   

 

II. F. Expression and purification of integrase 

To obtain partially purified φRv1 Integrase for in vitro studies, a plasmid containing 

Rv1586c under the control of a T7 expression system was utilized.  This plasmid, pLB14, was 

transformed into BL21(DE3)pLysS cells.  The transformed cells were grown at 37oC to an 

OD600 of ~0.6, and expression was induced by the addition of IPTG at a final concentration of 

1mM.  Cells were then grown at 30oC for 4 hours, and harvested by centrifugation.  The resulting 

cell pellets were resuspended in TED-150 buffer (20mM Tris HCl pH 8.0, 5mM EDTA, 1mM 

DTT, and 150mM NaCl), and lysed through freeze-thaw methods.  DNaseI (Sigma) was added at 

20µg/ml to remove DNA from the lysate.  Ammonium Sulfate at 40% saturation was used to 

precipitate the protein.  The pellet was resuspended in TED-150 buffer and then dialyzed over 

night against the same buffer.  The preparation was then run over a weak cation-exchange 

carboxymethyl column (CM) using the BioCad sprint system (Applied Biosystems).   

To simplify the purification process, a C-terminal 6-His tagged version of the protein was 

also created.  The expression conditions are identical, but after the cells are harvested, the pellets 
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were resuspended in Lysis buffer (50mM NaPO4, 150mM NaCl, and 10mM Imidazole), lysed by 

a combination of freeze-thaw and sonication, and then purified through Ni-NTA chromatography 

(Qiagen). 

 

II. G.  In vitro integration assays 

 An in vitro recombination assay was developed for φRv1 integration.  This assay most 

often utilized a supercoiled plasmid containing attP, pLB17 or pLB25, and a linear paired oligo 

attB.  Plasmid DNA was added at 100ng, and the molarity for this amount of DNA is given in 

each experiment.  The linear substrate was supplied in various amounts as described.  Integrase 

was supplied either as a crude extract or as a purified protein.  Proteins were diluted in a buffer 

containing 10mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1mM DTT, and 1mg/ml BSA.  Reactions were most often done 

in a volume of 10µl, and 1µl of integrase, dilute or undiluted (neat) was added to each reaction.  

The reaction also contains 0.1µg BSA and 1x xis buffer (20mM Tris (pH 7.5), 10mM EDTA, 

25mM NaCl, 10mM spermidine, and 1mM DTT).  Reactions were incubated overnight at 30oC 

unless otherwise indicated, then heat killed at 75oC for 10 minutes, and electrophoresed on a 

0.8% agarose gel.   

 

II. H.  Expression and purification of RDF 

The φRv1 RDF encoded by Rv1584c was expressed from an inducible T7 promoter in 

pLB13, a plasmid derivative of pET21a, in BL21(DE3)pLysS cells.  Freeze thaw was used to 

lyse the cells, then DNaseI (20µg/ml ), MgCl2 (10mM) and RNase A (10µg/ml ) were added and 

incubated at 37oC for 30 minutes to remove nucleic acids.  The lysate was then boiled for 15 

minutes, an incubated on ice for 5 minutes.  The suspension was then centrifuged to remove 
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contaminating proteins.  The RDF was precipitated with 55% ammonium sulfate, and the pellet 

containing the RDF was resuspended in buffer containing 10mM Tris pH7.5, 5mM EDTA, 

and100mM NaCl, the protein was then dialyzed overnight against 1L of the same buffer.  This 

partially purified protein was then further purified by cation exchange chromatography using a 

carboxymethyl sepharose (Pharmacia) column eluting with a 100mM to 1M NaCl gradient. 

 

II. I.  In vitro excision reactions 

In vitro excision reactions were done using integrase, RDF and a plasmid containing attL 

and attR in direct orientation (pLB40, pLB44, and pLB46).  Intermolecular reactions utilize an 

attR plasmid (pLB15) and a linear paired oligo attL substrate or an attL plasmid (pLB12) and a 

linear paired oligo attR substrate.  Integrase and RDF were diluted in a buffer containing 10mM 

Tris (pH 7.5), 1mM DTT, and 1mg/ml BSA.  The reactions were carried out in 10µl volumes and 

1µl of each protein was added to the reaction, unless otherwise indicated.  Reactions also contain 

0.1µg BSA and 1x xis buffer (20mM Tris (pH 7.5), 10mM EDTA, 25mM NaCl, 10mM 

spermidine, and 1mM DTT).  All reactions were incubated overnight at 30oC, unless otherwise 

indicated.  Intermolecular reactions were heat killed at 75oC for 10 minutes following incubation, 

then electrophoresed on a 0.8% agarose gel.  Intramolecular reactions were heat killed, then 

diluted to 20µl for digestions, then treated with protease K prior to running on a 1% agarose gel. 

 

II. J.  Radiolabeling DNA 

Substrate sites were labeled one of two ways.  Plasmid fragments (≥150bp) were obtained 

by digestion with a restriction enzyme that cleaves to generate a 5’ overhang that contains one or 

more threonines (e.g. BamHI G/AATTC).  This overhang was filled using Klenow DNA 
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polymerase (Roche) with α 32P dATP to label the fragment.  In the case of footprinting, to obtain 

a substrate that was labeled at only one end, the other end of the fragment was cut with an 

enzyme that generates a blunt end or a 3’ overhang.  Smaller substrate sites (≤80bp) were labeled 

by treating synthesized oligonucleotides with polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs) in 

the presence of γ 32P ATP.  These oligos were then annealed to the complement and subjected to 

PAGE for purification. 

 

II. K.  DNA binding reactions 

Binding reactions contained a radiolabeled substrate (~2000-3000 cpm), integrase and/or 

RDF diluted in a buffer containing 10mM Tris (pH 7.5), 1mM DTT, and 1mg/ml BSA.  The 

reaction also contains 0.1µg BSA and 1x xis buffer (20mM Tris (pH 7.5), 10mM EDTA, 25mM 

NaCl, 10mM spermidine, and 1mM DTT).  The 10µl reactions were incubated for 30 minutes at 

30oC, unless otherwise indicated.  Binding reactions were then loaded onto a pre-running 5-10% 

acrylamide gel at 4oC. 

 

II. L.  Genomic DNA preparation 

Genomic DNA was prepared from mycobacteria following the GTC protocol from 

Hatfull & Jacobs (Larsen, 2000).  Briefly, late log cells were harvested and treated with freshly 

prepared chloroform:methanol (3:1) and vortexed.  Phenol was then added and the sample was 

again vortexed.  A solution containing 4M guanidine thiocyanate, 0.1M Tris, pH 8.0, 0.5% 

Sarcosyl, and 1% β-mercaptoethanol is added and mixed.  Phenol and chloroform are added to 

extract the DNA, which is then precipitated with isopropanol, washed and resuspended in TE. 
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II. M.  DNaseI footprinting  

Binding reactions were performed as described above except that EDTA was removed 

from the xis buffer, and binding was done with singly labeled substrate at 10,000 to 15,000 cpm 

and incubated at room temperature (~25oC).  DNaseI (Roche) was diluted to 0.125-0.0157 U/µl 

in a buffer containing 20mM Tris, pH 7.5, 100mM MgCl2, and 20mM CaCl2.  One microliter of 

diluted DNaseI was added and incubated with the binding reactions for two minutes at room 

temperature.  The reaction was promptly stopped by the addition of 100µl of phenol and 

vortexing, then 100µl of chloroform and 80µl of water were added.  The mixture was centrifuged 

and the aqueous layer was transferred to a clean tube.  Carrier tRNA, NaOAc and Ethanol were 

added to precipitate the reactions, which were then resuspended in loading buffer (95% 

formamide, 0.05% bromophenol blue, and 0.05% xylene cyanol ff) and run on a 6% sequencing 

gel.  Sequencing reactions were run along side these reactions as a marker to determine where 

the proteins were binding.  These reactions were done using the Sequenase version 2.0 kit 

(USB). 
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III. INTEGRATION OF φRv1 IN MYCOBACTERIA 

 

Note:  The data presented in this chapter were originally published in: 

“Integration and excision of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis prophage-like element, 

φRv1” Bibb, L.A. and Hatfull, G.F.  (2002) Mol Microbiol 45: 1515-1526.   

 

III. A. Introduction 

The prophage-like element φRv1 contains an ORF (Rv1586c) that is predicted to encode 

a 469 amino acid integrase of the serine-recombinase type.  This protein is part of a growing 

family of serine recombinases with an N-terminal segment of approximately 140 residues that 

has similarity to the catalytic domain of transposon resolvases and DNA invertases.  The length 

of these large serine recombinase proteins is variable (444-720 residues), and the C-terminal 

segments have little similarity (Figure 8A).  The integrase of bacteriophage R4 (ORF469) is the 

closest database match to Rv1586c, but it has only 33% identity overall and just 29% in the 

region downstream of position 140 (Figure 8B).  Four mycobacteriophages are known or 

predicted to encode serine-integrases; Bxz2, Bxb1, U2 and Bethlehem (Mediavilla et al., 2000; 

Pedulla et al., 2003).  These mycobacteriophage integrases are not highly related to Rv1586c.  

The φRv1 integrase shares only 23% identity overall with Bxz2 integrase and just 20% over the 
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C-terminal segment.  Rv1586c shares 26% identity with Bxb1 Int over the C-terminal segment 

and 25% overall.  The level of identity between Rv1586c and the integrases from Bethlehem or 

U2 is very similar to Bxb1 since these three phages are highly related and there is >94% identity 

between the three integrases.  

A relatively straightforward first step in the characterization of integrases is the creation 

of integration-proficient vectors carrying the integrase gene and the putative attP sequence.  

Thus we set out to create integration proficient vectors derived from φRv1, and characterize the 

integration events.  φRv1 is unique among those serine integrase systems that have been studied 

in two aspects.  First, it is encoded by a prophage-like element, not a fully functional phage.  

Secondly, the site of integration in M. tuberculosis is a repetitive element REP13E12, of which 

there are seven non-identical copies in M. tuberculosis, and there are therefore seven potential 

sites for φRv1 integration (Cole et al., 1998). 

Through these studies, we show that φRv1 encodes a functional integration system, 

which can utilize multiple attachment sites in slow-growing mycobacteria.  Plasmids carrying the 

φRv1 integrase and attP site efficiently transform M. bovis BCG through site-specific integration 

into the chromosome.  Analysis of these transformants shows that four of the seven REP13E12 

repeats in BCG can be utilized as attB sites, and that multiple integration events can occur.   

These φRv1 integration-proficient plasmids do not efficiently transform the fast-growing M. 

smegmatis unless a functional attB site from BCG has been introduced by an alternative 

integration system. 
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III. B. M. tuberculosis φRv1 encodes an active integration system 

To determine whether φRv1 encodes an active integration system, non-replicating 

plasmids were constructed that carry the putative integrase gene (Rv1586c) and the reconstructed 

attP site.  These plasmids were tested for their ability to transform M. bovis BCG.  The initial 

experiments were done in BCG for two reasons.  First, M. bovis BCG is a slow-growing 

mycobacterial species closely related to M. tuberculosis; however, it is avirulent and used 

extensively as a vaccine.  Secondly, despite its similarity to M. tuberculosis, BCG does not carry 

a copy of φRv1.   

In order to create these φRv1 plasmids, the attP had to be reconstructed from the 

presumed attL and attR sequences present in Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv.  In H37Rv, 

we observe that φRv1 is flanked by two 12bp direct repeats (5’-GGTTGGCCGTGG-3’), while in 

BCG there is a single copy of this sequence.  This 12bp sequence represents the core of the 

attachment junctions attL and attR, as well as attP and attB.  The core is the sequence that is 

common to all recombination substrates and within this sequence strand exchange occurs.  The 

putative attP site was generated from attL and attR using a two step PCR scheme (Figure 13A).  

A relatively large 371bp fragment of φRv1 DNA was amplified in order to be certain that all the 

activity of attP was retained.  This fragment included 177bp on the right side of the core and 

194bp on the left side. The core is quite close to the start of the integrase gene, thus much of this 

DNA is located within the coding region of integrase (Figure 13B).  This fragment was 

combined with a second containing the int gene and was ligated into a vector with kanamycin 

resistance (Figure 13A).  The resulting plasmid, pLB17, contains a 1,621bp attP-Integrase 

fragment, and is capable of replication in E. coli, but can not replicate in mycobacteria.  

Therefore, the only way that kanamycin resistant transformants should be obtained at high  
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Figure 13. Construction of φRv1 integration-proficient vector pLB17  

A) To create a plasmid with the φRv1 attP and integrase, the attP had to be reconstructed from 

the attL and attR sequences in H37Rv.  A two step PCR scheme was used to generate φRv1 attP 

from H37Rv DNA.  In the first reaction, fragments containing attL and attR were amplified 

using a primer that annealed to the 12bp core (shown as a gray rectangle) and another primer that 

was within the φRv1 sequence (i-gray line).  This was followed by a second reaction in which 

attL and attR were annealed via the 12 bp common core and amplified by the outside primers 

(ii).  Because of the close proximity of the Int ORF (Figure 13B), this attP fragment also 

contains the 5’ end of the integrase gene (green box).  Next (iii) the attP fragment was ligated to 

a second segment of DNA that has the remainder of the putative integrase gene, Rv1586c and 

then (iv) inserted into plasmid vector carrying an E. coli origin of replication (OriE) and both 

ampicillin (CbR) and kanamycin (KanR) resistance. 

B) Sequence of the φRv1 attP and the 5’ end of integrase is shown here.  The 12bp common 

core shared by all attachment sites, shown by the line in between the top and bottom strands, has 

some overlap with the inverted repeats in attP (horizontal arrows).  The symmetry of these 

repeats extends over 26bp and 18 of these are a match.  The 5’ end of the leftwards-transcribed 

integrase gene lies within these inverted repeats.  The putative catalytic serine is circled.   
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Figure 13B
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frequency in mycobacteria is through a site-specific integration event between attP on the 

plasmid and an attB site within the bacterial chromosome.   

This plasmid was first transformed into M. bovis BCG Connaught and Pasteur strains and 

selected on kanamycin containing media.  A second otherwise identical plasmid, pLB25, was 

constructed that has hygromycin resistance in the place of kanamycin resistance.  We observed 

that both pLB17 and pLB25 efficiently transform BCG-Pasteur.  Transformation with these 

φRv1 attP-integrase plasmids yielded 5x104 transformants/µg (Table 1), and this is comparable 

to the efficiency obtained by transformation with an L5-derived integration vector or with an 

oriM-containing plasmid (Table 1).  BCG-Connaught is also transformed by these plasmids, but 

at a lower level (~103 transformants/µg).  We conclude that the segment of M. tuberculosis DNA 

in plasmids pLB17 and pLB25 contains a functional attP site and integrase gene, and thus φRv1 

encodes an active integration system. 

 

III. C. φRv1 attP-integrase plasmids utilize multiple BCG attB sites 

The M. tuberculosis REP13E12 element in which φRv1 is found is present in seven non-

identical copies.  In order to determine the site into which the φRv1 attP-int plasmid had 

integrated upon transformation, seven unique primer pairs were designed for each of the sites to 

amplify either the REP/attB site or a junction (attL) created by an insertion event.  An 

amplification experiment using each set of the attB primers with an untransformed colony of 

BCG-Connaught yielded a product.  This shows that each of these repetitive elements is present 

in BCG and that the sequence is similar enough to M. tuberculosis for the primers to anneal 

(Figure 14A).  However, subsequent sequencing of these products showed that there are some 

sequence differences (Figure 14B).   
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Table 1.  Transformation efficiency of M. bovis BCG Connaught and BCG Pasteur by 
extrachromosomal and integration proficient plasmids.  
 

 Efficiency (cfu µg –1) 
Plasmid Features Connaught Pasteur 

pLB17(KanR)/pLB25(HygR) φRv1 attP and integrase 3.1x103 4.1x104 

pMH94(KanR)/pGS67(HygR) L5 attP and integrase 3.9x103 6.1x104 

pJL37(KanR)/pYUB415(HygR) Extrachromosomal (pAL5000 oriM) 1.4x103 5.0 x104 

No DNA - 4.0x102 5.0x102 

Electroporations were carried out using 100ng of each DNA. 
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Figure 14. M. bovis BCG-Connaught contains seven REP13E12 elements 

A) Seven pairs of primers were designed from the sequences of the seven REP13E12 elements in 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv.  These were used to amplify the corresponding regions from M. bovis 

BCG Connaught DNA.  Lanes 1-7 show the PCR product for each of the REP elements, which 

are putative attB sites for the φRv1 element.   

B) Partial DNA sequence of PCR products in A is shown.  The DNA sequence surrounding the 

12bp common core was determined.  Each gene number of the corresponding REP13E12 ORF in 

M. tuberculosis H37Rv is also indicated.  The site that is occupied by φRv1 in M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv is site #6, and differences from this sequence are shown in gray.  Sequence differences 

between BCG-Connaught and H37Rv are shown as underlined bases.  The sequences of two 

REP13E12 elements in M. smegmatis (Msmeg1 and Msmeg2) are also shown.  M. smegmatis 

sequences were obtained by BLAST analysis from the preliminary genome sequence available at 

http://www.tigr.org. 
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Figure 14B

Common core

6(Rv1587c) GTGGAAGGTGTTGGTGCGG GGTTGGCCGTGG TCGAGGTGGGGTGGTGGTA
1(Rv0094c) GTGGAAGGTGTTGGTCCAC GGTTGGCCGTGG TCGAGGTGGGGTGGTGGTA
7(Rv3466) GGTGGAGGTGTTGGTGCGG GGTTGGCCGTGG TCGAGGTGGGGTGGTGGTA
4(Rv1702c) AAAGTAACTGTTGGTGCGG GGTTGTCCATGG TCGAGGTGGGCTGGGGGAA
2(Rv1128c) ATGGAACGTACTGACTCGA GGTTGGCCGTGG TCGAGATGTGGCGGCGGTA
3(Rv1148c) GTGGTATCGATTTATTCGC GGTTGGCCGTGG TCGAGGTGTGGTGGTGGTA
5(Rv1945) GTGGTATCGATTTATTCGC GGTTGGCCGTGG TCGAGGTGTGGTGGTGGTA

Msmeg1 GTGGTAGGTGTTGGTGCGG TGTTGGCCGCGG TCGAGTAGTTGCGGTGGGA
Msmeg2 GTGGTAGGTGTTGGTGCGG TGTTGACCACGG TCGAGAAGGTCGGGTGGGA
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Figure 15. Characterization of φRv1-mediated integration events in BCG-Connaught   

Individual transformants recovered from electroporation of M. bovis BCG Connaught with 

pLB17 DNA were used as substrates in seven separate PCR reactions; one for each of the seven 

putative attB sites.  Each panel represents the PCR analysis of a single transformant, and lanes 1-

7 represent the amplification of the corresponding sites as shown in figure 14. However, the 

reactions here differ from those shown in figure 14 in that three primers were used to yield either 

attB or attL product depending on whether or not the site is occupied by pLB17.  The presence of 

attB or attL is evidenced by the size of the product obtained by PCR.  Amplification of attL in 

each panel is indicated by a red arrowhead.  The transformants shown have pLB17 integrated 

into site #1 (panel 1), sites #4 and #6 (panel 2), site #6 (panel 3) and site #7 (panel 4).  The lane 

marked “M” is the size marker, and the bands are in descending size (from top to bottom); 

500bp, 400bp, and 300bp. 
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Upon electroporation of mycobacteria with pLB17, kanamycin resistant colonies should only be 

obtained by site-specific integration between attP on the plasmid and a site in the bacterial 

genome.  Plasmid pLB17 transformants of M. bovis BCG were analyzed in order to determine 

where the integration event had occurred.  This was done for each of the seven sites by PCR, 

amplifying attB or attL (Figure 15).  A total of 41 transformants were tested, and in each case, an 

attB product was absent and the corresponding attL product was present; confirming that 

transformation was accompanied by site-specific integration of the plasmid.  In 39 out of 41 

transformants just one integration event had occurred, while the remaining two appeared to have 

two integrations.  One of the double integration events utilized sites #4 and #6, and the other 

used sites #1 and #6.  Of the 39 single integration events; 11 occurred in site #1, 15 were in site 

#6 and 13 were in site #7.  No integration events were seen in site #2, #3, or #5.  The use of sites 

#6 and #7 is not unexpected since these are the sites occupied in M. tuberculosis strains H37Rv 

and CDC1551, respectively (Cole et al., 1998; Fleischmann et al., 2002).   

Alignment of the seven REP13E12 elements points to bases in the sequence that are 

important for integration.  These data suggest that an attB consists of more than just the 12bp 

core sequence (Figure 14B).  Six of the seven BCG repeats (#1, #2, #3, #5, #6 and #7) have the 

same 12bp core sequence, but only three of these sites, #1, #6 and #7, are used frequently for 

integration, and the sequences of these three sites are quite similar (Figure 14B).  Site #7 has a 

deletion which results in three base differences within the 50bp surrounding the core and these 

are located 14 bases to the left of the common core (Figure 14B).  Site #1 also has three 

differences just to the left of the core (Figure 14B).  Since both sites #1 and #7 are used 

frequently for integration, the changes present in both these sites must be well tolerated.  A  
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Table 2.  Transformation efficiency of Mycobacterium smegmatis mc2155 by 
extrachromosomal and integration proficient plasmids.  
 

Plasmid Features Efficiency (cfu µg –1)  

pLB17 φRv1 attP and integrase  6x102  
pMD169 L5 attP and integrase  1.6x105   
pJL37 Extrachromosomal (pAL5000 oriM)  1.4x105   
pMD02 no OriM  0  

Electroporations were carried out using 100ng of each DNA. 
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single integration event was found in site #4.  This sequence has two differences in the core 

region and changes to the both left and right of the core but the 10bp flanking the core on both 

sides is identical.  Since an integrant was found in site #4, bases six and nine of the core are not 

essential, but they may contribute to the infrequency of integration events at this site.  Those sites 

in which no integrants were found, #2, #3, and #5, have several differences from those in which 

integrations occurred (Figure 14B).  There are just a few changes to the right of the core, but 

there are many more on the left, suggesting that these bases may be important for catalysis.   

 

III. D. pLB17 integration in M. smegmatis 

Mycobacterium smegmatis is a species commonly used in the lab to understand the 

mycobacteria in general.  If φRv1 attP-integrase plasmids transform M. smegmatis, these 

integrating vectors could be useful in research, and may also reveal something about the 

recombination system.  To determine whether φRv1 based integration-proficient vectors are 

capable of transforming M. smegmatis, the high efficiency transformation strain mc2155 was 

transformed with the φRv1 attP-integrase plasmid pLB17 (Table 3).  Integration-proficient 

vectors (L5-derived) or oriM-containing plasmids efficiently transform this strain of M. 

smegmatis, yielding ~105 transformants/µg DNA.  However, transformation with plasmid pLB17 

under these same conditions yielded only a few hundred colonies (Table 3). 

At the time these studies were initiated, it was not known if the REP13E12 elements 

found in M. tuberculosis and M. bovis BCG are also present in M. smegmatis.  To determine 

where the pLB17 plasmid had integrated, M. smegmatis genomic DNA was prepared from two 

independent transformants, digested with NcoI (which does not cut within pLB17), ligated and 

recovered in E. coli.  Sequencing of the attachment junctions in these recombinant plasmids  
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Table 3.  Transformation efficiency of Mycobacterium smegmatis strains by 
extrachromosomal and φRv1 integration proficient plasmids.  
 

 Efficiency (cfu µg –1) 
Plasmid Features LAB7 GS67  

pLB17 φRv1 attP and integrase 2.3x105 8x105 
pJL37 Extrachromosomal (pAL5000 oriM) 7.6x105 3.1x105 

Electroporations were carried out using 100ng of each DNA.  GS67 is mc2155 
containing plasmid pGS67.  LAB7 is mc2155 containing plasmid pLB18.  
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showed that integration had occurred via attP and that the same chromosomal site (Msmeg1) was 

used in both transformants.  A comparison of the sequence of the recombinant plasmid with the 

unfinished genome of M. smegmatis (www.tigr.org) revealed that there are at least two segments 

with similarity to the H37Rv REP13E12 elements.   However, these M. smegmatis REP13E12-

like repeats differ from the M. tuberculosis repeats within both the 12bp core and the flanking 

sequence and have at most 50% identity to any H37Rv element (Figure 14B).  PCR analysis of 

an additional 25 pLB17 transformants showed that the majority (15/24) had utilized one of these 

sites for integration (Figure 16).  Because the genome sequence is still unannotated, we do not 

yet know if there are more of these 13E12 repetitive elements or if the primers used are able to 

discriminate between the sites. 

 

III. E. Efficient transformation of M. smegmatis by pLB17 requires a BCG attB site   

 Although the φRv1 integration-proficient plasmids transform M. smegmatis, the 

efficiency is 300-fold lower level than that of an extrachromosomal plasmid.  There are several 

possible reasons for the reduced efficiency of transformation by pLB17; one of these is the lack 

of a proper attB.  To determine if this reduced efficiency of φRv1 attP-integrase plasmid 

transformation of M. smegmatis is the result of inefficient use of the 13E12-like repeats as attB 

sites, we constructed a recombinant strain (LAB7) in which a copy of BCG attB site #6 was 

introduced.  This was accomplished by cloning the high efficiency BCG site on a hygromycin-

resistant L5-derived integration-proficient plasmid vector (pLB18) and transforming the 

construct into mc2155 cells.  The pLB17 plasmid transforms LAB7 cells with an efficiency 

similar to that of extrachromosomally replicating vectors, and approximately 300-fold greater 

than pLB17 transforms M. smegmatis mc2155 or a recombinant lacking the BCG attB site (Table  
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Figure 16. Integration of φRv1 in M. smegmatis 

A PCR assay was used to analyze pLB17 transformants of M. smegmatis mc2155.  The assay can 

amplify attL, attR, attB and attP.  The presence of attB indicates an empty site while 

amplification of attL and attR are indicative of integration event in Msmeg1.   Twenty-four 

transformants were analyzed, and 16 out of 24 show amplification of attL and attR.  Control 

lanes cb and cp show the products derived from attB and attP, respectively.  Markers (M) are in 

descending size (top to bottom), 600, 500, 400, 300, and 200bp. 
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4).   PCR analysis of several of these transformants demonstrated that the provided BCG site was 

occupied in every case (Figure 17).  These experiments demonstrate that the inefficient 

transformation of M. smegmatis by pLB17 is due to the lack of a suitable attB site for integrative 

recombination. 

 

III. F. φRv1 recombination crossover region 

 Sequencing of the attachment junctions generated by integration into M. bovis BCG site 

#4 revealed that strand exchange occurred somewhere in the region between the left end of the 

core and the sequence difference in site #4 at position 6 (Figure 18).  When the plasmids created 

by recovery of φRv1 attP-integrase transformants in M. smegmatis were sequenced, we also 

could determine that crossover had occurred between bases 1 and 8 of the core where two bases 

differ from the sequence of attP (Figure 18).  Therefore crossover must occur between bases 1 

and 6.  Recombinases of the serine family catalyze double-stranded breaks in the substrates that 

are staggered by 2bp, and generate a 3’ overhang.  The two bases that makeup this overhang are 

often referred to as the central dinucleotide.  If the recombination chemistry of φRv1 is the same, 

there are three possible nucleotide pairs that could be the central dinucleotide; bases 2 and 3 

(GT), bases 3 and 4 (TT), and bases 4 and 5 (TG).  Examination of the sequence of attP showed 

that a pair of inverted repeats flank this region and that the repeats are centered about the ‘TG’ at 

bases 4 and 5 of the core.  Thus, we believe that this TG dinucleotide represents the 2bp 

overhang generated by the double-stranded cleavage of the integrase (Figure 18). 
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Figure 17. Integration of φRv1 in M. smegmatis with BCG #6 

Transformants were tested by PCR assay to determine if the φRv1 plasmid pLB17 had integrated 

into the M. bovis BCG attB.  In this assay, the amplification of each of the four different 

attachment sites and junctions results in a product of different size.  The first four lanes, B, R, L, 

and P, show amplification of attB, attR, attL, and attP, respectively.  All transformants tested 

showed amplification of attL and attR, demonstrating that the pLB17 plasmid had integrated into 

the BCG site.  Markers shown in lane M are in base pairs from top to bottom 400, 300, and 200. 
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III. G. Stable maintenance of plasmid pLB17 in M. smegmatis 

To determine the stability of the φRv1-derived integration-proficient plasmid pLB17, 

mycobacteria containing this plasmid were cultured in the absence of selection.  More 

specifically, two pLB17 transformants of M. smegmatis strain LAB7, and two LAB7 

transformants containing an extrachromosomal plasmid (pMD30) were cultured in media 

without kanamycin.  After approximately 40 generations of unselected growth in liquid media, 

no loss of plasmid pLB17 was detected (< 0.5%), whereas 18% of M. smegmatis cells lost the  

extrachromosomal plasmid.  Thus, the φRv1 integrated plasmid is stable in the absence of 

selection. 

 

III. H. Discussion  

These data show that the φRv1 prophage-like element of M. tuberculosis H37Rv has an 

active integrative recombination system.  The serine integrase encoded by Rv1586c catalyzes 

recombination between a reconstructed attP provided on a plasmid and attB within the bacterial 

genome.  In M. bovis BCG, this recombination reaction is efficient, and integration events were 

detected at four of the seven potential attB sites that are part of the REP13E12 repetitive 

elements.  The sites where φRv1 is found in M. tuberculosis sequenced strains H37Rv and 

CDC1551 (sites #6 and #7, respectively) are frequently used along with a third site (#1) that is 

similar in sequence.  Multiple integrations were observed in two cases (out of 41).  Comparing 

the sequences of the attB sites and whether or not integration events were seen in them gives 

some information about bases that are important and those that are not.  However, all these sites 

have multiple changes, and site usage may be influenced by other factors outside of sequence as 

attB (see discussion in chapter IV).   
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Figure 18. Mapping the crossover site for φRv1 integration 

The region of recombination cross-over could be predicted from sequencing of integrant 

junctions.  The sequences of attB BCG #4 and Msmeg1 are shown in blue and attP is shown in 

black.  The 12bp common core of the BCG-Connaught REP13E12 #4 differs from attP at 

positions 6 and 9.  The 12bp common core of the M. smegmatis site 1 (Msmeg1) differs from 

attP at positions 1 and 10.  Sequence determination of the attL and attR junction sites following 

pLB17 transformation shows that strand exchange has taken place to the right of base 1 and to 

the left of position 6 of the 12bp core.  The horizontal arrows represent the inverted repeat 

sequences found in attP.  The center of symmetry within attP lies between positions 4 and 5 

(thin vertical gray line) and the integrase presumably cuts to leave a 3’ two-base extension, as 

shown for transposon resolvases and DNA-invertases.  The recombinase most likely cuts 3’ to 

the G in the top strand, and 3’ to the A in the bottom strand (vertical arrows in attL and attR). 



BCG #4 ACTGTTGGTGCGG GGTTGTCCATGG TCGAGGTGGGG
TGACAACCACGCC CCAACAGGTACC AGCTCCACCCC

attL ACTGTTGGTGCGG GGTTGGCCGTGG ACTGCTGAAGA
TGACAACCACGCC CCAACCGGCACC TGACGACTTCT

attR
CTCACAGGTCCAC GGTTGTCCATGG TCGAGGTGGGG
GAGTGTCCAGGTG CCAACAGGTACC AGCTCCACCCC

Figure 18

Msmeg1 GGTGTTGGTGCGG TGTTGGCCGCGG TCGAGTAGTTG
CCACAACCACGCC ACAACCGGCGCC AGCTCATCAAC

attP
CTCACAGGTCCAC GGTTGGCCGTGG ACTGCTGAAGA
GAGTGTCCAGGTG CCAACCGGCACC TGACGACTTCT

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12
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The 13E12 related sites in M. smegmatis are inefficient attB sites for φRv1 integration, 

and these two sites are divergent in sequence from those found in M. bovis BCG and M. 

tuberculosis.  Efficient recombination in M. smegmatis can be achieved by providing an efficient 

site from BCG (site #6), suggesting that the reason for inefficient transformation is the lack of a 

true attB sequence and not that another component of the φRv1 integration reaction is absent 

from M. smegmatis.  Transformation events in this BCG site #6 in M. smegmatis strain LAB7 are 

stable without selection, which suggests that they could be useful vectors for research.   

Integration proficient plasmids have proven to be useful genetic tools for mycobacteria, 

and plasmids based on other site-specific recombination systems have been used to create 

genetically defined strains (Barsom and Hatfull, 1996; Lee et al., 1991).  Vectors based on φRv1 

are stable in M. smegmatis, and may be in BCG as well.  In addition, these vectors have the 

possibility to give multiple integrations that can easily be assayed by PCR analysis.  A strain that 

already has one of the attachment sites occupied can also be transformed with a second φRv1 

plasmid to create strains that are more complex.  

The sequence of φRv1 in the second sequenced M. tuberculosis strain, CDC1551, is 

different than in H37Rv, although there are only eight base changes.  There are five deletions, 

one insertion, and two base substitutions, and some of these changes result in alterations to the 

protein-coding regions (Table 4).  The CDC1551 φRv1 element has non-functional copies of 

genes corresponding to Rv1575, Rv1576c and Rv1585c.   

A strain of virulent M. bovis has also been sequenced that has a copy of φRv1, in this 

strain, φRv1 is located within the same 13E12 repeat as it is in H37Rv (Garnier et al., 2003).  

Like CDC1551, there are some differences in the sequence of φRv1 in this M. bovis isolate 

(Table 5).  There are nine changes, and two of these are conserved.  The open reading frames in  
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Table 4.  Sequence differences in φRv1 between M. tuberculosis strains H37Rv and 
CDC1551 
 

H37Rv H37Rv  CDC1551 change CDC1551 
ORF protein size (position in base pairs)  Consequence ORF  

Rv1573 136 G  C (57) conserved MT3562  
Rv1575 117 G insertion (243) and frameshift, 102aa  MT3564 
  G  C (281)  
Rv1576c 473 GC deletion (185,186) 1st frameshift, 68aa  MT3565c 
  G deletion (250) 2nd frameshift, 68aa  
  G deletion (700) 3rd frameshift, 68aa  
Rv1585c 170 C deletion (393) frameshift; Rv1584c fusion  MT3572c 
Base changes listed are those in the coding strand, and positions listed are within the 
ORF. 
 
 
 
 
  
Table 5.  Sequence differences in φRv1 between M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis 
 

H37Rv protein  M. bovis change M. bovis 
ORF size (position in base pairs)  Consequence ORF 

Rv1573 136 G  C (57) conserved Mb1599 
Rv1575 117 C deletion (118) and frameshift after 36 aa, 42  Mb1601 
  C insertion (241)  out of frame, then 36 in frame  
Rv1576c 473 C  A (190) A  E Mb1602c 
  G  A (899) A  T  
  G  T (1032) G  V 
Rv1580c 90 C  T (243) conserved Mb1607c 
Rv1582c 471 G  C (378) V  L Mb1609c 
Rv1583c 471 C  T (43) P  S Mb1610c 
Base changes listed are those in the coding strand, and positions listed are within the 
ORF. 
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M. bovis corresponding to Rv1582c and Rv1583c each have a single amino acid change and the 

equivalent to Rv1576c has three amino acid changes.  The M. bovis equivalent of Rv1575 has 

two frame shifts that results in a protein with the first 36 amino acids in frame, the next 42 are 

out of frame, and then the final 36 are in frame.  Because these ORFs have no database match, it 

is not known if there are consequences of the bacteria having these non-functional ORFs.   

 Sequencing of integrants within attB sites that have divergent core sequences revealed 

that strand exchange occurs within bases 2-5 of the 12bp common core.  Inverted symmetry in 

attP is centered about the junction between bases four and five.  We expect that the chemistry of 

strand exchange by these large serine integrases is identical to that of the resolvases and 

invertases.  There is experimental evidence in both the φC31 and Bxb1 systems that they cleave 

to produce a 2bp 3’ overhang.  If we assume that the mechanism of strand exchange in φRv1 is 

identical to that of other serine recombinases; with a concerted dsDNA break staggered by 2bp, 

we predict that the central dinucleotide is ‘TG’, bases four and five of the core.   
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IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR φRv1 INTEGRATION 

 

IV. A. Introduction 

 The best understood site-specific integration system found in bacteriophage lambda 

(λ) has served as a paradigm for the study of other recombination systems.  Much of the 

λ recombination mechanism has been ascertained through in vitro studies. The phage λ integrase 

(λ-Int) catalyzes the integration and excision of the λ genome in E. coli.  The minimal substrate 

requirements for integration by λ-Int, are a small simple attB (21bp) and a relatively large 

complex attP (234bp) (Figure 6) (Mizuuchi and Mizuuchi, 1980, 1985).  The attB has a pair of 

inverted repeat sequences, which serve as recognition sites for Int, that flank a short asymmetric 

region within which strand exchange occurs (Mizuuchi et al., 1981).  The attP site has a 

sequence that consists of the asymmetric region, referred to as the common core, and flanking 

inverted repeats called core type binding sites that are nearly identical to those found in attB.  In 

addition, attP has another 200+ bp that includes sites where another domain of integrase binds as 

well as binding sites for other protein factors.  Lambda integrase requires a supercoiled attP 

substrate, and a host-derived factor called IHF (Integration Host Factor), in order to carryout 

integrative recombination (Mizuuchi et al., 1978; Nash and Robertson, 1981).  Other tyrosine 
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integrases that have been studied act on similar substrates in terms of their relative size and 

complexity.   

 The relatively recently discovered serine integrases appear to accomplish integration 

differently.  In all systems that have been studied in some detail, both attB and attP are small and 

simple (Figure 10B).  These integration substrates consist of a pair of inverted repeats that flank 

a short asymmetric sequence that is common to both attB and attP, and it is thus referred to as 

the common core, and unlike the substrates of the tyrosine integrases, the two substrates used for 

integration by the serine integrases have distinct inverted repeats, and the repeats that flank attB 

differ from those that flank attP (Figure 10B) (Smith and Thorpe, 2002).  In serine systems, 

supercoiling does not appear to play a role, as linear and supercoiled substrates work equally 

well, and integration occurs efficiently in the absence of additional factors (Kim et al., 2003; 

Thorpe and Smith, 1998).   

 We have shown that the prophage-like element φRv1 encodes a serine integrase, which 

catalyzes integrative recombination of a plasmid containing attP and integrase in both M. bovis 

BCG and M. smegmatis.  In this chapter, an in vitro integration reaction is established and the 

requirements for the assay are examined.  Both the attP and attB minimal substrates are small 

and apparently simple.  An excess of attB is required for efficient intermolecular recombination, 

however, efficient recombination occurs on an intramolecular substrate that has a single copy of 

attP and attB in direct orientation.  Five out of seven REP13E12 sites from BCG act as attB 

substrates in vitro and yield recombinant product.   M. smegmatis sites are inefficient attBs in 

integration reactions.  Supercoiling is not required for integration, and no additional factors are 

required. 
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IV. B.  Expression and purification of φRv1 integrase (gpRv1586c) 

 In vitro reactions have been established for many recombination systems, and have been 

invaluable in determining the mechanism of catalysis.  In order to dissect the φRv1 integration 

reaction in vitro, a scheme was developed to express a recombinant form of φRv1 Integrase and 

purify it.  A plasmid containing integrase under the control of T7 polymerase and LacI (a pET 

derivative) was grown in an E. coli over expression strain.  A native version was used at first in 

order to establish the reaction.  The protein was purified through salting out and ion exchange 

chromatography (Figure 19A).  Subsequently a C-terminal 6-His tagged version was cloned in 

order to simplify the purification scheme (Figure 19B).  This his-tagged version behaves 

equivalently to its native counterpart in all experiments (data not shown). 

 

IV. C.  In vitro integration assay establishment 

 An in vitro integration assay was established for φRv1 following what was previously 

done for mycobacteriophage L5; attP was provided as a supercoiled plasmid, and attB was 

supplied as a 472bp restriction fragment (Figure 20).  For the attB substrate, site #6 from M. 

bovis BCG was utilized for two reasons.  First, it is the site occupied in M. tuberculosis H37Rv, 

and secondly, the highest frequency of integration events were observed at this site in BCG 

(Table 3).  Integration experiments with equal-molar attP and attB substrates showed a very low 

level of substrate conversion to recombinant product using either crude or partially purified 

integrase extract, even after long incubation (≥16 hours).  The reason for this was unclear, 

although one possibility was that one of the components of the reaction is limiting.  To test this  
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Figure 19. Expression and purification of φRv1 integrase 

A) The φRv1 integrase was expressed in its native form in E. coli using a pET derivative plasmid 

(pLB14).  The lane marked U shows the total cell lysate before the addition of the inducer IPTG.  

The induced sample (I) shows the appearance of a band just above the 45kDa marker that 

corresponds to the predicted size of integrase, 52kDa.  A lysate was prepared from induced cells 

as described in the materials and methods.  This lysate was the load (L) for a CM ion exchange 

column, and a subset of the collected fractions are shown.  Lane M contains molecular weight 

markers with the sizes in kDa shown at the right. 

B) In this panel, a C-terminal hexa-histidine tagged version of integrase has been cloned, and 

expressed in a similar fashion to the native protein in A.  This crude lysate (L) was loaded on a 

Nickel-NTA agarose column.  The wash (W) and flow-through (FT) are shown as well as a 

number of fractions.  Several of these fractions contain a 52kDa band corresponding to integrase.  

Molecular weight markers are in lane M with the sizes in kDa shown at the right.
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Figure 20. In vitro integration assays 

Schematic representations of in vitro integration assays.  Integration assays were done in vitro 

using one attachment site on a plasmid, and the other attachment site provided as a small linear 

fragment.  These two DNA substrates are incubated with integrase.  On the left is shown a 

reaction using a supercoiled attP plasmid (shown as the black coiled circle) and small linear attB 

(shown in blue).  This is the reaction most commonly used.  The substrates are incubated with 

integrase, which catalyzes recombination and gives rise to a single linear product containing attL 

and attR in direct orientation (head-to-tail).  On the right, a reciprocal reaction is shown that uses 

a supercoiled attB plasmid (blue coiled circle), and a small linear attP (shown in black).  This 

version of the reaction also gives rise to a linear product with attL and attR.
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possibility, each component was titrated into the reaction.  In order to add higher amounts of 

attB, 50 base complementary attB oligos were annealed and used as substrate in the reactions.  

The size of 50bp was chosen based on the small size requirements known for attB in other large 

serine integrase systems (Figure 10B).  The addition of more attB to the reaction increased the 

amount of product formed.  Experiments showed that efficient integrative recombination could 

be achieved by increasing the amount of attB in the reaction to at least a 30-fold molar excess 

over attP (Figure 21).  Although the reaction is efficient under these conditions, it proceeds 

slowly, requiring five hours or more in order for the reaction to go to >90% completion (Figure 

22).  This slow reaction is not alleviated by increasing the size of attB to 60bp or 472 bp, or 

increasing the amount of Integrase (data not shown, Figure 23). 

 

IV. D. attP and attB site requirements 

 In other serine integration systems, the minimal requirements for both substrates are 

rather short sequences (<60bp).  To determine the minimum size of attB required for full 

integration activity, a series of paired oligo substrates were constructed ranging from 50 to 36 

base pairs by deleting in 2 bp increments (one base pair from both the 5’ and 3’ end).  These 

oligo pairs were annealed and used in integration assays where the amount of attB was varied.  

For these experiments, the minimum size required for activity was determined to be 40 base 

pairs, as reactions - at all tested concentrations - using an attB substrate of this size yielded 

product in amounts similar to larger attB sequences (Figure 24).  Using a 38bp attB in an in vitro 

reaction yields a small amount of product, but only at the highest concentration tested, 900ng, 

which is a 1000-fold molar excess over attP (Figure 24).  
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Figure 21. A molar excess of attB is required for efficient intermolecular integration 

In vitro reactions were performed with φRv1 attP as a supercoiled plasmid and attB provided as 

a linear 50bp substrate.  This agarose gel shows supercoiled attP plasmid DNA (lower band in 

reaction lanes) being converted to linear product (indicated by the arrow).  The linear 50bp attB 

substrate is not visible in this gel system due to its small size.  Integrase is present at 3 pmoles. 

The attP is added at 100ng, which is 0.026 pmoles.  The attB substrate was added at different 

amounts in each reaction.  The amount of attB in the reaction shown in lane 1 is 7.2 pmoles, 

which is approximately a 300-fold (300x) molar excess over attP.  There are 2.4 pmoles of attB 

substrate (100x) in lane 2, 0.72 pmoles (30x) in 3, 0.24 pmoles (10x) in 4, 0.072 pmoles (3x) in 

lane 5, 0.024 pmoles (1x) in 6, and 0.0072 pmoles (0.3x) in lane 7.  The final lane (8) before the 

marker (M) has no attB added.  These reactions were incubated for approximately 16 hours.  

Marker sizes shown to the right of the gel are given in kilobases (kb).   
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Figure 22. Time course in vitro integration reaction 

In vitro integration reactions were done using supercoiled plasmid attP and linear 50bp attB at 

two different concentrations, with samples taken at different time points.  This agarose gel shows 

two sets of reactions; on the left half of the gel the attB concentration is 0.072µM, which is three 

times the molar concentration of attP in the reaction (0.026µM).  The right half of the gel has 

0.72µM attB, which is a 30-fold molar excess over attP.  The numbers given above each lane is 

the length of time each reaction was incubated in hours. Over time, the attP substrate, which is 

the lowest and highest bands on the gel representing the supercoiled and nicked circular forms, 

respectively, is converted to linear product, which is indicated by the arrow.  The markers shown 

in lane M are in descending size (top to bottom) 10, 8, 6, 5, and 4 kb.   
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Figure 23. Integrase titration integration assay 

Purified integrase was titrated in an in vitro integration assay using a supercoiled attP plasmid 

and linear 50bp attB at three different concentrations.  There are three sets of reactions with five 

reactions in each, the amount of integrase is as follows; 1-90 fmoles, 2- 0.3 pmoles, 3- 0.9 

pmoles, 4- 3 pmoles, 5- 9 pmoles.  The set of reactions on the left part of the gel was done using 

2.4 pmoles of attB, which is a 100-fold excess over attP, which is added at 0.026µM.  The 

middle panel shows reactions that were completed with 0.72µM attB (30-fold excess over attP) 

and the set of reactions on the right side were done using 0.24 pmoles of attB (10-fold excess 

over attP).  The first lane of the gel (-) has no integrase added.  The substrate attP plasmid is 

converted to linear product as indicated by the arrow.  These reactions were incubated for 5 

hours.  The sizes in the marker lane M are given on the right in kb. 
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Figure 24. Minimum size of attB in integration 

A) In vitro integration assays were performed with 3 pmoles of integrase, supercoiled 0.026 

pmoles of attP plasmid and paired oligo attB substrates of various sizes as shown above each set 

of reactions.  The amount of attB in each set of five is as follows: Lane 1 has 900ng of attB, lane 

2 has 100ng, lane 3 has 10ng, lane 4 has 1ng, and lane 5 has 0.1ng.  Because of the difference in 

size of the substrates, the concentration of attB is variable, and thus so is the molar ratio of attB 

to attP.  In lane one, the ratio of attB to attP is between 1100:1 and 1500:1.  In lane 2, it is 125-

175:1.  In lane 3, there is 13- to 18-fold more attB than attP.  Lane four has attB at 1-2 times the 

amount of attP.  In the fifth lane, the ratio of attB to attP is 0.1:1 to 0.2:1.  The first lane of the 

gel, marked -, has no attB added.  The position of the linear product is indicated by the arrow.  

Markers (M) are shown in kb. 

B) Sequence of attB substrates used in A.  The sequence of the common core is underlined and 

the predicted central dinucleotide is shown in red.  The horizontal arrows show the regions of 

inverted symmetry in attB. 
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TGGTGGAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGTGGTGG
   TGGAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGTGG
    GGAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGTG
     GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
      AAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGG
       AGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGG
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Figure 24B
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 A similar set of experiments was done to determine the minimum size required for attP.  

In this case, attB was provided as a supercoiled plasmid and paired attP oligos were used.  This 

version of the integration reaction does not go to completion at any tested concentration and is 

therefore not as efficient as reactions using supercoiled attP and linear attB (Figure 25A).  This 

reaction is also more sensitive to excess attP and recombination is less efficient at higher 

concentrations of attP.  A ten-fold excess of attP in the reaction yields the most product.  This is 

different from the supercoiled attP and linear attB reaction, where a 100-fold excess of attB 

yields the most product, and a 300 to 1000-fold excess of attB only slightly reduces the amount 

of product formed.  The minimum size of attP that is required to give full activity in the in vitro 

integration assay is 52bp (Figure 25B).  In this experiment, substrates from 54 to 48bp were 

used.  Larger substrates, even 68bp, did not yield more product than a 52bp attP substrate.  

Reactions with a 50bp attP yielded a small amount of product, and 48bp yielded no product in 

these experiments.  Thus, in regards to substrate size requirements, φRv1 is similar to other 

serine integrases that have been studied, with the minimal sizes of attP and attB at 52 and 40 

base pairs, respectively (Figure 26). 

 

IV. E.  In vitro efficiency of M. bovis BCG REP13E12 attB sites 

 In all initial in vitro assays, site #6 from M. bovis BCG was used as attB.  Although it is 

the site most frequently used in BCG, other factors may effect site selection in vivo.  It is 

therefore possible that this sequence does not represent the best attB sequence.  In fact to obtain 

nearly complete conversion of substrate to product in recombination assays, an excess of attB is 

required and the reaction must be incubated for a long time.  It is possible that another sequence 

may be a better attB substrate, and reactions with a different attB may go to completion at a  
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Figure 25. Minimal attP determination 

A) In vitro recombination reactions were done with supercoiled attB and linear 68bp attP 

substrate.  The attB plasmid (pLB16) is held constant at 0.04µM, while the attP is added in 

different amounts in these reactions.  The reaction shown in lane 1 has 900ng of attP, which is 

20µM, and is a 500-fold molar excess over attB.  Lane 2 has 2µM attP, or 50-fold molar excess.  

Lane 3 has 0.2µM attP, which is a 5-fold excess over attB, and lane 5 has attP at one-half the 

amount of attB, of 0.02µM.  The product is indicted by the arrow at the left.  DNA size marker 

(M) is given in kilobases on the right. 

B) Integration reactions were done using linear substrate attPs of various sizes (shown above 

each set of reactions in bp) in vitro with an attB plasmid.  Lane 1 of each set has 130 to 150ng of 

attP depending on the size, but in each case the amount was adjusted to a 100-fold molar excess 

over attB.  Lane 2 has 10-fold excess of attP, lane 3 has an equal-molar amount of attP and attB, 

and lane 4 has attP at one-tenth the amount of attB in the reaction.  The lane marked - has no 

attP added.  The arrow shows the migration of the linear product.  The markers in lane M are 

given in kilobases on the left.   

C) The sequence of attP substrates used in A and B.  The central dinucleotide is shown in red, 

and the horizontal arrows show the position of the inverted repeats. 
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ACAGGTGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCACGCCAGGAG
     TGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCA
      GTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCC
       TAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTC
        AGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATT

68
54
52
50
48

Figure 25C
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Figure 26. Minimal φRv1 attachment and junction sites 

Minimal attP and attB sites that were determined by in vitro experimentation are shown here as 

well as the hybrid junctions attL and attR that are predicted as the result of integrative reactions.  

The attP substrate is shown in black, and attB is shown in blue and the sequences derived from 

each of these sites in attL and attR are colored accordingly.  The predicted central dinucleotide is 

shown in red.  Inverted repeat sequences are indicated by the horizontal arrows.



TGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCA
ACATCACATAGAGTGTCCAGGTGCCAACCGGCACCTGACGACTTCTTGTAAGGT

GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
CTTCCACAACCACGCCCCAACCGGCACCAGCTCCACCCCA

GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCA
CTTCCACAACCACGCCCCAACCGGCACCTGACGACTTCTTGTAAGGT

TGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
ACATCACATAGAGTGTCCAGGTGCCAACCGGCACCAGCTCCACCCCA
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lower concentration of attB and possibly have a faster rate of reaction.  Thus, a region of each of 

the REP13E12 elements surrounding the 12bp common core from M. bovis BCG and M. 

smegmatis were made as 50 base pair substrates (Figure 14B).  These were titrated into in vitro 

assays to determine the efficiency at which they are used as attBs (Figure 27A).  Using these attB 

substrates derived from BCG, product formation was seen in reactions with sites #1, #2, #4, #6, 

and #7.  BCG site #1 was recombined with an efficiency similar to that of site #6 with >90% 

product conversion at both a 10-fold and 100-fold molar excess of attB.  In fact, the amount of 

product in some site #1 reactions appeared to be somewhat higher, and all forms of the attP 

plasmid were converted to product.  This is in contrast to what is seen in site #6 reactions, where 

some supercoiled and some nicked circular attP is still seen.  When the density of the product 

bands is compared, more product is present in site #1 reactions than in site #6 reactions at all 

tested concentrations (Figure 27B).  Reactions with sites #2, #4 and #7 yielded product at lower 

levels than #6 (Figure 27B).  Sites #3 and #5 (3/5), which have the same sequence throughout 50 

bp, showed no product formation when used as attB substrate in this assay (Figure 27A).  These 

in vitro data for the most part agree with the in vivo integration results where sites #1, #6, and #7 

are frequently used as integration sites.  Site #4 was utilized in one instance, and sites #2, #3, and 

#5 had no integration events.  However, there are two exceptions, site #2 did recombine in vitro, 

but no integration events were seen in this site.   The amount of product formed in reactions with 

site #2 is less than the amount formed in reaction using site #1 or #6, thus recombination with 

site #2 is likely to be less efficient.  It is possible that if more transformants were analyzed, 

integration events may be seen in site #2.  A second possibility is that integrations into this site 

are not tolerated.  Site #7 is also an exception; the intermediate level of activity in vitro does not 

support its frequent use in vivo.  Less integration product is seen in reactions with site #7 as  
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Figure 27. In vitro activity of attB sites from M. bovis BCG  

A) Sites from M. bovis BCG were used as attB substrates in integration assays with a supercoiled 

attP plasmid.  The various BCG attB sites indicated above the gel were used as 50bp substrates 

and added in the following amounts.  Lane 1 has 27 pmoles of attB, which is approximately a 

1000-fold molar excess over attP [1000x]), lane 2 has 2.7 pmoles (100x), lane 3 has 0.27 pmoles 

(10x), and lane 4 has 0.027 pmoles (1x).  Lane - has no attB added.  Sites #3 and #5 are identical 

over the 50 bases used in this assay, thus only one DNA was used for both these sites.  The 

position of the linear product formed by recombination between the plasmid attP and linear attB 

is indicated by the arrow.  Markers are shown in lane M, with the sizes in kb at the left. 

B) Bar graph showing the product formed in reactions with each BCG site.  This was calculated 

by density of product in the gel of the experiment shown in A.  Here the amount of the product 

formed in the reaction with site #6 is set to 100 for each tested concentration, and the product 

formed in the other reactions is expressed as a percentage of the amount in site #6 reactions. 

C) Substrate attB site sequences.  M. bovis BCG sites #4 and #3 were further dissected and used 

in integration assays to determine which bases contribute to the reduction in conversion to 

product.  Site #6 is 6/6/6, and each number in the series of three corresponds to the site from 

which the sequence is derived.  The middle number is the sequence of the core; the first 

represents the sequence to the left of the core, while the one on the right is the sequence on the 

right.   

D) Activity of hybrid attB sites.  In vitro recombination assays were done with plasmid attP and 

Forty base-pair hybrid attB sites, whose sequences are as shown in C.  Reactions were performed 

in sets of four.  Lane 1 in each set has 23 pmoles of attB (1000 fold molar excess over attP), lane 

2 has 2.3 pmoles, representing a 100 fold excess of attB.  Lane 3 has 0.23 pmoles (10-fold), and 
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lane 4 has 0.023 pmoles, which is an equal-molar amount of attB and attP.  The lane marked (-) 

has no attB added.  Markers are shown in lane M with the sizes in kb at the right.
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compared to reactions with site #1 or #6, and in fact, more product is seen in reactions with site 

#4.  The reason for this is unclear but indicates that in vitro activity does not entirely correlate 

with site selection frequency.    

 Another set of reactions was done in which sites #3 and #4 were further dissected by 

separating changes within the core from those to the left or right of core.  These were made as 

50bp substrates.  For site #4, three substrates were made in which the core or the region either to 

the left or right was made to match site #4, while the remainder of the sequence matched site #6 

(Figure 27C).  In vitro experiments using the substrate with the core sequence changed to #4 

(6/4/6) showed a reduced level of product formation, while the substrates with changes to #4 

sequence on the left or right showed levels of product formation similar to wild type (site #6 

[6/6/6]) (Figure 27D).  This indicates that these changes within the core sequence contribute to 

reduced activity as attB.  Similar substrates were made for site #3, however, in this case the core 

is identical to the consensus, therefore, only two substrates were made.  The substrate with the 

right half of the site matched to site #3 (6/6/3) has only a single base change, not surprisingly this 

substrate is converted to product in amounts similar to site #6.  The substrate with the left portion 

changed to site #3 (3/6/6) sequences has several changes (9/16) and has a greatly reduced 

amount of product when used in reactions.   

  

IV. F.  In vitro efficiency of M. smegmatis REP13E12 attB sites 

 The two sites found by blast searching in M. smegmatis were also created as 50bp 

substrates and used with supercoiled attP in integration assays.  These two sites, which are 

inefficient integration sites in vivo, also are utilized inefficiently as attBs in vitro (Figure 28A).  

In comparison to site #6 from BCG, only a small amount of product is formed at the two highest  
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Figure 28. In vitro activity of attB sites from M. smegmatis 

A) Sites from M. smegmatis were used as attB substrates in integration assays with a supercoiled 

attP plasmid substrate.  The Msmeg1 and Msmeg2 attBs were used as 50bp substrates along with 

BCG site #6 as a control.  These sites were added in the following amounts.  Lane 1 in each set 

has 23 pmoles of attB (1000-fold molar excess over attP), lane 2 has 2.3 pmoles, representing a 

100-fold excess of attB.  Lane 3 has 0.23 pmoles (10-fold), and lane 4 has 0.023 pmoles, which 

is an equal-molar amount of attB and attP.  The position of the linear product formed by 

recombination between the plasmid attP (lowest and highest bands in the gel - supercoiled and 

nicked circular forms) and linear attB is indicated by the arrow.  DNA size markers are shown in 

lane M with the sizes shown in kb at the right. 

B) Graph of the experiment shown in A.  The relative amount of product formed in reactions 

with the M. smegmatis sites and BCG site #6 is shown.   This is calculated from the density of 

the product band regions.  The amount of product produced by site #6 is set to 100%, and the 

product formed in the other reactions is expressed as a percentage of the amount in site #6 

reactions. 
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tested concentrations for Msmeg1, and almost nothing for Msmeg2 (Figure 28B).  Msmeg1 is the 

site that was recovered from the two φRv1 integration plasmid transformants, thus integration 

does occur in this site.  We do not yet know if the Msmeg2 site is used as an integration site in 

vivo. 

 

IV. G. Activity of symmetrized attB sites 

 Examination of attB reveals the presence of weak inverted repeat sequences flanking the 

central dinucleotide, where five out of ten bases match (Figure 26).  The need for an excess of 

attB for all known ‘natural’ substrates in the in vitro reaction led us to believe that we were not 

using the best possible attB substrate.  In an attempt to create a better attB, two DNAs were 

synthesized in which perfect inverted repeat sequences were made.  One attB has the right 

inverted repeat altered to match the left (sym1), while the second had the left half changed to 

match the right (sym2), creating in both substrates 10bp perfect inverted repeats (Figure 29A).  

In reactions with the sym1 substrate, no product was produced at any concentration tested, while 

reactions with the sym2 substrate produced as much if not more than the wild type site #6 

(Figure 29B).  To further examine the possibility that sym2 maybe a better attB, wt (site #6) and 

sym2, were compared in an in vitro time course experiment done with either equal molar 

amounts of substrate or 10-fold excess of attB (Figure 29C).  Comparison of the time course of 

“wt” to sym2 at 9ng of attB substrate (10-fold excess over attP), showed that sym2 reactions 

yielded more product at every time point tested (~1.5-3.0 times more) (Figure 29D).  In contrast, 

the time course at equal molar ratio of attB to attP shows that reactions using sym2 or wt 

produced approximately equal amounts of product (Figure 29D).  At higher concentrations,  
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Figure 29. In vitro activity of synthetic attB sites 

A) Sequence of attB substrates used in these experiments.  The set marked as “wt” uses site #6 

from BCG as attB substrate.  This attB is considered wild type (wt) because it is a native BCG 

sequence, and the changes made in other substrates are in the context of this sequence.  

Differences from wild type sequence are shown in red, and regions of inverted symmetry are 

indicated by the horizontal arrows above each sequence. 

B) In vitro integration assays were done using supercoiled attP plasmid and 50bp attB substrates.  

The attB substrate was used at different amounts in sets of four reactions.  Lane 1 in each set has 

2.3 pmoles of attB (100-fold molar excess over attP), lane 2 has 0.23 pmoles, representing a 10-

fold excess of attB.  Lane 3 has 0.023 pmoles, which is an equal-molar amount of attB and attP, 

and lane 4 has 0.0023 pmoles of attB, which is one-tenth the amount of attP in this reaction.  The 

first lane of the gel (-) has no attB added.  The position of the linear product formed by 

recombination between the plasmid attP and linear attB is indicated by the arrow.  The size 

markers are shown in lane M, and are in descending size (top to bottom) 10, 8, 6, 5, and 4 kb. 

C) Agarose gel of a time course in vitro integration assay using either BCG site #6 or sym2 as 

attB substrate.  Reactions using a plasmid attP and either wt attB are shown on the left half of the 

gel and sym2 attB reaction are shown on the right half of the gel.  The time course was done over 

16 hours, and each reaction was incubated for the time indicated above each lane (in hours).   

Reactions were performed at two different amounts of attB substrate, 0.23 pmoles, which is 10-

fold the amount of attP in the reaction (10X), and 0.023 pmoles, which is an equal-molar amount 

of attB and attP (1X).  The position of the linear product is indicated by the arrow. 

D) Graph of density data from the time course experiment shown in C. 
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Figure 29 C & D
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integration reactions using sym2 as the attB substrate yielded more product at each time point, 

suggesting that the speed of the reaction was increased.   

 An additional attB substrate was made in which the second base of the putative central 

dinucleotide was changed from G to A, thus symmetrizing the central dinucleotide (TA instead 

of TG).  These 50bp attBs were added to in vitro recombination reactions with a supercoiled attP 

substrate.  The central dinucleotide mutant (TA) was not converted to product at any tested 

concentration (Figure 29B).  If the central dinucleotide is in fact the TG at bases 4 and 5 of the 

common core, this result is not surprising, as it has been observed in other systems.  The TA 

mutant has a mismatched 3’ overhang, which cannot be ligated into product.   

 

IV. H.  Activity of attB mutants with changes on the left side  

 A series of mutations were made in the left side of attB to test the importance of this 

region in integration.  These changes were made within a 40bp minimal substrate (Figure 30A), 

and added to in vitro recombination assays as attB substrate.  The 1-8 substrate made had the 

first eight bases of the sequence changed, which are just outside of the inverted repeats.  In 

reactions using 1-8 as an attB substrate, product conversion is less than 50% of wild type, even at 

the highest concentration (Figure 30 B and C).  When a substrate with the first four bases 

mutated (1-4) is used in an in vitro reaction, the amount of substrate converted to product is 

similar to wild type (wt), and at the highest concentration greater than 90% of substrate is 

converted to product.  In fact, when the density of the product bands was compared, 1-4 

reactions produced slightly more product that wt (Figure 30C).  The 5-8 substrate, which has 

bases five through eight mutated, yielded an amount of product similar to the 1-8 mutant.  This 
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suggests that bases 5-8 likely account for the low quantity of product formation in reactions with 

the 1-8 mutant, while bases 1-4 did not.  A substrate with bases 9-12 mutated also had reduced  

attB activity (Figure 30C).  This suggests that one or more of the bases from 5-8 and 9-12 are 

important in integrative recombination.   

 

IV. I.  Activity of attB core sequence mutants  

 Mutations were also made in each base pair of the 12bp common core (Figure 31A).  

These were made as single changes in a 40bp minimal attB substrate and tested by in vitro 

recombination assays.  Changing the base at position 1, 2, 3, 6 or 12 had little effect on product 

formation, reactions using these substrates at 90ng yielded product at greater than 50% of wild 

type levels (Figure 31 B and C).  Integration reactions that utilize a substrate with a change at 

positions 7, 8, or 9 yielded a reduced amount of product, less than 50% of wild type (Figure 31 B 

and C).  This indicates that these bases contribute to attB recognition or a step in catalysis.  

Reactions using a substrate with a change at any of the four remaining positions (4, 5, 10, and 

11) showed very little product formation, 20% of wild type or less (Figure 31 B and C).  Thus 

these positions are important to integration in vitro.  Most notably, reactions using an attB with a 

change at either of the central dinucleotide positions 4 or 5 gave almost no product, lending 

additional evidence that this is the central dinucleotide.   

 

IV. J.  Role of supercoiling in φRv1 integrative recombination  

 Supercoiling plays an important role in the integration reactions of tyrosine 

recombinases, using attP as a supercoiled substrate in vitro greatly stimulates the reaction in the 

λ system (Richet et al., 1986).  In L5, supercoiling of either attP or attB stimulates integrative 
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Figure 30. In vitro integration with left side mutants of attB  

A) Sequence of attB substrates used in these assays.  The mutant attBs were made as linear 40bp 

substrates, and they have changes in the region to the left of core.  Bases that differ from the site 

#6 sequence are shown in red.  

B) In vitro integration assays were carried out using a plasmid attP and linear attB substrates.  

Reactions were done in sets of four, and each reaction was done using a different amount of attB.  

Lane 1 has 600ng of attB, or 23 pmoles, which is a 1000-fold molar excess over the 0.024 

pmoles of attP plasmid in the reaction.  Lane 2 has 2.3 pmoles of attB (100-fold excess), lane 3 

has 0.23 pmoles, which is a 10-fold excess over attP and lane 4 has 0.023 pmoles, which is 

equivalent to the amount of attP in the reaction.  Size markers are shown in lane M, with the 

sizes in kb on the right. 

C) Bar graph of product density from the experiment shown in A.  Only the product formation at 

100-fold and 1000-fold excess of attB has been quantitated.  The intensity of product at lower 

amounts of attB is often too low to be quantitated.  The amount of product in the reactions with 

wild type is set to 100, and the other reactions are expressed as a percentage of this amount. 



Figure 30

A
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wt #6 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
1-8   TCCTACTGTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
1-4   TGCAGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
5-8   GAAGTCAGTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
9-12  GAAGGTGTGCAAGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
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Figure 31. In vitro activity of attB core mutants  

A) Sequence of attB core mutants used in the experiment, each has a single base change in one 

of the 12 bases of the common core.  The base that has been changed in each substrate is shown 

in red.  The central dinucleotide is boxed. 

B) In vitro recombination assay with attB core mutant substrates.  Reactions were done with an 

attP plasmid and linear 40bp attB at two different concentrations.  The first lane in the pair of 

reactions for each substrate has 3.4 pmoles of attB, which is a 140-fold excess over the molar 

amount of attP.  The second lane has 0.34 pmoles, a 14-fold molar excess of attB.  The lane 

marked (-) has no attB added.  The markers are in lane M, and the sizes are given in kilobases to 

the left of the gel. 

C) Bar graph of product density data generated from the experiment shown in B.  The density of 

product formed in the reactions with the wt sequence was set to 100%.  Only the data for the 

reactions with 3.4 pmoles of attB is presented because the density of the product formed in 

reactions with 0.34 pmoles was too low to be accurately quantitated. 



wt GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
1/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGCGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
2/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGCTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
3/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGATGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
4/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTAGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
5/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTCGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
6/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGCCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
7/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGGCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
8/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCGGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
9/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCCTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
10/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGAGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
11/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTCGTCGAGGTGGGGT
12/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGCTCGAGGTGGGGT

Figure 31A
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recombination (Peña et al., 1998).  In the large serine integrase systems that have been studied, 

supercoiling is not required and provides no stimulating effect (Kim et al., 2003; Thorpe and 

Smith, 1998).  To test for the requirement of substrate supercoiling in the φRv1 integration 

reaction, an in vitro experiment was designed using linear attB and either a linear or supercoiled 

version of attP in a time course.  The reaction set using the linear version of attP was generated 

by digesting the attP plasmid, pLB17, with HindIII prior to the recombination reaction.  The set 

with supercoiled attP was digested with HindIII following the reaction.  This was done so that 

amount of substrate (S) and product (P) could be compared in both sets of reactions (4.8 kb [S] 

vs. 3.3 & 1.5 kb [P]).  In the reactions, a 30-fold excess of attB was utilized, and these reactions 

were incubated for different amounts of time.  These reactions show that approximately equal 

amounts of substrate were converted to product at most time points in both linear and 

supercoiled sets of reactions (Figure 32).  In some experiments, slightly more product was seen 

in reactions with supercoiled substrate, although at most, 25% more product was seen in 

supercoiled reactions in comparison to the linear counterpart. 

 

IV. K.  Additional factors in integration 

 In vitro, an efficient φRv1 integration reaction requires an excess of attB, however, in the 

cell there is presumably a nearly 1:1 ratio of attP to attB.  The data from the in vivo studies tells 

us that the recombination reaction must be efficient, as the number of transformants obtained 

with a φRv1 attP-integrase plasmid is similar to the number obtained with an extrachromosomal 

plasmid.   A possible reason for the necessity of an excess of the linear substrate is that there is 

an additional factor present in mycobacteria that is absent from our reconstituted reactions.  One 

candidate for the additional factor is mIHF (mycobacterial Integration Host Factor).  The mIHF  
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Figure 32. Role of supercoiling in integration in vitro 

A) In vitro integration assays were done with a linear 50bp attB substrate and either supercoiled 

or linearized plasmid attP.  The attB substrate was used at 0.9 pmoles, which is 35-fold more 

than the amount of the attP plasmid used in the reactions.  Linear attP substrate was created by 

digestion with SalI before carrying out the recombination reaction.  Reactions using supercoiled 

(uncut) attP substrate were also digested with SalI, however this was done after recombination 

so that the amount of substrate (S-black arrow) and product (P-gray arrows), present in each 

reaction with linear or supercoiled attP could be compared.  Samples were taken at different time 

points as indicated above each lane of the gel.  One set of reactions using a supercoiled attP 

plasmid was not digested and is shown in the first third of the gel.  Recombination reactions with 

supercoiled attP that were subsequently digested are in the middle of the gel, and integration 

reactions with linear attP are shown in the last third of the gel.  Markers are shown in M lane 

with the sizes in kb on the left. 
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protein is a small 105 residue, 12kDa, non-specific DNA binding molecule that induces a bend in 

the DNA, and is required for efficient recombination of mycobacteriophage L5 (Pedulla et al., 

1996).   This factor is present in M. smegmatis and M. bovis BCG among other mycobacteria; 

therefore, it could support φRv1 recombination in both species.  To test if mIHF stimulates the 

φRv1 integration reaction, in vitro integration assays were carried out in the presence and 

absence of purified mIHF.  Various amounts of mIHF were added, however, there was no 

detectable increase in product formed in reactions with mIHF over those without mIHF (Figure 

33A).  It is possible, however, that a different mycobacterial component will stimulate 

recombination.  Because efficient transformation was achieved in both M. bovis BCG and M. 

smegmatis (Tables 1 and 3), both species must possess this factor.  To look for a possible host 

factor, extracts were prepared from M. smegmatis and added to in vitro integration reactions.  

Again, no stimulation of the reaction was seen upon addition of these extracts (Figure 33B).  

Thus, we conclude that there is no host factor required for φRv1 integration.   

 

IV. L.  Discussion 

 The integration reaction of φRv1 - like other site-specific recombination systems can be 

reconstituted in a simple in vitro reaction using defined attB and attP substrates and either native 

or C-terminal 6-his-tagged integrase.  Through these in vitro studies, we have demonstrated that 

the minimal substrate requirements for integration are 52bp for attP and 40 bp for attB (Figure 

26).  These small sizes for attB and attP are similar to what has been shown in other serine 

integrase systems (Figure 10B).   

The in vitro integration reaction using a plasmid attP and a linear attB does not proceed 

efficiently when equal molar amounts of attP and attB are used.  However, the addition of an  
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Figure 33. Additional factors in φRv1 integration 

A) Role of mIHF in φRv1 integration.  In vitro integration assays using attP plasmid and linear 

50bp attB were incubated with various amounts of purified mIHF as indicated above each lane of 

the agarose gel.  Reactions shown on the left half of the gel were done with an equal-molar 

amount of attB (0.9ng).  The set of reaction on the right half of the gel was done with 90ng, 

which is a 100-fold molar excess of attB.  Lanes marked with (-) have no integrase added, but 

mIHF is present at 32 pmoles.  Markers are shown in M, and the sizes are in kilobases, 10, 8, 6, 

and 5 (from top to bottom). 

B) Effect of mycobacterial extracts on in vitro integration.  In vitro integrative recombination 

assays using plasmid attP and linear attB were done in the presence of increasing amounts of 

extract prepared from Mycobacterium smegmatis cells.  These reactions were done with a 

plasmid attP and 50bp linear attB.  The attP substrate was used at 100ng (pmoles and attB was at 

ng on the left half of the gel, and ng on the right.  Increasing amounts of extracts were added as 

indicated by the triangles above the gel.  The first lane has no integrase added.  The reaction in 

the lane marked +I has integrase without extract added.  All subsequent lanes have integrase 

added.  The marker lane (M) has bands from top to bottom corresponding to 10, 8, 6, 5, and 4 kb. 
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excess of attB allows the reaction to go to completion.  The reason behind the requirement for an 

excess of linear attB substrate is unclear, although it may reflect a deficiency of the interaction 

between integrase and attB.  The deficiency may be at the level of integrase binding directly to 

attB or in bringing the attB in complex with attP (synapsis) or at some later stage in catalysis.  

Also, when integration reactions are done using a plasmid attB and a linear attP in equal molar 

amounts, there is also very little of the substrate is converted to product, while adding more 

linear attP substrate yields more product.  A reaction using a 10-fold molar excess of attP yields 

the most product.  The necessity of an excess of the linear substrate in this version of the reaction 

indicates a deficit in the ability of integrase to capture the linear substrate, whatever the substrate 

is, instead of a defect in attB interaction.  In addition, these reactions utilizing a supercoiled attB 

and a linear attP are not as efficient as reactions with a plasmid attP and linear attB.  Plasmid 

attB x linear attP reactions, in fact, do not go to completion at any concentration of attP.   

 If a single plasmid with both attP and attB is used as substrate in an in vitro integration 

reaction, such that intramolecular recombination can occur, the reaction is efficient, with the 

reaction going to completion after extended incubation (Figure 34).  This suggests that catalysis 

is efficient, but that some step before that is limiting the reaction, for example substrate binding 

or synapsis, as suggested above.   

 Although the φRv1 element is found within REP13E12 site #6 in H37Rv, this may not 

have been the sequence of the site when it first integrated there.  The in vitro studies indicate that 

BCG site #1 recombines more efficiently than #6, thus may be more like the true attB sequence.  

Furthermore, a substrate in which the inverted repeats are a 10 out of 10 match (Sym2) is also 

converted to product more efficiently than #6 at higher concentrations.  However, it is not 

converted to product more efficiently than site #6 at lower concentrations.  This seemly  
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Figure 34. Intramolecular integration 

Integrative recombination reactions were done using a single substrate with attP and attB in 

direct orientation.  Samples were taken from the reaction at various time points, as shown above 

each lane (in hours).   The reactions were then digested with HindIII after incubation to separate 

fragments indicative of product from those generated by cleavage of the substrate.  The position 

of the substrate band (S) with a size of 4626bp is indicated by the black arrow.  The product 

bands (P) at 3622bp and 1006bp are indicated by the gray arrows.  The markers are shown in 

lane M, with the sizes in kb given on the right. 
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contradictory result may reflect a defect at the level of binding or synapsis.  Once the sites 

synapse, catalysis occurs faster with sym2 than wild type.  At low attB concentrations, product 

formation is low because the reaction is limited by the probability of supercoiled attP plus 

integrase colliding with attB plus integrase.  At high concentrations, the probability of collision 

between attP plus integrase and attB plus integrase increases, and the difference in the rate of 

product formation can be detected.    

Figure 35 shows the sequence of all naturally occurring or synthetic attB substrates used 

in this study.  The sequences are organized according to how much of each substrate is converted 

to product in recombination reactions as compared to BCG site #6.  Examination of the product 

formed in reactions using various attB sequences, both natural (derived from mycobacteria) and 

synthetic, gives some insight into what bases are important for catalysis and which are 

nonessential.  However, several of the natural substrates have many changes, which make it 

difficult to dissect which specific bases contribute to the phenotype.  For example, the M. 

smegmatis sites (Msmeg1 and Msmeg2) are inefficiently used as attB substrate as evidenced by 

the level of product formed in integration reactions, but these substrates have several changes.  

We can only say that one or more of these changes contribute to the reduction in recombinant 

product formed.  The base changes in the left half of site #3 result in a reduction of in vitro attB 

activity, however there are nine changes.  One or more of these changes contribute to the 

reduction in product formation.  The changes in the core of site #4, which in this case are just 

two changes in positions 6 and 9 of the 12bp core, are responsible for reduced attB activity.  

From the core mutant data, the change at position 9 is most likely the greatest contributor to the 

low amount of product formed in reactions with 6/4/6 as attB.  The changes in site #1 result in an  
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Figure 35. attB sites 

The sequences of all attB for which in vitro integration recombination assays have been done are 

shown.  Here, only the minimal 40bp of each site are shown.  Bases shown in red are those that 

differ from M. bovis BCG site #6 which is considered the wild type (wt) or consensus sequence 

since all mutation made were based on this sequence.  The sequences are grouped based on their 

relative activity as attBs.  The first group, with three sequences, is followed by ‘+’ show more 

product formation than site #6 (wt) under some tested conditions.  Members of the second group, 

followed by a ‘=’, have activity similar to wild type.  The third group shows somewhat less 

product formation, thus the ‘-’ indication.  The fourth grouping has an even more reduced level 

of product formation in vitro, and is designated ‘- -’.  The final grouping shows almost no 

activity in vitro and is designated by the ‘X’. 



Figure 35

sym2 GAAGGTGTTCGACCACGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT +
1 GAAGGTGTTGGTCCACGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT +
    
4/6/6 GTAACTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT =
1-4 TCCTGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT =
1/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGCGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT =
2/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGCT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT =
3/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGA TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT =
6/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG CCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT =
12/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGCTCGAGGTGGGGT =
6/3/3 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGTGGT =
6/6/4 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGCT =

7  GGAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT -
9-12 GAAGGTGTGCAAGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT -
6/4/6 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG TCCATGGTCGAGGTGGGGT -
7/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GGCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT -
    
2  GAACGTACTGACTCGAGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGATGTGGC --
1-8 TCCTACTGTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT --
5-8 GAAGTCAGTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT --
Msmeg1 GTAGGTGTTGGTGCGGTGT TG GCCGCGGTCGAGTAGTTGC --
8/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCGGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT --
9/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCCTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT --
10/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGAGGTCGAGGTGGGGT --
11/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCGTCGTCGAGGTGGGGT --

3/3/6 GTATCGATTTATTCGCGGT TG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT X
Msmeg2 GTAGGTGTTGGTGCGGTGT TG ACCACGGTCGAGAAGGTCG X
4/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT AG GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT X
TA GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TA GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT X
5/12 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TC GCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT X
sym1 GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGT TG GCCCCGCACCAGGTGGGGT X

site                                                        sequence                                             activity    
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increase in product formation.  In this substrate, there are three base changes just to the left of 

core, thus each of these differences is either neutral or has a positive effect on activity.  Some 

changes made in the left part of attB, such as bases 5-8 and 9-12, are also converted to product in 

lower amounts than site #6, while changing the first four bases (1-4) has little effect on 

integrative recombination.  Several positions of the core are important, as a change at bases 4, 5, 

8, 9, 10, or 11 results in a reduction in the amount of attB converted to product.   Two of these 

bases, at positions 4 and 5 are the putative central dinucleotide.  Although, these substrates 

provide some useful insights, without a detailed mutagenesis study we can’t say for sure how 

each base contributes to the minimal 40 bases required for activity.   

From the in vitro studies, we also see that there are some differences between the 

efficiency of recombination with the various mycobacterial attB sites in vitro and how often an 

integration event was seen in the site.  For example, site #7 from BCG is used frequently as an 

integration site in vivo, but in vitro it is only as efficient as site #2 or #4.  These two latter sites, 

#2 and #4 are not used frequently in vivo.  Only one event was seen in site #4, and no integration 

events were found in site #2.  The in vitro assay is a simplified system and may reflect how 

efficiently an attB is converted to product while in vivo there may be other factors that effect site 

selection.  Each attB site is in a REP13E12 element that is part of an ORF.  Although there is 

similarity between the REP elements, because they are not identical we cannot be certain that 

there is functional redundancy.  Sites #1, #6, and #7 are predicted to encode proteins that are 

greater than 90% identical; except that protein predicted by Rv1587c (#6) is 77 residues shorter.  

Rv1945 (#5) and Rv1148 (#3) are greater than 90% identical, and the two remaining predicted 

proteins are 40-60% identity, although much of the difference in the sites lies in size.  Although 

the integration site is near the C-terminus of these ORFs, one or more of them may be essential 
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to M. bovis, and interruption of a particular ORF may be unfavorable.  Another possibility is that 

the DNA at these sites may somehow be masked from the integrase.  Bacterial chromosomes are 

condensed and organized in ways that we do not yet understand, and sites that are functional 

attBs in vitro (#2 and #4) may well be in regions of the chromosome that are not accessible. 

Like other serine integrase systems, there is no requirement for a host-derived factor, and 

we have not detected a significant increase in product formation upon the addition of mIHF or 

mycobacterial extracts.  Given the simple architecture of the sites is not clear how a host factor 

could play a role.  There seems to be a single binding site for integrase unlike the core type and 

arm-type sites of the tyrosine attP substrates.  The size of attP is insufficient for a host factor to 

function the way it does in the tyrosine systems, where it bends the DNA and aids in the 

formation of protein DNA complexes.  Although a host factor in these serine systems could 

fulfill a different role, perhaps modulating substrate binding by integrase or synapsis.  Further 

study is required to understand how the substrates are recognized, how they are discriminated, 

and how they are synapsed. 
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V.  CONTROL OF φRv1 RECOMBINATION DIRECTIONALITY 

 

V. A. Introduction 

 Integration and excision of a bacteriophage or other mobile element must be carefully 

regulated to ensure its success in propagation.  In several tyrosine recombination systems, the 

control of directionality is achieved by the actions of a small protein, these directionality control 

proteins have been collectively referred to as recombination directionality factors, or RDFs 

(Lewis and Hatfull, 2001).   

Many recombination directionality factors are small basic proteins, and their genes are 

also often located near their partner recombinase (Lewis and Hatfull, 2001).  The φRv1 element 

has only 14 ORFs, and five of these can be assigned putative functions based on sequence 

similarity, leaving only nine for which we have no predicted function (Figure 12) (Cole et al., 

1998; Hendrix et al., 1999).  The φRv1 element has a similar organization to φRv2, the second 

prophage-like element of M. tuberculosis.  This element, which encodes a tyrosine integrase, has 

a weak match to the mycobacteriophage L5 RDF, with a Blast e value of 10-05 (Lewis and 

Hatfull, 2001).  The putative φRv2 RDF encoded by Rv2657c is two ORFs upstream of the 

integrase.  In φRv1 there is a similar small ORF with 20% identity at the protein level to 

Rv2657c.  This ORF, Rv1584c, is located in the same position as Rv2657c, two ORFs upstream 
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from the integrase gene (Rv1586c).  This φRv1 Rv1584c gene product also has weak similarity to 

L5-Xis (19% identity) (Figure 36).  Thus, Rv1584c is a candidate for the φRv1 RDF.   

 The mechanism for the control of directionality in the serine integrase schemes is not 

understood.  It is known however, that TP901-1 ORF7 acts in vivo to promote excision, but how 

it functions is not known (Breuner et al., 1999).  In the φC31 system, integrase alone is unable to 

mediate excisive recombination (attL x attR), but a factor controlling directionality has yet to be 

identified (Thorpe et al., 2000).  We have shown that a plasmid carrying the φRv1 attP and 

integrase is stably maintained in mycobacteria.  Although it is possible that the integrase is not 

expressed when the plasmid is integrated since attP is very close to the start of the integrase 

gene, this stability suggests that an additional factor is required for excision.   

 In this chapter, the activity of Rv1584c as the φRv1 RDF is demonstrated.  Expression of 

the φRv1 RDF in M. smegmatis LAB7 and M. bovis BCG strains with an integrated φRv1 

plasmid results in excision of the plasmid.  The addition of purified φRv1 RDF to in vitro 

integrative (attP x attB) recombination reactions results in inhibition of integration.  Integrase, in 

the presence of RDF, catalyzes excisive (attL x attR) recombination.  Excision occurs in an 

intramolecular supercoiled substrate as well as a linear substrate.  Excision can also occur 

between a plasmid carrying attL and a small linear attR, or a plasmid attR, and a linear attL.  The 

minimal sizes of attL and attR substrates are small at 47bp each.  This is the first established 

excision reaction in a serine integrase system. 

 

V. B.  Rv1584c induces excision of an integrated attP-integrase plasmid  

 To test if Rv1584c indeed encodes a directionality factor, this ORF was cloned into an 

extrachromosomal vector under the control of a mycobacterial promoter.  This promoter is a  
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Figure 36. Alignment of Rv1584c with known and predicted recombination directionality 

factors.   

ClustalX alignment of the putative φRv1 RDF (Rv1584c) with the excise proteins of 

mycobacteriophages L5 and D29 (gp36) and the putative excise protein of φRv2 (Rv2657c).  The 

residues that are conserved in all four sequences are shown in red.  Those that are conserved in 

three out of four proteins are shown in yellow with blue outline.  Similar residues that are 

conserved in at least three out of four sequences are shown in violet.   



            . . . .10 . . . .20 . . . .30 . . . .40 . . . .50 . . . .60 . . . .70 . . . .80 . . . . 
L5       1:........................MPPRA....SIQETADYLGVSTKTVRNYIADGRLKAVRLGPRLIRVERESVEELMRPI...GK..:56
D29      1:........................MPQRA....SIQQTADFLGVSTKTVRRYIADGRLKAVRLGPRLIRVERDSVEALMRPI...GK..:56
Rv2657c  1:MCAFPSPSLGWTVSHETERPGMADAPPLSRRYITISEAAEYLAVTDRTVRQMIADGRLRGYRSGTRLVRLRRDEVDGAMHPF...GGAA:86
Rv1584c  1:............MSTIYHHRGRVAALSRS....RASDDPEFIAAKTDLVAANIADYLIRTLAAAPPLTDEQRTRLAELLRPVRRSGGAR:73
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mutant derivative of the L5 Pleft promoter with diminished expression (Bibb and Hatfull, 

unpublished observations).  This promoter was used because it was found that an 

extrachromosomally replicating plasmid with Rv1584c fused to the stronger hsp60 promoter of 

M. bovis does not efficiently transform mycobacteria. The tetracycline-resistance encoding 

plasmid expressing RDF (pLB36) was electroporated into M. smegmatis LAB7::pLB17 (this 

strain has BCG attB site #6 [HygR] in which pLB17 [KanR] is integrated).  Electroporation with 

plasmid pLB36 [TetR] efficiently yielded tetracycline resistant transformants.  However, these 

could only be recovered in the absence of kanamycin (the kanamycin resistance gene is on 

pLB17); in the presence of both kanamycin and tetracycline, no transformants were obtained.  

When individual tetracycline resistant transformants were screened for kanamycin resistance by 

replica plating on media containing tetracycline and kanamycin, 100% of the tested 

transformants (100/100) were kanamycin sensitive.  All of the transformants maintained 

resistance to hygromycin, indicating that the loss of kanamycin resistance was not due to loss of 

the L5-based integration-proficient plasmid carrying attB site #6.  PCR analysis of the 

transformants, looking for either attL and attR or attB, demonstrated that loss of the kanamycin 

marker was indeed a consequence of precise excision of pLB17, as evidenced by the presence of 

attB in all pLB36 transformants (Figure 37A).   

A similar experiment was conducted in M. bovis BCG-Connaught.  A plasmid containing 

Rv1584c expressed from an L5-Pleft derivative was transformed into cells with an integrated copy 

of a φRv1 attP and integrase plasmid.  In this experiment, a kanamycin resistance-encoding 

vector, pLB32, was used in place of pLB36.  This RDF plasmid was transformed into a strain of 

BCG carrying pLB25 (HygR) integrated into site #6 (Figure 37B).  Transformations were plated 

on both kanamycin and kanamycin-hygromycin containing media.  Both control and pLB32  
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Figure 37. Rv1584c-mediated excision in mycobacteria 

A) A PCR assay was used to test for excision of φRv1 in M. smegmatis.  Transformants of M. 

smegmatis LAB7::pLB17 were analyzed by PCR to determine the occupancy of the φRv1 attB 

site.   This assay is identical to the one shown in figure 17, where amplification of attP, attB, attL 

and attR yields different sized fragments.  Lanes 1-4 show control reactions using plasmid or 

cosmid templates for attP (lane 1-pLB17), attL and attR (lane 2-MTCYC336-M. tuberculosis 

H37Rv cosmid containing φRv1), and attB (lane 3-pLB16), as well as untransformed control 

LAB7::pLB17 cells (lane 4).  Four transformants with pLB36, a plasmid with Rv1584c (φRv1 

putative RDF) are shown in lanes 9-12, all contain an unoccupied attB site showing that excision 

of plasmid (pLB17) had occurred.  Transformants containing pJL32, a control plasmid, shown in 

lanes 5-8, all show amplification of attL and attR sites.  Markers are shown in lane M, and are in 

descending size (top to bottom) 400, 300 and 200bp. 

B) A PCR assay was also used to test for excision of φRv1 in M. bovis BCG. Transformants of 

M. bovis BCG-Connaught::pLB25 containing the integrated φRv1 plasmid in site #6 were 

analyzed to determine the occupancy of the φ attB site.   This assay is identical to the one shown 

in figure 15A, where primers amplify attB, or attL for each of the sites, in this figure however, 

only sites #1, #4, #6, and #7 were analyzed, as indicated above each lane.  An untransformed 

control of M. bovis BCG-Connaught::pLB25(6) is shown in the first panel.  The second panel 

shows the PCR profile of a pJL32 (empty vector) transformant, this shows amplification of the 

attL junction for site #6.  Four transformants with the plasmid (pLB32) that carries Rv1584c are 

shown in the bottom panel, all these contain an unoccupied attB #6 site showing that excision of 

the resident plasmid (pLB17) had occurred.  Markers are shown in lane M, and the sizes of the 

markers are 500, 400, 300 and 200bp (from top to bottom). 
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transformants were recovered on kanamycin plates, and transformants with control plasmids 

were also recovered on plates with both kanamycin and hygromycin.  However, no pLB32 

transformants were recovered on media with kanamycin and hygromycin.  Several pLB32 and 

control transformants were tested with the previously described BCG PCR assay, which surveys 

for the presence of attB or attL.  However, in this case only the sites in which an integration 

event had been detected (#1, #4, #6 and #7) were assayed.  It was determined that pLB32 

transformants had an empty site #6, as evidenced by the amplification of the corresponding attB 

(Figure 37B).  Thus, loss of hygromycin resistance correlates with loss of integrated pLB25, 

mediated by excision.   

 

V. C. Rv1584c inhibits φRv1 integrative recombination in vitro 

 In order for the φRv1 RDF to control the directionality of site-specific recombination, it 

would likely inhibit one of the reactions, and promote the other reaction.  In other recombination 

systems that utilize a tyrosine integrase such as lambda and L5, the RDF is required for excision, 

and also inhibits integration (Abremski and Gottesman, 1982; Nash, 1975).  To test for inhibition 

of integration in the φRv1 system, a crude extract of φRv1 RDF was made from induced E. coli 

cells carrying an IPTG inducible expression vector with Rv1584c.  A control extract was also 

prepared from cells with the empty parent vector (pET21a).  These extracts were added at 

various dilutions to in vitro integration reactions.  Reactions containing extracts from cells with 

RDF do not show integration product except a small amount in the reaction with the most dilute 

RDF extract.  In parallel reactions with extract from cells containing an empty vector control, 

product was formed at all dilutions of extract tested.  Thus, extract from cells with RDF inhibited 

integration while the control extract did not (Figure 38). 
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Figure 38. φRv1 RDF inhibits integrative recombination 

Crude extract of φRv1 RDF expressing cells (black triangle) or control cells (pET vector-gray 

triangle) was added to in vitro integration assays with a supercoiled attP plasmid and a 50bp 

attB.  The position of the linear recombinant product is indicated by the arrow.  Addition of 

increasingly concentrated RDF crude extract inhibits the integration reaction, while addition of 

the control extract does not inhibit at any concentration.  Markers in lane M are in kb with the 

sizes shown at left.
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V. D. φRv1 RDF stimulates excisive recombination in vitro   

 In order to study the activity of the φRv1 RDF in further detail, we needed to establish an 

in vitro excision assay.  First, an excision substrate was created which contained both attL and 

attR in direct orientation.  This was made by carrying out a large scale integration reaction 

between a plasmid attP and a linear 50bp attB, and purifying the product, which is a linear DNA 

with attL and attR in direct orientation.  This product was then ligated to another 627bp piece of 

DNA in order to put space between attL and attR (Figure 39).  The resulting plasmid, pLB44, 

was incubated with integrase and crude extract from cells expressing Rv1584c (φRv1 RDF) or 

from cells with an empty vector.  These reactions were incubated overnight (16 hours or more), 

then digested with a restriction enzyme to distinguish between the substrate attL-attR plasmid 

and the products, which are two plasmids, one carrying attB and one with attP.  Extracts from 

cells carrying the φRv1 RDF (Rv1584c) but not those carrying the control plasmid stimulated 

conversion of substrate to product (Figure 40), as product associated bands are seen only lanes 

where RDF extract was added. 

 

V. E.  Expression and purification of φRv1 RDF 

 To confirm that the inhibition of integration and excision activities seen in crude extracts 

prepared from E. coli cells expressing RDF were indeed the result of the φRv1 RDF, this protein 

was purified.  E. coli BL21(DE3)pLysS cells were transformed with pLB13, a plasmid with the 

Rv1584c ORF under the control of the T7 promoter and LacI, which is a derivative of pET21a.  

RDF expression was induced by the addition of IPTG, upon which, a band with the approximate 

expected molecular weight of gpRv1584c was seen on a coomassie-stained SDS-polyacrylamide 

gel.  Although the expected molecular weight is 8kDa, the band  
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Figure 39. Construction of excision substrate and excision reactions  

The top panel shows the integrative recombination reaction used to generate the excision 

substrate.  This reaction used a plasmid containing attP (black coiled circle) and a linear attB 

(blue line) to yield a linear DNA with attL and attR.  The middle panel outlines the construction 

of the plasmid pLB44.  The linear product of the integration reaction was purified from an 

agarose gel and ligated with a DNA fragment (shown in gray) to generate pLB44, an excision 

substrate with attL and attR in direct orientation (as indicated by the arrows).  The bottom panel 

shows a schematic of the excision reaction using pLB44.  This plasmid is recombined by 

integrase in the presence of RDF to yield two smaller plasmids containing attB or attP.  In the 

experiments shown subsequently, the reaction is digested to yield a series of linear fragments 

that indicate whether substrate or products are present.
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Figure 40. Rv1584c stimulates excisive recombination in an intramolecular substrate 

An excision assay was devised using an intramolecular substrate with attL and attR in direct 

orientation.  This substrate was incubated with extract from cells with φRv1 RDF or a control 

plasmid and integrase.  The reactions were digested with BspHI following incubation to easily 

compare the substrate to the product.  The migration of the digestion product that is indicative of 

substrate is 3269bp (shown by the (S) arrow).  The fragment generated by digestion of the 

product is 2601bp (P-gray arrow).  Addition of crude extract from RDF expressing cells (left half 

of gel) results in excisive recombination product, while the control extract does not. 
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actually migrates at less than 6.5kDa on the gel.  The crude extract was purified by a 

combination of boiling, precipitation with 55% saturated ammonium sulfate, and CM-sepharose 

chromatography (Figure 41).  This RDF preparation is greater than 90% pure by coomassie-blue 

staining.  This purified RDF protein both inhibits integration and promotes excision (Figure 42), 

and excision is dependent upon the presence of both integrase and RDF (Figure 42).   

 

V. F. Role of supercoiling in φRv1 excisive recombination 

 To test if substrate supercoiling plays a role in excisive recombination, excision reactions 

were performed with either supercoiled or linear substrate.  To make linear substrate, pLB44 was 

digested before the excision reaction.  Supercoiled reactions were done as previously described, 

and then these reactions were digested.  These two sets of reactions were digested with the same 

enzyme either before (linear) or after (supercoiled) recombination so that the conversion of 

substrate to product could be compared between the two (Figure 43).  The results of this 

experiment demonstrate that, much like integration, supercoiling is not required for excision and 

did not offer a significant stimulating effect.  In fact, the set of reactions with the linear substrate 

had slightly more product at the end of the experiment (16 hours) as shown by comparison of the 

ratio of substrate (S) to product (P). 

 

V. G. Intermolecular excision 

An intramolecular substrate containing attL and attR is the natural excisive 

recombination substrate.  Here, the integrated prophage is removed from the host genome via a 

site-specific recombination reaction between attL and attR in direct orientation with the products 

being two separate DNAs, one with attB and one with attP.  We have shown that the φRv1 RDF  
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Figure 41. φRv1 RDF expression and purification 

The φRv1 RDF was expressed in E. coli using a LacI inducible system with T7 polymerase.  

Comparison of the induced sample (I) to the uninduced sample (U) shows a band near the 

expected size of RDF, 8kDa (near bottom of lane, indicated by the arrow).  Partial purification of 

the lysate was completed then loaded (L) on a CM-Sepharose column and eluted with an 

increasing salt gradient.  The flow through (FT) and fractions are shown, and late fractions have 

the 8kDa band corresponding to RDF.  The second panel shows the load (L) of the column and 

the pooled dialyzed fractions (P).  Molecular weight markers are shown in lane M.  The sizes of 

the markers are in kDa, and are shown at the right.
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Figure 42. Purified RDF inhibits integration and promotes excision 

The left half of the gel shows in vitro integration assays with increasing amounts of RDF.  These 

reactions utilize an attP plasmid (0.024 pmoles) and a 50bp linear attB (~1.1 pmoles).  A control 

reaction with integrase alone (4 pmoles) is shown in the first lane (-), and integration occurs in 

this reaction.  The second lane (C), shows a reaction that has undiluted crude RDF extract, and 

integration is inhibited.  The next six lanes show reactions with increasing amounts of the 

purified RDF (0.27, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, and 2.7 pmoles) along with integrase.  Lanes with the purified 

RDF show that it inhibits integration.  The position of the integration product (IP) is indicated by 

the arrow on the left.  The right half of the gel shows an excision assay, which is done using a 

supercoiled attL-attR plasmid (pLB44, at 0.047 pmoles).  The product of excisive recombination 

(EP) is indicated on the gel by the arrow at right.  The first lane (-) has integrase alone (4 

pmoles), the second lane (c) has integrase and crude RDF extract.  The next six lanes are 

reactions with integrase and increasing amounts of purified RDF (0.27, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, and 2.7 

pmoles).  This purified RDF stimulates excision as shown by the presence of a band specific to 

excisive recombination.  The DNA size markers are shown in lane M and the sizes are 10, 8, 6, 

5, 4, 3, and 2 kb from top to bottom. 
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Figure 43. Role of supercoiling in excisive recombination 

Excision reactions were done on a substrate that was either supercoiled, or linear.  Linear 

substrate was made by digestion with restriction enzyme before the excision reaction.  

Supercoiled reactions were also digested with the same restriction enzyme; however, this was 

done after recombination such that the two sets of reactions could be compared.  Supercoiled 

reactions are shown on the left and linear reactions are shown on the right.  Samples were taken 

at different time points and the time at which samples were incubated (in hours) is shown above 

each lane.  The DNA size markers (M) are from top to bottom; 4, 3, 2, 1.5, 1.2, 1, and 0.9 kb. 
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indeed stimulates excisive recombination in an intramolecular substrate.  To test if in the 

presence of RDF, the φRv1 integrase could also catalyze intermolecular attL x attR 

recombination, in vitro reactions were done two ways, either using a linear attL and a 

supercoiled attR or a linear attR and a supercoiled attL.  In both versions of this intermolecular 

excision reaction, the product is a linear DNA containing attP and attB.  When the attL and attR 

substrates are incubated with integrase and RDF, recombination does occur (Figure 44).  These 

reactions are efficient, although the concentration requirements are similar to those seen for 

integrative recombination with a linear attB, where an excess of the linear substrate is required 

for efficient recombination.  In both the supercoiled attL x linear attR and supercoiled attR x 

linear attL reactions, an approximately 100-fold excess of the linear substrate is required for 

efficient recombination.  In these reactions with 90ng of linear substrate, approximately 90% of 

the plasmid substrate is converted to product (Figure 44).  These intermolecular reactions are 

well suited to determining the minimal size required for each substrate.  The minimum size of 

both attL and attR as linear substrate in these reactions is 47bp.  Reactions using substrates of 45 

or 43bp show very little product formation while a larger substrate of 51bp is recombined to 

product in similar amounts.  These 47bp substrates are the same minimal sequences required for 

attP and attB (Figure 44B). 

 

V. H.  Discussion 

 The small basic protein encoded by the M. tuberculosis gene Rv1584c acts as a 

recombination directionality factor (RDF) for the prophage-like element φRv1.  Expression of 

this RDF in mycobacteria containing an integrated φRv1 attP and integrase plasmid results in 

excision of the plasmid from the host genome.  This is achieved by a site-specific recombination  
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Figure 44. Intermolecular excision 

A) Intermolecular excision reactions were carried out with either a supercoiled attR and a linear 

attL (top panel) or a supercoiled attL and a linear attR (bottom panel).  In the experiment shown 

in the top panel, a plasmid containing attR (0.04 pmoles) and linear attL substrates of various 

sizes were incubated with integrase (4 pmoles) and RDF and incubated overnight, then 

electrophoresed on a 0.8% agarose gel.  The markers are shown in lane M, with the sizes of the 

bands in kb on the left.  The size of the attL substrate used in the reactions (51, 47, 45, and 43) is 

shown above each set of four reactions.  Each set of four has 900ng of attL in the first lane (27-

32 pmoles), 90ng in the second lane (2.7-3.2 pmoles), 9ng in the third lane (0.27-0.32 pmoles), 

and 0.9ng (0.027-0.032 pmoles) in the fourth and final lane.  The arrow to the right of the panel 

shows the position of the linear product fragment containing attP and attB.  The lane marked C is 

a control reaction that has plasmid attR, 90ng of 51 bp attL and integrase alone.  Comparison of 

the product formed in the reaction to that of the second lane in the 51bp attL set of reactions 

shows that the RDF is required for this reaction to occur. 

 In the experiment shown in the bottom panel, an attL plasmid and a linear attR substrate 

(0.04 pmoles) were incubated overnight with 4 pmoles of integrase and 2.7 pmoles of RDF.  

Each set of four has 900ng of attL in the first lane (27-32 pmoles), 90ng in the second lane (2.7-

3.2 pmoles), 9ng in the third lane (0.27-0.32 pmoles), and 0.9ng (0.027-0.032 pmoles) in the 

fourth and final lane.  The size of the attR substrate used in each set of four reactions (51, 47, 45, 

43) is shown above the gel photo.  The markers are shown in lane M, with the sizes of the bands 

in kb on the right.  The arrow to the left of the panel shows the position of the linear product 

containing attP and attB.  The lane marked C is a control reaction that has plasmid attL, 90ng of 
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51 bp attR and integrase alone.  Comparison of the product formed in the reaction to that of the 

second lane in the 51bp set of reactions shows that the RDF is required for this reaction to occur. 

B) The sequence of the linear attL and attR substrates used in the experiment in A are shown 

here. 
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attL
51   TGGAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCACG
47     GAAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCA
45      AAGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCC
43       AGGTGTTGGTGCGGGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTC

attR
51   GGTGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGTGG
47     TGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGGT
45      GTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGGG
43       TAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGTCGAGGTGGG

Figure 44B
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reaction between the attachment junctions attL and attR.  Addition of the purified RDF protein to 

in vitro reactions with attL and attR results in excisive recombination yielding attP and attB.  

The presence of RDF in reactions with attP and attB causes inhibition of integrative 

recombination.  The amount of protein required for these two activities of RDF is different.  

Complete inhibition of integration is seen at 80 fmoles of the purified protein while this amount 

of protein results in only a modest amount of excision, and the best results are obtained with 0.8 

pmoles of RDF. 

 Excisive recombination can occur with both supercoiled and linear intramolecular 

substrates as well as between intermolecular substrates.  All of these excision reactions, like 

integration, require extended incubation in order to go to completion (≥ 16 hours).  The reaction 

is slow relative to other systems, such as Bxb1, which is complete after only two hours 

incubation (Kim et al., 2003).  Much like the intermolecular integration reactions with attP and 

attB, for efficient recombination, in intermolecular excision reactions an excess of the linear 

substrate is required, regardless of whether attL or attR is the linear form.  In these reactions, the 

greatest product formation is seen when the linear substrate is present at approximately 100-fold 

molar excess over the plasmid substrate.  This result gives further evidence that the requirement 

for excess linear substrate is a more global deficiency of integrase than a specific attB deficit.  

The intramolecular excision reaction, again like integration, does go to completion, and in this 

case, there are equivalent amounts of each substrate.  

Although we have clearly demonstrated that Rv1584c functions as a recombination 

directionality factor for φRv1, whether it can function in Mycobacterium tuberculosis is not 

known.  Since both the RDF and integrase are in fact functional, the mobility of the element is 

more likely.  If a promoter for Rv1584c exists in φRv1, its expression must be regulated or the 
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gene product must be somehow suppressed to prevent the excision of φRv1.  Whether or not it 

does in fact function in M. tuberculosis, in the laboratory we can use the plasmids created for the 

demonstration of excision in mycobacteria to remove φRv1 from M. tuberculosis to determine 

what role it may have it physiology or virulence.   
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VI. MECHANISM OF φRv1 INTEGRATION AND EXCISION 

 

VI. A. Introduction  

The φRv1 integrase catalyzes integration where attP and attB substrate sites are 

recombined to yield attL and attR.  In the presence of the φRv1 recombination directionality 

factor (RDF), integrative recombination is inhibited, and excisive (attL x attR) recombination 

takes place.  Integrase alone catalyzes only attP x attB recombination, and in the presence of 

RDF, integrase catalyzes only attL x attR recombination, and no other set of substrates (e.g. attP 

x attP, or attL x attP) are recombined in vitro.  As shown in previous chapters, both the 

integrative and excisive recombination reactions require relatively small substrates.  Integration 

reactions require just a 40bp attB and a 52bp attP, and excision requires a 47bp attL and a 47bp 

attR.  Within the limited sequence of each site is all the information conferring its identity as 

attP, attB, attL or attR.  Although the sites are different, the sequence flanking the central 

dinucleotide including the inverted repeats (IRs), is quite similar.  This is shown in figure 45, 

where bases that are identical among the four sites are shown in red.  BCG site #1 attB has even 

more identity with attP than site #6, with a 10 out of 10 match in the bases to the left of the 

central dinucleotide, and 8 out of 9 matches on the right.  Yet, site #1 is a better attB substrate in 

vitro (Figure 27).  Therefore, sequences outside of this region must contribute to identity as attP,  
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Figure 45. Attachment sites of φRv1 

The sequence of each minimal attachment site is shown.  The attP site is shown in bold, and attB 

(BCG site #6) is shown in plain text.  Sequences in attL and attR are shown in plain or bold text 

depending on whether they are derived from attB or attP.  Bases that are in common are 

highlighted in red.  The predicted central dinucleotide (TG) is indicated by the box.  Inverted 

repeats are shown by the horizontal arrows.  At the bottom of the figure, the sequence of BCG 

site #1 attB is shown with attP to demonstrate the increased level of identity between these two 

sites, as shown by the bases in red.



TGTAGTGTATCTCACAGGTCCACGGTTGGCCGTGGACTGCTGAAGAACATTCCA
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attB, attL or attR.  Each of these sites must be discriminated against the other three.  We want to 

understand how the substrates are recognized by integrase and RDF, and how they are 

discriminated.  The interactions of integrase with each site can not be equivalent because only 

specific sites are recombined.  The RDF must also modulate its activity to inhibit integration, and 

to stimulate excision.  In order to begin to understand how the integrase and RDF proteins 

function, DNA binding studies were done with all substrates. 

These studies show that φRv1 integrase binds to all four substrate sites with different 

affinities.  RDF also has DNA binding activity and binds to attB and attL.  Addition of RDF to 

integrase and attB, attL, and attP results in a shift of integrase and the DNA to a slower 

migrating complex (Figures 48, 50, and 52).  Addition of RDF to integrase and attR does not 

change the pattern of complex formation (Figure 54).  DNaseI footprinting experiments show 

that integrase occupies a 47 to 60 base region in the substrate sites, while RDF binding results in 

a 34-36 base region of DNase I protection to the left of core in attL and attB (Figures 49, 51, 53, 

and 55).  This RDF binding site is dispensable for both inhibition of integration and excision.  

This suggests that the interaction of RDF with integrase is essential for its activity.  When 

integrase, attP and attB are present in a band shift assay, additional bands are seen (Figure 59).  

There is a complex with a slow migration that is likely a synaptic complex with integrase, attP 

and attB, as well as two additional bands that we believe are free and integrase bound product.  

These additional bands are not seen when the reactions are incubated on ice or in the presence of 

RDF, thus, RDF acts at a step before synapsis.  A similar synaptic complex is seen when attL, 

attR, integrase and RDF are present, in the absence of RDF, no synapsis is seen, thus RDF is 

likely to act at this step in recombination (Figure 60).   
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VI. B.  φRv1 integrase binding to substrate sites 

To catalyze both integrative and excisive recombination, the integrase must recognize 

and associate with each of its substrate sites.  In order to detect the interaction between integrase 

and the substrate sites, DNA binding assays were performed with integrase and each attachment 

site.  To do this, a radiolabeled DNA fragment containing one of the substrate sites was 

incubated with integrase until equilibrium was reached.  This mixture was then loaded onto a 

polyacrylamide gel.  These experiments show that integrase binds to all four sites, as evidenced 

by a shift of the free DNA to a slower migrating species (Figure 46).  Although integrase binds 

to each site, the complexes formed with each site differ, as do the kinetics of complex formation.  

From these band shifts, an apparent affinity can be calculated as dissociation constant (Kd), 

which is the concentration of protein at which 50% of the DNA is bound, and 50% is unbound.  

These estimated affinities are as follows; attB-400nM, attP-130nM, attL-40nM, and attR-40nM.  

When integrase binds to attB or attP, two types of complexes are formed (IB1, IB2, or IP1, IP2, 

respectively) (Figure 46).  These two complexes are formed with the same kinetics, as both 1 and 

2 appear at the same concentrations, although they are not formed in the same amount, and the 

slower migrating complex (IP1, IB1) is the predominant form.  When an attP and attB of the 

same size are used, these complexes formed by integrase binding have approximately the same 

migration.  This result suggests that these complexes are similar in size and shape and that 

integrase of an equivalent quaternary structure (monomer, dimer, etc.) is likely to be binding to 

attB and attP.  Integrase also binds to attL and attR, however, only a single complex is seen with 

each site (IL or IR).  The attL site used in this experiment is approximately the same size as attP  
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Figure 46. Integrase binding to attachment sites 

DNA band shift assays were done using φRv1 integrase and each of the attachment sites.  A 32P 

labeled DNA fragment was incubated with increasing amounts of integrase, and protein-DNA 

complexes were separated from free DNA on a non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  A set of six 

reactions is shown for each site, as indicated by the colored bars and matching text above the gel.  

In each set, the first lane (-) has no integrase added and shows the migration of the free DNA 

molecule.  The next lane in each set has 0.013µM integrase, the lane marked 2 has 0.04µM 

integrase.   Lane 3 has integrase at 0.13µM, the next lane has 0.4µM integrase, and the final lane 

has 1.3µM φRv1 integrase.  The migration of the two complexes formed when integrase binds to 

attP are indicated by the black arrows on the left (IP1 and IP2).  Complexes formed by the 

interaction of integrase with attB are indicated by blue arrows also on the left (IB1 and IB2).  

The complexes formed by the binding of integrase to attR (IR) or attL (IL) are shown on the 

right by the violet and red arrows, respectively.
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and attB, and the migration of the complex formed by integrase binding to attL is similar to the 

predominant form in attB and attP binding (IP1, IB1) (Figure 46).  This result suggests that 

integrase binds integration substrates and excision substrates differently; it binds in two ways to 

attP and attB, but in only one way to attL and attR. 

 

VI. C. RDF binding to substrate sites  

Recombination directionality factors in other phage systems bind to specific DNA 

sequences.  For example, the L5 RDF binds to attP and attR at four sites with the sequence 5’-

CTTCNAC -3’.  These are spaced at approximately 10 bp intervals (Lewis and Hatfull, 2003).  

To determine if the φRv1 RDF exhibits DNA binding activity, band shift assays were done with 

RDF and each of the integration and excision substrate sites.  Addition of the recombination 

directionality factor to a labeled attB or attL results in a shift of the free DNA (Figure 47).  In 

contrast, addition of RDF to attR or attP does not change the migration of the DNA.  This 

demonstrates that RDF is a sequence-specific DNA-binding protein.  In these experiments, a 

single complex is seen with both attB (XB) and attL (XL) and these complexes are formed with 

the same kinetics.  RDF at 80nM shows very little complex formation, while at 267nM RDF, 

nearly all the DNA has been shifted into complex.  When substrates of a similar size are used, 

these complexes have a similar migration, which suggests that RDF binds similarly to both sites 

and probably binds to the same sequence.  Because RDF shifts attL and attB, but not attP or 

attR, RDF is likely binding to the left of the core in attL and attB, since both sites share sequence 

in this region (Figure 45).   
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Figure 47. RDF binding to attachment sites 

DNA band shift assays were done using purified φRv1 Recombination Directionality Factor 

(RDF) and each of the attachment sites.  A 32P labeled DNA fragment containing an attachment 

site (attP, attB, attL or attR) was incubated with increasing amounts of RDF, and protein-DNA 

complexes were separated from the free DNA on a non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  A set of 

six reactions is shown for each site as indicated above the gel.  The first lane (-) in each set has 

no protein added and shows the migration of the free DNA molecule.  The next lane in each set 

has 8nM RDF added.  The lane marked 2 has 27nM RDF.   Lane 3 has 80nM RDF, the next lane 

(4) has 270nM, and the final lane has 800nM φRv1 RDF.  The migration of the complex formed 

by the interaction of RDF with attB (XB) or attL (XL) is indicated by blue and red arrows, 

respectively. 
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VI. D. Integrase and RDF interactions at attB 

 In the preceding chapter, the ability of the φRv1 RDF to inhibit integration and promote 

excision in vitro was demonstrated.  We hope to gain insight into how RDF functions to carry 

out these two distinct activities by examining complex formation when both integrase and RDF 

are incubated with each attachment site.  To this end, RDF was titrated into binding reactions 

with a constant concentration of integrase (1.3µM), and integrase was titrated into reactions with 

a constant amount of RDF (0.8µM).  Addition of RDF to attB plus integrase shifts the DNA-

integrase complexes (IB1, IB2) to a slower migrating complex (IXB1) (Figure 48).  This shift 

occurs when RDF is at 0.27µM.  This is the same concentration of RDF that shifts a significant 

amount of the free attB.  At the highest tested RDF concentration (0.8µM), an even slower 

migrating complex (IXB2) is visible, as well as a small amount of the RDF-attB complex (XB).  

With the appearance of XB, there is also a concomitant reduction in the amount of free attB 

DNA.  This indicates that the XB complex is likely to be formed by a shift of the free attB and 

not by displacement of integrase from the int-attB complex.  Addition of Integrase to RDF with 

attB shifts the RDF attB complex (XB) to a slower migrating species, and the migration of this 

complex is identical to IXB2 (Figure 48).  This complex is expected instead of IXB1 since in this 

set of reactions the RDF is at 0.8µM, the concentration at which the IXB2 complex is seen when 

RDF is titrated into integrase attB reactions.  When additional integrase is added, more IXB2 

complex is seen as well as a reduced amount of XB.  This evidence suggests that both Integrase 

and RDF may be occupying the same DNA. 

Solution DNaseI footprinting of integrase, RDF, and both integrase and RDF at attB was 

also done.  Addition of integrase to attB showed protection over 47 bases including the central 

dinucleotide, and protection is seen at 0.24µM integrase (Figure 49A).  This region of protection  
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Figure 48. Integrase and RDF binding to attB 

DNA band shift assays were done using φRv1 Integrase, Recombination Directionality Factor 

(RDF) and attB.  A 32P labeled DNA fragment containing attB was incubated with increasingly 

concentrated integrase as indicated by the black triangle and box (13nM, 40nM, 130nM, 400nM, 

and 1.3µM).  Integrase was then held at the highest concentration of (1.3µM) and RDF was 

titrated in (green triangle), and protein-DNA complexes were separated from the free DNA on a 

non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  This is shown on the left half of the gel.  The converse was 

also done where increasing amounts of RDF (8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 800nM) were added to 

the attB DNA, then at the highest concentration of RDF (800nM), integrase was added in at 

different concentrations.  This experiment is shown on the right.  Complexes seen with integrase 

alone are indicated by the blue arrows (IB1, IB2).  The complex that results from RDF 

interacting with attB (XB) is shown by the green arrow, and the two complexes formed when 

integrase and RDF are present are indicated by the violet arrows (IXB1, IXB2).
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Figure 49. DnaseI footprinting of integrase and RDF at attB  

A) DNaseI footprinting reactions were carried out on attB with Integrase and/or RDF.  The first 

lane (-) shows the pattern of DNaseI digestion in the absence of protein.  In the next four lanes, 

increasing amounts of Integrase (13nM (2), 40nM (3), 130nM (4), and 400nM (5)) were 

incubated with attB.  A region of 47 bases overlapping the core is protected from digestion 

(indicated by the blue bracket).  In the following four lanes, integrase is held at 400nM, and 

increasing amounts of RDF are present (8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM).  With increasing amounts 

of RDF, there is a reduction in the protection by integrase, and at the highest amount of RDF 

(270nM), an additional region of protection is seen to the left of the core.  The next lane (-) has 

no protein added.  The remaining four lanes have increasing amounts of RDF (8nM, 27nM, 

80nM, 270nM).  At the highest amount of RDF, an area of protection is seen to the left of the 

core (red bracket).  This 34 base protected region includes two prominent enhancements (red 

stars).    

B) Sequence of the attB region where protection is seen.  The blue bar shown above the sequence 

indicates the region of integrase protection.  The blue stars show where enhancements are seen.  

The red bar indicates the region of RDF protection, and red stars show the position of 

enhancements.  The area of the bar that is both blue and red is where protection is seen for both 

integrase and RDF.  The position of direct repeats (5’-TCGTNGTGG-3’) that may be possible 

recognition sequences for RDF are shown by horizontal arrows in between the two strands.  The 

arrows below the sequence show the indirect repeats flanking the central dinucleotide (boxed) in 

the core (uppercase).  The black bases indicate the sequence of the minimal 40bp substrate. 
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is flanked by enhancements (Figure 49A).  Binding of RDF to attB shows protection over 34 

bases to the left of the central dinucleotide, and this pattern is only seen at the highest 

concentration of RDF (0.27µM) (Figure 49A).  The binding sites for these two proteins overlap 

slightly, and when both RDF and integrase are added together with attB, the pattern of protection 

shifts more to that of the RDF alone binding reactions; there is a reduction in the level of 

protection by integrase, and a footprint characteristic of RDF binding is seen.  However, the 

integrase dependent enhancement at one end of the binding site (not overlapping the RDF 

binding site) is still present suggesting that the binding of integrase is not abolished, but instead 

is altered in some way.  Reduction in the integrase protection is seen at 80nM RDF, but the RDF 

protection pattern is only seen at 0.27µM.  This pattern may be indicative of RDF and integrase 

occupying attB at the same time.  When the sequence of the region of attB protected by RDF is 

examined, two direct repeats are revealed with the sequence 5’-TCGTNGTGG-3’ (Figure 49B).  

The first base of these repeats is spaced 20 bases apart.  It is likely that these sequences represent 

recognition sequences for RDF.  The enhancements seen in the footprint are at position 5 (N) of 

the repeat one (actually a ‘T’), and at position 1 (T) of repeat two.     

 

VI. E. Integrase and RDF interactions at attL 

 The pattern of complex formation with integrase and RDF at attL is similar to that seen at 

attB.  Addition of RDF to attL binding reactions that contain a constant amount of integrase 

results in a shift of the integrase-attL complex (IL) to a species with a higher migration (IXL) 

(Figure 50).  However, unlike when RDF and integrase are present with attB, only one complex 

is formed.  This shift of IL to IXL is only seen at the highest concentration of RDF (0.8µM).  At 

this concentration in RDF only binding reactions, all of the free attL is shifted into complex.   
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Figure 50. Integrase and RDF binding to attL 

DNA band shift assays were done using φRv1 Integrase, Recombination Directionality Factor 

(RDF) and attL.  A 32P labeled attL fragment was incubated with increasing amounts of Integrase 

(13nM, 40nM, 130nM, 400nM, and 1.3µM).  Integrase was then held at the highest 

concentration (1.3µ M), RDF was titrated in, and protein-DNA complexes were separated from 

the free DNA on a non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  This is shown on the left half of the gel.  

The converse was also done where increasing amounts of RDF (8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 

800nM) were added to the attL DNA, then at the highest amount of RDF (800nM), integrase was 

added in at different amounts.  This experiment is shown on the right.  The migration of the 

complex seen when integrase alone is added is indicated by the red arrow at the left (IL).  The 

complex that results from RDF interacting with attL (XL) is shown by the black arrow at the 

right, and the complex formed when integrase and RDF are both present is indicated by the gray 

arrows (IXL). 
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Addition of integrase to reactions with attL and a constant amount of RDF, shifts the RDF-attL 

complex (XL) to a higher migrating band, with a migration identical to the complex seen when 

RDF is titrated into reactions with integrase (IXL) (Figure 50).  Although with attL and integrase 

alone, only a single complex (IL) is seen, when integrase is titrated in the presence of RDF, an 

additional complex (IL[X]) is seen.  This complex is smeary and has an intermediate migration, 

located in between XL and IXL.  IL[X] is visible at lower integrase concentrations, below those 

at which the IXL complex is seen, and the intermediate complex disappears when IXL is present.  

Also, when integrase is titrated into reactions with RDF and attL, the concentration of integrase 

at which the RDF-attL complex (XL) disappears is different from the concentration which the 

RDF-attB complex (XB) disappears.  At 0.8µM integrase, the RDF-attL complex is nearly gone 

while some attB-RDF (XB) complex is present at this integrase concentration.  This difference 

may reflect the increased affinity of integrase for attL.   

DNaseI solution footprinting was done to examine integrase and RDF interactions with 

attL.  Integrase binding to attL results in a 55 base footprint overlapping the core region, and this 

protection is seen at 2.4µM Integrase (Figure 51).  Addition of RDF to these integrase-attL 

binding reactions does not greatly affect the integrase protection pattern.  However, there is a 

slight reduction in the level of protection by integrase, and an additional region of protection is 

seen including two enhancements.  The additional pattern is equivalent to the pattern of 

protection seen with RDF alone, where a 36 base footprint is present with two prominent 

enhancements.  The sequence of the attL region protected by RDF is identical to that of the 

protection region seen when RDF is bound to attB, except that here a slightly larger region is 

protected (36 instead of 34) (Figure 51B and 49B).  The position of the enhancements is also  
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Figure 51. DnaseI footprinting of integrase and RDF at attL 

A) DNaseI footprinting reactions were carried out on attL with Integrase and/or RDF.  The first 

lane (-) shows the pattern of DNaseI digestion in the absence of protein.  In the next four lanes, 

increasing amounts of Integrase were incubated with attL.  Integrase was added at 40nM (2), 

130nM (3), 400nM (4), and 1.3µM (5).  In these lanes, a region of 55 bases overlapping the core 

is protected from DNaseI digestion (indicated by the blue bracket).  In the following four lanes, 

integrase is held at 1.3µM, and increasing amounts of RDF are added (27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 

800nM).  At the highest amount of RDF, (800nM), there is little reduction in the protection by 

integrase and an additional protection region is seen to the left of the core.  The next lane (-) has 

no protein added.  The remaining four lanes have increasing amounts of RDF added (27nM, 

80nM, 270nM, 800nM).  At the highest amount of RDF, an area of protection is seen to the left 

of the core (indicated by the red bracket).  This 35 base protected region includes two prominent 

enhancements (red stars).    

B) Sequence of the attL region where protection by integrase is seen.  The blue bar shown above 

the sequence indicates the region of protection by integrase.  The blue stars show where 

enhancements are seen.  The red bar shown above the sequence indicates the region of RDF 

protection.  The red stars show the position of enhancements.  The area of the bar where both 

blue and red are shown is where protection is seen for both integrase and RDF.  The black 

horizontal arrows in between the two strands show the position of direct repeats (5’-

TCGTNGTGG-3’) that may be possible recognition sequences for RDF.  The central 

dinucleotide is shown as the two boxed base pairs box in the 12bp core (uppercase sequence).  

The black bases indicate the sequence of the minimal 47bp substrate. 
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identical in both the attL and attB footprints, at position 5 (N) of the repeat one (actually a ‘T’), 

and at position 1 (T) of repeat two.  

 

VI. F. Integrase and RDF interactions at attP 

Although RDF does not associate directly with attP, adding RDF to attP-integrase 

binding reactions results in a change in the pattern of complex formation.  As was seen with both 

attB and attL, RDF addition to attP-Integrase shifts the DNA-integrase complexes IP1 and IP2 to 

a higher migrating complex (IXP) (Figure 52).  In the absence of RDF, at the highest 

concentration of integrase, there is some material present at the position of the IXP complex, but 

it is smeary.  Addition of RDF results in the formation of a clear complex.  This complex is 

present at the two highest concentrations of RDF (0.24µM and 0.8µM), and both integrase-attP 

complexes are completely gone.  When integrase is titrated into RDF-attP binding reactions, the 

free DNA is shifted into a complex (IXP) with a migration identical to that seen when RDF is 

titrated into attP-integrase binding reactions.  In this set of reactions, the IXP complex is seen 

even at the lowest concentration of integrase provided, which is 24nM.  A small amount of 

presumably integrase only complexes (IP1 and IP2) are also seen (Figure 52).  Since RDF does 

not bind to attP directly, the shift of attP and integrase by RDF suggests that the RDF interacts 

directly with integrase, either as a member of this complex, or by inducing a conformational 

change in the attP-Integrase complex. 

Similar DNA binding reactions of integrase and RDF with attP were subjected to 

solution DNaseI footprinting.  Incubation of attP with RDF did not show any protection (Figure 

53A).  This result was not surprising since no shift of attP is seen when RDF alone is incubated 

with attP in a band shift assay.  Also, the sequence of attB is quite different from attP in the  
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Figure 52. Integrase and RDF binding to attP 

DNA band shift assays were done using φRv1 Integrase and the Recombination Directionality 

Factor (RDF) and attP.  A 32P labeled attP fragment was incubated with increasing amounts of 

Integrase (13nM, 40nM, 130nM, 400nM, and 1.3µM).  Then at the highest concentration of 

Integrase (1.3µM), RDF was titrated in, and protein-DNA complexes were separated from the 

free DNA on a non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  This is shown on the left half of the gel.  The 

converse was also done where increasing amounts of RDF (8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 800nM) 

were added to the attP DNA, then at the highest concentration of RDF, integrase was added in at 

different concentrations.  This experiment is shown on the right.  The migration of the complexes 

seen when integrase alone is added are indicated by the black arrows at the left (IP1, IP2), and 

the complex formed when integrase and RDF are both present is indicated by the teal arrow 

(IXP). 
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Figure 53. DnaseI footprinting of integrase and RDF at attP 

A) DNaseI footprinting was done on attP with Integrase and/or RDF binding reactions.  The first 

lane (-) shows the pattern of attP digestion by DNaseI in the absence of protein.  In the next five 

lanes, increasing amounts of Integrase were incubated with attP.  Integrase was added at 13nM 

(2), 40nM (3), 130nM (4), 400nM  (5), and 1.3µM.  In these lanes, a region of 60 bases 

overlapping the core is protected from DNaseI digestion (indicated by the blue bracket).  In the 

following four lanes, integrase is held at 1.3µM, and increasing amounts of RDF are added 

(8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 800nM).  Even at the highest amount of RDF, (800nM), there is no 

change in the pattern of protection by integrase.  The next lane (-) has no protein added.  The 

remaining four lanes have increasing amounts of RDF.  There is no protection of attP by RDF 

seen at any amount of RDF added. 

B) Sequence of the attP region where protection by integrase is seen.  The blue bar shown above 

the sequence indicates the region of protection by integrase.  The blue stars show where 

enhancements are seen.  The horizontal arrows below the sequence show the indirect repeats that 

flank the central dinucleotide (boxed) in the 12bp core (uppercase sequence).  The black bases 

indicate the sequence of the minimal 52bp substrate.  The bottom figure shows a comparison of 

attP and attB highlighting the region of attB where RDF binds (violet).  
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region where RDF binds (Figure 53B), thus we did not expect to see any protection of attP by 

RDF.  Incubation of integrase with attP does result in a region of DNaseI protection that includes 

the core region (Figure 53A).  This region spans 60 bases and there are three enhancements seen 

near the ends of this footprint.  The addition of RDF to integrase and attP reactions does not 

change the pattern of footprinting by integrase, and no additional protection is seen (Figure 53A).  

This result, along with the complex seen when both integrase and RDF are added to attP in a 

band shift assay, suggest that the RDF is associating directly with the integrase that is bound to 

attP.  

 

VI. G. Integrase and RDF interactions at attR 

 The interactions of RDF and integrase at attR, are still different from those seen at attB, 

attL, or attP.  Unlike at the other three sites, addition of RDF to attR plus integrase does not 

change the pattern of complexes, and only the single integrase-attR complex (IR) is seen (Figure 

54).  Since RDF does not bind attR directly we would not expect a shift from RDF.  However, 

when integrase is titrated into RDF plus attR binding reactions, two complexes are seen.  The 

slower migrating one has the same mobility as the integrase-attR complex seen with integrase 

binding alone (IR).  The second faster migrating complex (I(X)R) is only seen in binding 

reactions with RDF and integrase (Figure 54).  This second complex is somewhat similar to what 

is seen when integrase is added to reactions with attL and RDF.  The additional complex may be 

a different form of integrase binding to attR.  For example, the upper complex may be a dimer 

and the lower complex may have a monomer of integrase bound to attR.  The binding of 

integrase in this form seems to be mediated by RDF however, whether RDF is present in this 

complex is not known. 
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Figure 54. Integrase and RDF binding to attR 

DNA band shift assays were done using φRv1 Integrase and the Recombination Directionality 

Factor (RDF) and attR.  A 32P labeled attR fragment was incubated with increasing amounts of 

Integrase (13nM, 40nM, 130nM, 400nM, and 1.3µM) then at the highest concentration of 

Integrase (1.3µM), RDF was titrated in, and protein-DNA complexes were separated from the 

free DNA on a non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.  This is shown on the left half of the gel.  The 

converse was also done where increasing amounts of RDF (8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 800nM) 

were added to the attR DNA, then at the highest concentration of RDF, integrase was added in at 

different concentrations.  This experiment is shown on the right.  The migration of the complexes 

seen when integrase alone is added are indicated by the black arrows at the left and right (IR), 

and the complex formed when integrase and RDF are both present is indicated by the green 

arrow at the right (I(X)R). 
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Figure 55. DNaseI footprinting of integrase and RDF at attR 

A) DNaseI footprinting was done on attR with Integrase and/or RDF binding reactions.  The first 

lane (-) shows the pattern of attR DNaseI digestion in the absence of protein.  In the next five 

lanes, increasing amounts of Integrase were incubated with attP.  Integrase was added at 13nM 

(1), 40nM (2), 130nM (3), 400nM (4), and 1.3µM (5).  In these lanes, a region of 52 bases 

overlapping the core is protected from DNaseI digestion (indicated by the blue bracket).  In the 

following four lanes, integrase is held at 1.3µM, and increasing amounts of RDF are present 

(8nM, 27nM, 80nM, 270nM, 800nM).  Even at the highest amount of RDF (800nM), there is 

only a slight reduction in the pattern of protection by integrase.  The next lane (-) has no protein 

added.  The remaining four lanes have increasing amounts of RDF.  There is no protection of 

attR by RDF seen at any amount of RDF added. 

B) Sequence of the attR region where protection by integrase is seen.  The blue bar shown above 

the sequence indicates the region of protection by integrase.  The blue stars show where 

enhancements are seen.  The central dinucleotide is shown as the boxed base pairs in the 12 bp 

core (uppercase sequence).  The black bases indicate the sequence of the minimal 47bp substrate.
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 When integrase is incubated with attR and subjected to limited DNaseI digestion, a 

region of protection spanning 52 bases is seen (Figure 55A).  The footprint region extends over 

the core and includes two enhancements (Figure 55B).  When RDF is incubated with attR and 

DNaseI footprinting reactions are done, there is no protection seen and the pattern of digestion 

with RDF is identical to what is seen with DNA alone.  Addition of RDF to integrase and attR 

binding reactions does not change the pattern of digestion (Figure 55A).  This result is not 

surprising since addition of RDF to integrase and attR does not shift the attR-integrase complex. 

 

VI. H. The role of the RDF binding site in attB and attL complex formation 

When integrase binds to attB two complexes are seen (IB1 and IB2).  Incubation of attB 

with both integrase and RDF results in the formation of two additional complexes, one is seen at 

lower concentrations of RDF (IXB1), and the second is seen only at the highest concentration of 

RDF (IXB2) (Figure 48).  In these binding experiments, the substrate is long enough to include 

the RDF binding site, thus, one or both of these complexes may be dependent on RDF binding 

directly to attB.  To test the dependence of RDF binding to attB DNA in integrase-RDF-attB 

complex formation, two attB substrates were constructed with and without the RDF binding 

region.  Complementary 80 base oligos were synthesized that included the sequences from the 

beginning of the RDF binding region across to the boundary of the minimal 40bp attB.  Another 

set of 80 base oligos were synthesized that were identical except that the region of the RDF 

binding site was obliterated and random DNA sequence was put in its place (Figure 56A).  These 

substrates were then labeled, annealed and used in DNA binding assays.  Both substrates 

(attB+RDFbs and attB-RDFbs) support integrase binding as evidenced by a shift of the free DNA 

in the presence of integrase (Figure 56B).  Much like what was seen with larger attB substrates,  
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Figure 56. Complex formation using substrate sites without the RDF binding site 

A) Sequence of 80bp attB substrate sites with (attB+RDFbs) and without (attB-RDFbs) the RDF 

binding site.  Identical bases between the two substrates are indicated by a vertical line in 

between the sequences.  The region of attB where the RDF creates a footprint is shown as the 

boxed region.  Horizontal arrows indicate the direct repeats that may be RDF recognition 

sequences.  The central dinucleotide is shown in uppercase.   

B) Integrase and RDF binding to attB+RDFbs and attB-RDFbs.  DNA binding assays were done 

using an attB substrate site with or without the RDF binding site and integrase, RDF or both 

integrase and RDF.  The reactions shown on the left utilized attB with the binding site, 

attB+RDFbs, as indicated above the gel, while the reactions on the right used the attB without the 

site, attB-RDFbs.  The first lane in each set has DNA alone, and shows the migration of the free 

DNA.  The next four lanes have increasing integrase as shown by the black triangle.  The first of 

these has 13nM integrase, the second has 40nM integrase, the next lane has 130nM integrase, 

and the final lane has integrase at 400nM.  In the following three lanes integrase is at 400nM and 

RDF is titrated as shown by the blue triangle.  RDF is at 27nM, 80nM, and 270nM.  The final 

three lanes of the set have RDF alone at the concentration mentioned above.  The two complexes 

formed when integrase is added to attB are shown in black (IB1 and IB2).  The complex seen 

upon RDF binding to attB is indicated by the blue arrow (XB).  The complexes seen when both 

integrase and RDF are present are shown in green (IXB1 and IXB2). 

C)  Integrase and RDF binding to attL+RDFbs and attL-RDFbs.  DNA binding assays were done 

using substrate attL sites with and without the RDF binding site and integrase, RDF or both 

integrase and RDF.  The reactions on the left utilized the attL with the binding site, attL+RDFbs, 

as indicated above the gel, while the reactions on the right used the attL without the site attL-
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RDFbs.  The first lane in each set shows the migration of the free DNA.  The next four lanes have 

increasing integrase as shown by the black triangle.  The first of these has 13nM integrase, the 

second has 40nM integrase, the next lane has 130nM integrase, and the final lane has integrase at 

400nM.  In the following three lanes integrase is at 400nM and RDF is titrated as shown by the 

blue triangle.  RDF is at 27nM, 80nM, and 270nM.  The final three lanes of the set have RDF 

alone at the concentration mentioned above.  The complex formed when integrase is added to 

attL is shown in black (IL).  The complex seen upon RDF binding to attL is indicated by the blue 

arrow (XL).  The complex seen when both integrase and RDF are present is shown in green 

(IXL). 



cgtcgttgtggcgtagcagcttctcgtggtggtggaaggtgttggtgcggggtTGgccgtggtcgaggtggggtggtgg
||  |   |||  ||    |    | |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
cgcgatcagtgcggtgctctcggtgcattttgtggaaggtgttggtgcggggtTGgccgtggtcgaggtggggtggtgg
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two complexes are formed, IB1 and IB2, and the slower migrating complex (IB1) is the 

predominant one.  Incubation of the wild type 80bp attB substrate (attB+RDFbs) with RDF 

results in a shift of the free DNA.  In contrast, RDF can not bind to the randomized sequence 

replacing the RDF binding site in the mutant attB (attB-RDFbs), as evidenced by the absence of 

a shift the free DNA by RDF.  When RDF is added to binding reactions with a constant amount 

of integrase and attB+RDFbs, again two complexes are seen (Figure 56B).  In this experiment 

however, the first complex seen at lower RDF concentrations (IXB1) appears to be at a migration 

similar to the slower migrating integrase-attB complex (IB1).  Although this integrase-attB 

complex is expanded, when RDF is added a more compact band is produced.  At higher RDF 

concentrations, a slower migrating complex is seen, which is likely to be equivalent to IXB2.  In 

contrast, when RDF is added to integrase and attB-RDFbs, the first integrase-RDF-attB complex 

(IXB1) is seen, but the slower migrating one (IXB2) is not seen.  Therefore, IXB2 is RDF 

binding site dependent while IXB1 is not. 

  When integrase binds to attL a single complex (IL) is seen, while incubation of attL 

with both integrase and RDF results in a shift of this complex to a slower migrating species 

(IXL) (Figure 50).  However, in these previous experiments the substrate is 341 bp, which 

includes the RDF binding site, thus this complex may be dependent on RDF binding directly to 

attL.  To test the dependence of direct attL binding of RDF in the formation of the IXL complex, 

DNA band shift assays were done using two attL substrates with and without the RDF binding 

region.  These substrates were obtained from in vitro integration assays using the 80bp attB 

substrates previously described.  The product of an in vitro integration reaction using an attP 

plasmid with either attB+RDFbs or attB-RDFbs was gel purified and ligated to another piece of 

DNA, creating a plasmid with attL and attR in direct orientation.  The attL obtained from the 
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reaction with attB+RDFbs has a wild type sequence, while attL from the reaction with attB-RDFbs 

has a mutant RDF binding site.  Digestion of these plasmids with restriction enzyme FokI 

generated a 506bp fragment containing attL.  These substrates were then labeled and used in 

DNA binding assays.  Integrase binds to both attL substrates, shifting the free DNA into a single 

complex (IL) (Figure 56C).  Incubation of the wild type attL substrate (attL+RDFbs) with RDF 

also results in a shift of the free DNA.  As shown in the attB experiment, the randomized 

sequence replacing the RDF binding site does not serve as a recognition sequence for RDF, as 

evidenced by the absence of a shift the free mutant attL (attL-RDFbs) by RDF.  When RDF is 

added to integrase at attL+RDFbs, the IL complex is shifted to a higher migration (IXL).  In 

contrast, when RDF is added to integrase and attL-RDFbs, only the integrase-attL complex (IL) is 

seen, and the slower migrating IXL is not present (Figure 56C).  Therefore, formation of the IXL 

complex is RDF binding site dependent. 

 

VI. I. Role of the RDF binding region in integration and excision 

 Many of the attB and attL substrates used in the integrative and excisive in vitro 

recombination experiments have very little, if any, of the RDF binding site.  The 40bp minimal 

attB substrate has just one base of the binding site, while the 50bp substrate that was most often 

used has just four additional bases.  These attB substrates were used to generate the attL utilized 

in excision reactions, and thus, these excision substrates are equally devoid of the RDF binding 

site.  Yet we have seen RDF dependent inhibition of integration and excision using these 

substrates lacking the RDF binding site.  In order to carefully examine the role of the RDF 

binding site in integration inhibition, the attB substrates with and without the RDF binding site 

shown in figure 56A were used in integration assays and the ability of RDF to inhibit integration 
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at each of these sites was tested.  The integration reaction used a plasmid-derived attP and 

integrase at 1.3µM.  These two substrates, attB+RDFbs and attB-RDFbs, behaved identically in 

terms of the amount of product formed as a function of attB substrate concentration (Figure 

57A).  The ability of RDF to inhibit the integration reaction was tested as a function of 

concentration.  Each of the integration reactions with and without the RDF binding site were 

inhibited to the same degree (Figure 57B).  In the reactions with 0.0027 pmoles of RDF, some 

integration product is seen, however, at 0.008 pmoles of RDF reactions both with and without 

the binding site have been inhibited and thus have no detectable product.  Thus, the presence of 

the RDF binding site in attB appears to have no effect on the ability of RDF to inhibit integration 

in vitro. 

 To test the dependence of direct attL binding of RDF in excisive recombination, the 

previously described intramolecular attL-attR plasmids were used in excision assays.  These two 

attL substrates were obtained from in vitro integration reactions using the 80bp attB substrates 

with and without the RDF binding region.  These two attL-attR intramolecular substrates were 

incubated separately with integrase at 0.8µM and increasing amounts of RDF.  In both sets of 

reactions, excision was only observed at the highest tested concentration of RDF, 0.27µM 

(Figure 58A).  Thus, the presence of the RDF binding site does not affect the concentration of 

RDF at which excision occurs.  In another experiment, excision reactions were done using 

integrase at 0.8µM and RDF at 0.27µM, and substrate with or without the RDF binding site and 

samples were taken over time.  These time courses look nearly identical in terms of the amount 

of product and substrate seen in each reaction.  Thus, the presence or absence of the RDF 

binding site also does not affect the speed of the excision reaction. 
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Figure 57. Role of the RDF binding site in inhibition of integration  

A) Integration reactions were done with supercoiled attP plasmid and an 80bp attB either with 

the RDF binding region (attB+RDFbs- on the left) or without (attB-RDFbs-on the right).  These 

attB substrates were titrated into reactions with 0.040 pmoles attP plasmid and 4 pmoles 

integrase. These two attB substrates were added at ~ 0.038 pmoles, 0.11 pmoles (~3-fold excess), 

0.38 pmoles (~10-fold excess), 1.1 pmoles (~30-fold excess), and 3.8 pmoles (~100-fold excess).  

The first lane (-) has no attB added.  The two sites are recombined with similar efficiencies, as 

similar amounts of linear product are formed at the same amount of attB added.  Lane M 

contains the DNA size markers with the sizes are in descending order; 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, and 2 kb. 

B) This panel shows a titration of RDF into integration reactions with 4 pmoles of integrase, attP 

plasmid and 1.1 pmoles (~30-fold excess) of attB with the RDF binding site (left) or without 

(right).  The amounts of RDF are as follows: lane (-) no RDF, next lanes-0.0027 pmoles, 0.008 

pmoles, 0.027 pmoles, 0.08 pmoles, and 0.27 pmoles.  The amount of inhibition seen in reaction 

with attB without the RDF binding site to the product formation seen in reactions using the attB 

substrate with the binding site. 
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Figure 58. Excision with and without the RDF binding site 

A)  RDF was titrated into excision reactions with a single plasmid containing attL and attR, and 

4 pmoles of integrase.  The attL-attR plasmid used in the reactions on the left and the right are 

identical except for the RDF binding site.  The plasmid used on the left has the wild type binding 

site and is thus designated +RDF bs, while the plasmid utilized on the right has a mutated 

sequence in place of the RDF binding site and is called –RDF bs.  In each set, the lane marked (-) 

has no RDF, and the remaining lanes have RDF at 2.7nM, 8nM, 27nM, 80nM, and 270nM.  Both 

sets of reactions were cleaved with ClaI following incubation.  Digestion of the substrate with 

this enzyme yields a 4.0kb and a 740bp fragment, while product digestion produces 3.7kb and 

1.0kb fragments.  The markers are in lane M with the sizes given in kb at the right. 

B)  A time course of the excision reactions using substrate with and without the RDF binding site 

was also done.  The substrates used are the same as in A, the plasmid used on the left has the 

wild type binding site (+RDFbs), while the plasmid on the right has a mutated RDF binding site 

(–RDFbs).  In each set, the lane marked – has no RDF, and the remaining lanes have RDF at 

270nM.  The time at which each sample was taken is shown in hours above each lane.  Both sets 

of reactions were then cleaved with ClaI.  Digestion of the substrate with this enzyme yields a 

4.0kb and a 740bp fragment, while product digestion produces 3.7kb and 1.0kb fragments.  The 

markers are in lane M with the sizes given in kb at the right.
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VI. J.  Integration complexes 

 In order for the integration reaction to occur, integrase and the substrate DNAs, attP and 

attB, must come together.  A complex with attP, attB and all the integrase required for 

recombination is an intermediate in catalysis called a synaptic complex.  To look for higher-

order complexes that are intermediates in φRv1 integration, DNA binding assays were done with 

both attP and attB.  When a cold 40bp attB is added to binding reactions containing radiolabeled 

attP and integrase at a temperature where recombination can occur (30oC), two additional bands 

are seen (Figure 59A).  One of these (I) is present in small amounts and has a much slower 

migration than the other complexes and the second (II) migrates just below the lowest attP-

integrase complex (IP2) (Figure 59A).  When similar reactions with radiolabeled attP, integrase 

and attB are incubated for longer time periods at 30oC, more of these two additional bands are 

seen.  A third band (III) is also seen, which migrates below the free 362bp attP DNA (Figure 

59B).  Because the reactions were incubated at a temperature at which recombination can occur, 

we expect one more of these bands to be product and the others to be recombination reaction 

intermediates.  In support of this idea, when the reaction with hot attP, integrase and cold attB is 

incubated on ice, none of these additional bands are seen.  All of these bands are also 

significantly reduced in the presence of RDF.  When RDF is added to these reactions, a complex 

of slower migration is seen (IXP(B)).  This band has a similar migration to an integrase-RDF-

attP complex (IXP), but we do not know if attB is present in this complex. 

 The fastest migrating band seen near the bottom of the gel (III) is consistent with the size 

of free attL (215bp), one of the products of integration (Figure 59B).  The other product of the 

recombination reaction, attR, would not be seen in these experiments because the attP DNA is 

singly labeled (at one end).  The band that migrates just below the attP-integrase complex (II) is  
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Figure 59. Integration complexes  

A) DNA band shift assays were done using φRv1 integrase, attP and attB to look for integration 

intermediates.   A 32P labeled attP fragment was incubated alone in lane one and with 3 pmoles 

of integrase, which is the amount used in integration assays, in lane 2.  In the third and fourth 

lanes have attP, integrase and a cold 50bp attB was added at 9, and 90ng, respectively.  The fifth 

through eighth lanes are identical to four except that 0.008 pmoles of RDF were added in lane 5, 

0.027 pmoles in lane 6, 0.08 pmoles in lane 7, and 0.27 pmoles in lane 8.  The complexes formed 

when integrase binds to attP (IP1, IP2) are indicated at the left by black arrows.  Also on the left 

is an arrow indicating the position of a complex seen when integrase and RDF are present with 

attP and attB, IXP(B).  On the left, the orange arrows show the position of two additional bands 

(I and II) seen when attB, attP and integrase are in these reactions.    

B) This experiment is similar to A, except that samples were incubated for different times at 

30oC or on ice (0oC) as indicated below the gel.  The first lane has attP alone, and all other lanes 

(2-12) have both integrase at 3 pmoles and attB at 90ng.  Lanes eight through 12 also have 2.7 

pmoles of RDF.  The complexes formed when integrase binds to attP are indicated by the black 

arrows at left.  Shown on the right is an arrow indicating the position of a complex seen when 

integrase and RDF are present with labeled attP and cold attB, IXP(B).  To the right, orange 

arrows indicate the three additional bands seen in reactions with attB, attP and integrase.  

C) In this experiment the aberrant migration of the integrase-attP complex, IP2 is demonstrated.  

This gel shows three similar experiments, the first experiment shown on the left utilizes labeled 

attP, integrase and cold, wild type 50bp attB.  The first lane shows the migration of free attP, 

and the second lane has 3 pmoles of integrase with attP.  In the third and fourth lanes, 90ng of 

attB has been added to integrase and attP, and was incubated at 30oC (3) or on ice (4).  Lane five 
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and six have 0.27 pmoles of RDF and were incubated at 30oC and 0oC, respectively.  The set of 

reactions shown in the middle of the gel is similar to those shown on the right; with the 

difference being that in these middle reactions, a mutant attB was used that is defective in 

catalysis.  The complexes formed when integrase binds to attP are indicated by the black arrows 

at the left.  Also shown on the left is an arrow indicating the position of a complex present when 

integrase and RDF are present with labeled attP and cold attB [IXP(B)].  The orange arrows 

show the three additional bands seen when attB is added to attP and integrase reactions.   The 

pink dots indicate the aberrant migration of IP2 in the presence of attB.   

 The final set of reactions shown on the right is similar to the other two; however, here a 

labeled attB and cold attP have been used.  The complexes formed when integrase binds to attB 

are indicated at the right by blue arrows (IB1 and IB2).  The complex formed when RDF binds to 

attB is also shown on the right in blue (XB).  Shown on the right are arrows indicating the 

complexes seen when integrase, RDF, labeled attP and cold attB are present, IXB(P)1 and 2.  

Also, the orange arrows show the position of three additional bands seen when attP is added to 

attB and integrase reactions, (Ib, IIb, IIIb).  

D)   This experiment shows the bands present when the proteins are degraded after incubation.  

The left and right halves of the gel are identical, except that after incubation the reactions on the 

right were treated with proteinase K.  On both the left and right, lane one, like all other lanes has 

attP, however, in lane one only attP is present alone.  Lane two, like all subsequent lanes has 3 

pmoles of integrase.  Lanes three and four and all subsequent lanes have 90ng of cold attB, and 

lane four has ethylene glycol at a final concentration of 40%.  Lanes five and six have 0.27 

pmoles of RDF added, but the two lanes differ in that ethylene glycol was added to 40% final 
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concentration in lane six.  The following six lanes are the same as the first six, except that a 

mutant attB (AG) was used in the final set.  Bands are labeled as previously described.
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consistent with attL product bound to integrase.  Bound attL is also seen as a product in similar 

experiments with another serine integrase, Bxb1 (Ghosh et al., 2003).  When a mutant attB is 

used in the binding reactions, neither of these two bands (II and III) is seen (Figure 59C and D).   

This attB mutant has the fourth base of the common core changed from T to A, thus the putative 

central dinucleotide sequence is AG instead of TG.  The AG mutant shows no in vitro 

recombination activity as attB, and thus it is not converted to product (4/12, Figure 31).  The 

absence of bands II and III in reactions with this non-functional attB mutant is consistent with 

these bands being free and bound attL product, respectively.  Unlike bands II and III, the slowest 

migrating band (I) is seen in reactions where either a wild type or a mutant attB (AG) is present 

along with attP and integrase.  This band is likely to be a complex with attP, attB, and integrase.  

When a complementary experiment is done using radiolabeled attB and a cold linear attP, a 

similar complex (Ib) is seen (Figure 59D).   There is one additional change that occurs when attB 

is added to binding reactions with attP and integrase.  There is an apparent shift of the IP2 attP-

integrase complex to a slower migrating species (red arrowheads in figure 59C and 59D).  This 

shift occurs with both wild type and mutant attB, and at both 30oC and 0oC.  Because this shift 

only occurs when attP, attB and integrase are present, presumably, this shifted complex contains 

attB, attP and all the integrase necessary for integration. 

When reactions with attP, integrase and a wild type attB are treated with Proteinase K, all 

protein-DNA complexes disappear, and three bands are seen.  One of these is the free attB.  The 

larger and more predominant of the two other bands is probably free attL product (215bp).  This 

band is absent from reactions using a recombination deficient attB mutant, while the smaller 

band is seen in reactions with either a wild type or mutant attB.  It is likely that this smaller band 
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is a cleavage product that results from integrase cutting the attP substrate.  This has been 

observed in reactions with other serine integrases (Ghosh et al., 2003).  

 

VI. K. Excision complexes 

 Much like in integration, in order for excision to occur, the substrate DNAs, attL and 

attR, and the integrase must synapse.  The RDF must also act at some point before catalysis.  It 

may do this either as a direct participant in a complex, or by altering the interactions between 

integrase and the substrate sites.  Regardless of how RDF may function, all these participants 

must come together as an intermediate in catalysis.  To detect intermediates in excisive 

recombination, band shift assays were done with a radiolabeled attL (341bp), integrase, RDF, 

and a linear cold attR.  When a 47bp cold attR is added to binding reactions that contain 

radiolabeled attL and integrase, there is little change in the pattern of complexes seen, and no 

additional bands are visible.  When RDF is added to reactions with attR, attL and integrase, four 

additional bands are seen (Figure 60).  One of the bands seen at the highest concentrations of 

RDF (0.27 and 0.08µM) is the RDF attL complex (XL).  Another band (IIILR) has a much faster 

migration than the other complexes.  This band is this first band seen at lower RDF 

concentrations (0.027µM).  The second (IILR) migrates just below the free attL, and this band is 

only seen at 0.27 and 0.08µM RDF.  The fastest migrating band (IIILR) is likely to be one of the 

products, attB (176bp).  The other product, attP, is not seen in this experiment since the substrate 

attL is labeled only at one end (Figure 60).  This attB product may be free, or bound to integrase.  

The band that migrates between IIILR and the free attB, IILR, is RDF concentration dependent.  

Thus, IILR is likely to be attB in complex with RDF.  Whether integrase is present in this 

complex is not known.   The third band seen when RDF is added has the slowest migration, (ILR) 
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(Figure 60).  It is likely to be a synaptic complex with attL, attR, integrase, and perhaps RDF.  

This complex is dependent on the presence of RDF.  Thus, RDF is required for attL and attR to 

synapse. 

 

VI. L. Discussion 

 The investigation of the DNA binding behavior of integrase and RDF through band shift 

assay and solution DNaseI footprinting has revealed several things about the φRv1 

recombination system.  The φRv1 integrase binds to all four substrate sites, although the affinity 

for integrase at each site differs.  Integrase has the highest affinity for attL and attR with a 

dissociation constant of approximately 40nM.  Integrase binds to attP with a Kd of 130nM, and it 

has the lowest apparent affinity for attB (Kd ~400nM).  The φRv1 integrase, like other serine 

integrases, is able to bind to both attP and attB.  This is in contrast to tyrosine systems like 

lambda.  Lambda integrase does not form a stable complex with attB alone; instead integrase 

forms a complex with attP and host factors called an intasome, which then captures attB as 

naked DNA (Richet et al., 1988).   

 The necessity for an excess of attB in the in vitro integration reaction may be the result of 

several factors, one of these may be the difference in the affinity of integration for the substrate 

sites.  The apparent affinity of integrase for attP is at least 3-fold more than affinity of integrase 

for attB, thus an excess of attB may be required to overcome this difference.  Also the affinity of 

integrase bound to attB for integrase bound to attP may also be low, thus having an effect on 

synapsis of attB and attP.  Synapsis of these sites would be favored by an excess of attB.  The 

deficiency in the reactions using a supercoiled attB with a linear attP is probably due to the 

difference in affinity for the sites.  While in reactions with a supercoiled attP, the 2.6nM is  
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Figure 60. Excision complexes  

A radiolabeled attL fragment was incubated with integrase, RDF and a small linear attR, to look 

for higher order protein-DNA complexes that are possible excisive recombination intermediates.  

The first lane (-) contains attL alone, and shows the migration of the free DNA.  The second lane 

has 3 pmoles of integrase added and shows the position of the attL-integrase complex (IL-black 

arrow at left).  All subsequent lanes have 3 pmoles of integrase as indicated by the black bar 

above the gel.  The third lane has 9ng of a 47bp attR, the next lane and all subsequent lanes have 

90ng of attR as shown by the purple bar.  The fifth through eighth lanes have RDF added at; 

0.008 pmoles (5), 0.027 pmoles (6), 0.08 pmoles (7), and 0.27 pmoles (8).  Addition of RDF 

results in the appearance of four additional bands.  The first of these is the RDF-attL complex 

(XL).  There is also a slow migrating complex (ILR) above all other bands, a fast migrating 

complex (IIILR) below all other bands, and a third (IILR) that migrates just below free attL is seen 

at the highest amount of RDF ( 0.27 pmoles).  
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sufficient to bind enough integrase for recombination to occur, however, the concentration of 

attB in the supercoiled attB reactions (4nM) may be too low to support efficient recombination.  

When attP is present at equalmolar amounts or in slight excess, the reaction is most efficient, 

however, higher concentrations of attP compete away integrase from attB, and thus a reduction 

in recombination is seen.  

 The binding of integrase to attP results in a DNaseI protection footprint of 60 bases.  

When integrase binds to attL or attR, footprints are seen of 55 and 52 bases, respectively, and at 

attB, integrase binds to produce a 47 base footprint.  These footprints are 5-7 bases longer than 

the size of the minimal substrates, however, the trend in the size requirement for the minimal 

substrates and footprints are the same, with attB being the shortest, and attP being the longest.  

In all these DNaseI footprinting experiments, the top strand was used, and the footprint extends 

across the common core including all the bases of the minimal substrate.  When integrase binds 

to either attB or attP, two complexes are formed, although more of the slower moving complex 

is observed.  When integrase binds to attL or attR, only one complex is seen.  However, integrase 

binding in the presence of RDF, results in an additional complex that migrates in between the 

integrase alone complex and the free DNA.  This is likely to be another form of integrase binding 

to the site. 

As determined by DNaseI footprinting, RDF binds to a 34-36 base region that is to the 

left of the core in attB and attL.  Upon RDF binding to attB or attL, just a single complex is 

formed, and RDF has the same apparent affinity for both sites, although we can only estimate 

that the dissociation constant is between 0.08µM and 0.27µM.  At 0.08µM RDF, very little DNA 

is shifted while at 0.27µM nearly all the DNA is shifted.  This is just a three-fold increase in 

concentration and may reflect cooperative binding of more than one molecule of RDF to the site.  
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Similarity in RDF binding to attB and attL is expected since RDF binds to an identical region in 

both sites.  The region to which RDF binds has a pair of directly repeated sequences (5’- 

TCGTNGTGG-3’) that are likely to serve as recognition sites.  When the entire binding site is 

mutated, RDF can no longer bind directly to attB or attL.   

Addition of RDF to binding reactions that contain integrase and attL, attB, or attP, results 

in a change in the pattern of complex formation.  Addition of RDF to attL and integrase binding 

reactions shifts the integrase-attL complex (IL) to one with a slower migration (IXL).  This shift 

is dependent upon the RDF binding site, and when the site is mutated, no shift is seen.  When 

RDF is added to attB and integrase, both of the integrase-attB complexes (IB1 and IB2) are 

shifted to two slower migrating complexes (IXB1 and IXB2).  The slowest migrating complex 

(IXB2) forms only at the highest concentration of RDF and is dependent upon the presence of 

the RDF binding site.  The faster migrating complex (IXB1), which is seen at slightly lower RDF 

concentrations, is not RDF binding site dependent, and is seen in experiments using an attB with 

a mutant RDF binding site.  This binding site independent complex, along with the complex seen 

when RDF is added to binding reactions with attP and integrase (IXP), suggest that RDF 

interacts directly with integrase.   

When an attB substrate lacking the RDF binding site is used to examine inhibition of 

integration by RDF, a similar level of inhibition is seen in comparison to a reaction using an attB 

substrate with the RDF binding site.  Also, when an excision reaction that uses a substrate 

without the RDF binding site is compared to a reaction with the RDF binding site, a similar level 

of excision is seen as a function of both RDF concentration and time.  Therefore, the RDF 

binding site is dispensable for both its activities in inhibition of integration and excision.  This 
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suggests that direct interactions between integrase and RDF are fundamental to directionality 

control by RDF. 

Binding reactions done with the integration substrates attP and attB, show a slower 

migrating complex that could be a synaptic complex.  This complex is only seen at 30oC, when 

recombination is actively occurring, and the complex can also be seen in reactions with a central 

dinucleotide mutant attB, although no recombinant product is detected.  In the presence of RDF, 

this synaptic complex is not seen, which indicates that RDF acts at some step prior to synapsis.  

These studies also show that it is likely to be after substrate binding since RDF does not appear 

to disrupt binding of integrase to attP or attB as individual sites, although it does alter the 

complex pattern, shifting integrase-attP and integrase-attB to a slower migrating complex. 

In similar binding reactions done with the excision substrates, attL and attR, no higher-

order complex is observed in the presence of integrase alone.  However, when RDF is added, a 

higher-order synaptic-like complex is observed as well as possible products.  This result shows 

that in excision, RDF is also likely to be acting at step before synapsis. 

The experiments presented here have uncovered some useful information about the φRv1 

recombination system.  Although at this point we do not know all the details of the mechanism, 

we can suggest a model for the recombination reactions that will provide a framework for future 

experimentation.  The integration reaction begins with the binding of integrase to each of its 

substrates, attB and attP.  It may either bind as a dimer to each, then these dimers could come 

together, or it may bind to one as a tetramer and then capture the other substrate.  It is not yet 

known if φRv1 integrase binds to the sites as a dimer or a tetramer; however, we propose that it 

binds as a dimer.  Separate dimers of integrase bind to attP and attB, and then specific 
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interactions between integrase bound to attP and integrase bound to attB bring the sites into 

synapsis (Figure 61).   

The φRv1 Integrase bound to attP can only form a tetramer with integrase bound to attB 

because the interactions at each site are different.  The conformation of integrase bound to attP is 

unlike the conformation of integrase bound to attB or any other site.  Once the attP and attB sites 

synapse, the integrase becomes active and strand cleavage occurs (Figure 61).  After 180o 

rotation of the DNA strands, they are then ligated in a recombinant configuration.  The products 

of the integration reaction, attL and attR, often remain bound to integrase.  However, the protein-

protein interactions between these attachment site bound dimers are unstable thus, the sites 

dissociate. 

When RDF is present, integrase bound at attP cannot synapse with integrase bound at 

attB.  RDF interacts with both integrase bound to attP and integrase bound to attB as 

demonstrated by band shift assay.  The interaction of RDF with integrase bound to these sites 

blocks synapsis, which thus prevents integration (Figure 61). 

Integrase also binds as a dimer to attL and to attR.  The interaction of integrase at these 

two sites is essentially a hybrid of the interactions at attP and attB, and thus the interactions at 

attL and attR are distinct from those at attP and attB.  Excisive recombination, that is the 

recombination of attL and attR, can not occur in the absence of RDF.  On its own, a dimer of  

integrase bound to attL cannot interact with a dimer of integrase bound to attR.  However, in the 

presence of RDF and integrase, attL and attR can synapse (Figure 61).  Transient interactions of 

RDF with integrase bound to attL and attR causes the complexes to adopt a conformation that 

allows them to interact and catalyze excisive recombination.
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Figure 61. Models of integration and excision 

Schematic representations of φRv1 recombination are shown here.  Components of the reactions 

are shown in (i).  Integrase is shown in gray although it is represented in slightly different shapes 

and colors when bound to attP (orange), attB (blue), attL and attR (orange and blue, or green 

when catalytically active).  The recombination directionality factor (RDF) is in rust and attP 

DNA is black and attB DNA is blue. 

 Two protomers of integrase bind to attB and two protomers of integrase bind to attP (ii).  

Integrase binds differently to attP and attB, and a dimer of integrase bound to attP can synapse 

with a dimer of integrase bound to attB (iii).  Synapsis causes each of the integrase monomers to 

become active (indicated by the pink dots) (iii), and integrative recombination takes place.  In the 

presence of RDF, integrase bound to attP is blocked from interacting with integrase bound to 

attB (iv), thus blocking synapsis and integration. 

 Integrase also binds as a dimer to both attL and attR (v), although these dimers on their 

own cannot synapse (vi).  When RDF is present, integrase bound to attL or attR changes 

conformation and the protein pairs bound to attL can now synapse with those bound to attR (vii).  

Excisive recombination can then occur (viii). 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 

VII.A. φRv1 integration-putting the pieces together 

The Mycobacterium tuberculosis prophage-like element φRv1 encodes an active 

recombination system, with a serine integrase (Rv1586c) and a recombination directionality 

factor (RDF-Rv1584c).  Although several serine integrases have been identified, only a few of 

them have been characterized in any considerable detail (Smith and Thorpe, 2002).  The φRv1 

integrase, like other serine phage integrases that have been studied, such as Bxb1, φC31, R4, and 

TP901-1, utilize small substrates, and do not require substrate supercoiling, or an additional host 

factor (Breuner et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2003; Olivares et al., 2001; Stoll et al., 2002; Thorpe and 

Smith, 1998).   

It is not know how the four different substrate sites (attP, attB, attL, and attR) are 

recognized and discriminated by integrase.  The sequences that flank the crossover site in attP 

and attB are largely different (Smith and Thorpe, 2002).  Presumably binding of integrase attB is 

not equivalent to integrase binding to attP, and this difference in binding may be achieved either 

by different domains of integrase binding to each site or different contacts being made with each 

site and the same domain of integrase.  The serine integrases have a large c-terminal region of 
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unknown function that could potentially contain two domains, one for attB recognition, and one 

for attP.     

The details of synapsis are not known in any of these serine integrase systems, however, 

in the Bxb1 system, there is evidence that attP and attB substrates can synapse in either direct or 

indirect orientation (Ghosh et al., 2003).  Substrates that are synapsed in direct orientation will 

be cleaved and recombined to yield attL and attR, while substrates that synapse in the wrong 

orientation (indirect) will be cleaved but they will not be recombined.  These misaligned sites 

cannot be recombined because the 2 base overlaps do not match.  These cleavage products may 

be released or after a second 180o rotation, the DNA strands can be ligated to restore attP and 

attB.  Evidence of this is seen in integration assays that utilize one substrate as a supercoiled 

plasmid, where misalignment of the substrates and subsequent re-ligation of attP and attB results 

in relaxation of the plasmid substrate (Ghosh et al., 2003).  Relaxation is seen as plasmid that 

runs slightly faster than the supercoiled substrate when electrophoresis of the reactions is done in 

the presence of ethidium bromide.  These results show that the orientation of the substrates is 

given solely by the central dinucleotide (Ghosh et al., 2003).   

Some evidence of the role of the central dinucleotide in site orientation is seen in the 

φRv1 system, as relaxation of supercoiled substrates in recombination reactions (e.g. see figure 

31, lanes [-] and [1-1]).  Further evidence that in φRv1 the orientation of the sites is also 

determined by the central dinucleotide is seen when an attB substrate with a switched polarity 

central dinucleotide (CA instead of TG) is used in a recombination reaction.  In reactions with 

this substrate, attB is recombined in the opposite orientation.  If we refer to the left and right 

halves of attP and attB as P, P’ and B, B’, respectively, then the products of integration are attL 
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(B, P’) and attR (B’, P).  The product of recombination between a wild type attP and attBCA are 

(B’, P’) and (B, P).  

 In Bxb1, a higher-order nucleoprotein complex is seen in the presence of attP, attB and 

integrase (Ghosh et al., 2003).  This Bxb1 complex is not unlike that in the φRv1 system.  

Because the serine integrases require small substrates, and do not require substrate supercoiling, 

or an additional host factor, these substrate sites may synapse through protein-protein 

interactions between integrase bound (perhaps as a dimer) at each substrate site, in a manner 

similar to Cre recombinase.  In the Cre recombinase system, no host factor is required, and the 

interactions between molecules of recombinase bound to the LoxP site are sufficient for synapsis 

(Mack et al., 1992; Van Duyne, 2002).  However, these serine integration systems differ from 

Cre because the integrase utilizes two different substrate sites.  In addition, interactions of 

integrase with attB, attP, attL and attR are presumably not identical.  If the interactions were 

identical, then any pair of sites could be recombined.   

 

VII.B. Control of φRv1 recombination directionality 

 The protein encoded by Rv1584c controls the recombination directionality of φRv1.  

Expression of Rv1584c in mycobacteria cells that contain an integrated copy of the φRv1 attP-

integrase plasmid results in excision of the plasmid.  This recombination directionality factor 

(RDF) acts in vitro to inhibit integration and stimulate excision.  The φRv1 RDF has DNA 

binding activity, and specifically binds to a region within attB and attL; however, this binding 

activity appears to be dispensable for the function of RDF.  Both inhibition of integration and 

excision occur when this site is absent.  These results indicate that interaction with integrase is 

likely to be central to the function of RDF.  Band shift assays with either integration substrates or 
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excision substrates suggest that it probably acts at a step before synapsis.  The proposed 

integrative synaptic complex does not form in the presence of RDF, and the excisive synaptic 

complex requires RDF.   

 Lactococcal bacteriophage TP901-1 is the only other serine integrase with a known RDF, 

and it has been demonstrated that an attP-integrase plasmid is excised in the presence of the 

ORF encoding this protein (Breuner et al., 1999).  As yet, no mechanistic data has been reported 

for this RDF, thus we do not know if it has binding activity or how it may stimulate excision.  In 

the φC31 system, where an RDF has not been identified, it has been shown that integrase alone 

cannot synapse any other pair of sites except attB and attP, which suggests that an RDF in this 

system may also act at or before synapsis (Thorpe et al., 2000).   

 The φRv1 RDF shares some similarities and differences from the RDF proteins described 

in tyrosine recombination systems.  RDFs that act in tyrosine systems bind to sites within attP, 

while the φRv1 RDF binds to attB (Connolly et al., 2002; Esposito and Scocca, 1997; Lewis and 

Hatfull, 2003; Yagil et al., 1989; Yin et al., 1985; Yu and Haggard-Ljungquist, 1993).  Much 

like these tyrosine systems the RDF in φRv1 acts to inhibit integration and stimulate excision.  In 

lambda, it has been shown that the RDF (Xis) associates with the integrase, and when this 

interaction is interrupted by mutation, excision is also abolished (Swalla et al., 2003; Warren et 

al., 2003).  Although we do not have direct evidence that the φRv1 RDF and integrase interact, 

the experimental evidence suggests that they do.  Another study provided evidence that when the 

DNA binding activity of HK022 Xis (HK022 is closely related to lambda) is diminished either 

by mutation in the binding sites or in Xis itself, excision can still occur, although only at a 

fraction of wild type levels (Gottfried et al., 2001; Gottfried et al., 2003).  The φRv1 also 
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functions in the absence of DNA binding.  It is possible that in vivo this binding site plays a role; 

however, we have not explored this. 

 

VII.C. Role of φRv1 and φRv2? 

 PhiRv1 is one of two prophage-like elements - the other being φRv2 - that are found in 

the widely used virulent laboratory strain of M. tuberculosis, H37Rv.  Both φRv1 and φRv2 are 

absent from the vaccine bacillus M. bovis BCG.  In fact, these two elements were originally 

identified as two regions of difference between M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. bovis BCG, RD3 

and RD11 (Brosch et al., 2001; Mahairas et al., 1996).  The question arises as to why these 

elements are in M. tuberculosis.  There are several possibilities; one is that these elements are 

decaying remnants of once active prophages.  Another possibility is that they are active elements 

and may provide some function to the host, perhaps encoding virulence factors or imparting 

some other ability to the host.  Yet another possibility is that φRv1 and φRv2 are parasitic 

elements located in M. tuberculosis simply as a means for propagation.   

Although φRv1 and φRv2 are not obviously complete bacteriophages there are no 

apparent psuedogenes and they have several ORFs that are good matches to database entries 

(Hendrix et al., 1999).  As demonstrated by this study, the recombination system of φRv1 is 

functional, thus we do not favor the idea that the elements are just decaying remnants. 

It is unlikely that both or either of these elements are absolutely required for virulence 

because these prophage-like elements are found with variability in virulent M. bovis strains and 

M. tuberculosis clinical isolates (Brosch et al., 2001; Mahairas et al., 1996).  A recent study has 

shown that although most M. tuberculosis isolates have either φRv1 or φRv2 or both, some 

isolates (3 out of 46) lack both φRv1 and φRv2 (Brosch et al., 2002).  It is possible, however, 
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that there are compensating insertions in these strains, or that isolates that lack both φRv1 and 

φRv2 are phenotypically different than those that do have one or both of the prophage-like 

elements.  However, H37Ra, an avirulent strain of M. tuberculosis has both φRv1 and φRv2.  

This strain has not been completely sequenced, and it is therefore possible that any virulence 

factors present in φRv1 or φRv2 could be mutated.  Another study found that knocking the RD3 

(which is φRv1) deletion back into M. bovis BCG, does not increase the virulence of BCG in a 

mouse model system (Pym et al., 2002).   If φRv1 does have virulence factors they are not 

sufficient to convert M. bovis BCG into a mouse pathogen.   

 Another possible role for φRv1 or φRv2 is gene transfer.  The putative φRv1 capsid 

subunit encoded by Rv1576c is a close relative of the putative capsid subunit of 

mycobacteriophage Che9c (Pedulla et al., 2003).  This similarity lends support to the proposal 

that the φRv1 element in M. tuberculosis H37Rv is capable of making particles.  These particles 

could package M. tuberculosis DNA in addition to or instead of φRv1 DNA, and thus carry out 

generalized transduction like the Genetic Transfer Elements described in Rhodococcus, 

Methanococus and Serpulina (Bertani, 1999; Eiserling et al., 1999; Humphrey et al., 1997; Lang 

and Beatty, 2000). 

 Finally, it is possible that these elements provide no advantage to the host, and simply 

exist for their own benefit.  With an understanding of φRv1 integration and excision it should be 

possible to excise this element from H37Rv and determine if it does in fact play a role in M. 

tuberculosis biology. 
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VII.D. Future considerations 

VII.D.i. Dissecting φRv1 recombination 

One of our primary interests lies in understanding the recombination mechanism of φRv1 

recombination and serine recombinases in general.  The proposed model needs to be tested and 

supported or rejected.  The stoichiometry of integrase bound to each site is not known.  We 

would like to know what the quaternary state of the integrase is both in solution and when bound 

to each of the substrate sites.  The identity of each complex seen in band shifts needs to be 

verified, for example, the proposed synaptic complex in band shifts with both integration 

substrates, should contain both attB and attP and excision synaptic complex should contain attL 

and attR.  We would also like to know if RDF is a component of the excision synaptic complex.  

In the band shift assays there are two additional RDF dependent complexes that are seen when 

RDF is added to integrase and attB or attP, and it is also not know if RDF is a physical 

component of the complexes.   

 We propose that the function of RDF is dependent on direct interactions with integrase.  

If RDF and integrase do interact directly, this interaction should be detected by genetic or 

biochemical methods.  Furthermore, it should be possible to generate mutants of either RDF of 

integrase that do not interact with each other.  A screen for mutants of RDF that cannot function 

in integration inhibition or excision may reveal an RDF that does not interact with integrase.  It 

should also be possible to isolate mutants of integrase that are insensitive to integration inhibition 

by RDF or perhaps integrase mutants that recombine attL and attR in the absence of RDF. 
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VII.D.ii. Utility of φRv1 recombination 

The serine integrases require no host factor and recombination has been demonstrated in 

heterologous systems such as other bacteria, eukaryotic cells and mammals (Kim et al., 2003; 

Stoll et al., 2002; Thomason et al., 2001; Thorpe and Smith, 1998).  Because the sequence 

requirements for the substrates are relatively short and no additional factors are required, work 

has been done to develop these systems for use in other organisms.  These systems are currently 

being developed to generate transgenic mice, and engineer cell lines (Groth and Calos, 2004; 

Olivares et al., 2002; Ortiz-Urda et al., 2002; Ortiz-Urda et al., 2003; Thyagarajan et al., 2001).  

These phage integrase systems have an advantage over other recombinases because they utilize 

two different sequences (attP and attB) for recombination and the reactions are unidirectional 

(Thorpe et al., 2000).  Unlike what is seen in other recombinase systems, recombination cannot 

occur between the attL and attR hybrid junctions that flank the integrated cassette.  It should be 

possible to develop the φRv1 system for the same applications.  Because we have an 

understanding of directionality control in this system, an additional utility may be available to 

subsequently remove the integrated cassette. 

The φRv1 integration-proficient attP-integrase vectors created as part of this work may 

also be useful vectors for the study of mycobacteria.  We have shown that they transform M. 

bovis BCG and M. smegmatis.  Although the efficiency of transformation in M. smegmatis is low 

relative to an extrachromosomal vector, these φRv1 plasmids are stably maintained in the 

absence of selection.  The question arises as whether they could also be used in other 

mycobacteria.  Blast searching of mycobacterial genome sequences showed that both M. avium 

subspecies paratuberculosis and M. marinum have regions of their genomes with identity to the 

M. tuberculosis 13E12 repeats (Genbank accession numbers NC_002944 and NC_004506, 
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respectively).  Repeats are also found in M. leprae (Cole et al., 2001). Although there are some 

differences within region where φRv1 integrates, the putative TG central dinucleotide is present, 

which suggests that φRv1 plasmids may transform these species (Figure 62).  Integrating φRv1 

vectors may be another tool to add to the mycobacterial (or perhaps even eukaryotic) tool box. 

Although we have demonstrated here that the integrase and RDF are active, whether or 

not this element is mobile in M. tuberculosis or other members of the tubercule complex is 

unknown.  If it is no longer actively of moving in and out of the M. tuberculosis genome, it 

certainly did at least once, perhaps in its former life as a bacteriophage. 
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Figure 62. REP13E12 sequences in other mycobacteria  

The sequences of regions from other mycobacterial species with similarity to M. bovis BCG site 

#6 are shown.  Blast searching revealed possible φRv1 attB sequences in M. avium subspecies 

paratuberculosis and M. marinum.  These sites are aligned with the M. bovis BCG site which is 

shown in between the two sequences.  Only one strand is shown, and the 12 base common core is 

shown in bold type, and the central dinucleotide is in red.  Two repeats of the 13E12 family 

found in M. leprae are also shown.  

 



     13E12 repeats in mycobacterial species:

M. avium subspecies paratuberculosis
ggtggtggaaggtgttggtgcggggttggtttcggtccaggtggggtggtgg
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||    |||| ||||||||||||||
ggtggtggaaggtgttggtgcggggttggccgtggtcgaggtggggtggtgg
|||||||| |||||||||| |  || || || ||||||||||| || |||||
ggtggtggtaggtgttggttcttggctgtccatggtcgaggtgcggcggtgg
M. marinum

M. leprae1
ggtgtcagaaggtgttggttttgggttggtcgtggtctaagtggggggtggg
||||   ||||||||||||   ||||||| ||||||| | |||||| |  ||
ggtggtggaaggtgttggtgcggggttggccgtggtcgaggtggggtggtgg
||||   ||||||||||||   ||||||| ||||||| | |||||| |  ||
ggtgtcagaaggtgttggttttgggttggtcgtggtctaagtggggggtggg
M. leprae2

BCG #6

BCG #6

Figure 62
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